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The present thesis, in two volumes, attempts to convey an 
eye-witnesB description of the 'AfthSra* Ceremonies in Lebanon, and 
an information about their recent development in the last half 
century.
volume ne
Chapter ne deals with the general features of bhi'ite mourning 
in Muharram, It treats in detail: the abstinence, the signs of 
mourning on premises, in apparel and traditional foods, the special 
religious observances, and the common beliefs connected v/lth 
•/shura’•
Chapter Two introduces the Ceremonies themselves and gives 
information about their origin, background, growth, and practice.
The main items of the Ceremonies ares
a. Street demonstrations with breast-beating and back scourging;
b. Ta’zia Assemblies, both during and outside the ’Ashura’
season;
c. Shabih in two divisions: the miracle Play and head-wounding. 
Chapter Three deals with the substance of the ceremonies, namely
the Dirges, the Ta’zia address, and the shabih miracle Play, (i.e. 
volume ii).
Chapter tour describes the Ceremonies as actually performed, 
this, in four typical scenes; the Tasu’a’ demonstrations, the 
’Ashura1 Evening ta’zia, the recital of the asra1, and the
presentation of the shabih miracle Play.
ii
Chapter Five review© the development of the Ceremonies in the 
last half century, with regard to the Feform Campaign launched 
against them, and the Schools of thought arising as a result, 
laving assessed the present state of affairs as regards ’Ashura1, 
the Chapter advances a few suggestions for the maintenance of the 
Ceremonies, then attempts a general forecast as to their future 
prospects.
Volume Two is the shabih play proper. It embodies ’The Tragedy 
of Karbala” in five Acts, with an outline of the plot, a critique, 
and a report on the attitude of the main actors towards their parts. 
For comparison, it attempts a general criticism of a well-known 
nglish work on the subject, namely, Felly: ”The Miracle Flay of
Rassan and Husein,"
iii
PREFACE
The present thesis attempts in the main to give an eye-witness 
description of the * AshuraT Ceremonies in Lebanon, By the 1 Ashura1 
' eremonies is here meant the mourning of the imami £hia over the 
death - in battle at Karbala in 681 A.L> - of Husein, son of All 
ibn Abl Talib. The celebration, which is observed on the first 
third of Kuharram, comprises street demonstrations, formal mourning 
parties - ta’zia -, and the dramatic representation of the battle 
- shabih - Including the violent mortifications of beating of the 
breast, scourging of the back with iron chains, and inflicting 
sword wounds to the head*
In construction, the thesis is designed to describe the 
Ceremonies with regard to nature, substance, and performance. The 
first and last chapters however, respectively deal with the general 
features of mourning, and the development of the Ceremonies in the 
last half century, concluding with a forecast of the future 
prospects# The description may gain both in interest and importance 
when it is remembered that the same Ceremonies are observed in most 
other shi’ite countries besides uebanon, and that some of the 
practices depicted here are by no means confined to ’Ashura*.
Originality in the Thesis resides, we believe, in five main
aspectsi
i. Accurate reportage? with the aid of copious illustrations, 
and two recorded reels, the TheslB is a first-hand picture of the
* Ashura * Ceremonies;
iv
ii. The Urges, compiled and sorted out with full commentary.
iii. The work is thoroughly up-to-date, particularly in regard 
to Chapter live which deals with the development of the Ceremonies 
and the corresponding Heform Campaign, the after-effects of which 
are actually occurring at the present time.
iv. The Tragedy of Karbala - Volume ii - compiled iron oral 
tradition, translated into English, and divided into Acts and 
scenes, with stage-directions, explanatory notes, and a general 
critique, supported by a report on the attitude of the actors towards 
their parts. A panoramic view of the 1Ashura' festival at another 
site, i.e. Jibshlt, Lebanon, has been appended. For comparison and 
contrast, a general criticism has been made of a well-known English 
work on the subject, namely, Pelly: ’The Miracle Play of Hassanm
and Husein.M A special feature of Volume ii is that the Tragedy - 
in Arabic - has never been put into print before and, on account of 
criticism from every side, perhaps never will be; the present 
compilation, therefore, while being the first, will most probably 
be also the last.
v. Unlike second-hand works conveyed through the medium of 
translation, the present thesis is the work of an Arab who is in 
constant touch with the milieu of the celebrators. Apart from 
that, a considerable bibiliography has been supported by 
observational evidence, personal contacts in Lebanon, Iraq, and 
Syria, and a special comprehensive Questionaire.
VThree fresh discoveries in the Thesis are:
i. Unlike current assumptions to the contrary, the ta’zia 
and the street-demonstrations are not only parallelled "by, hut, in 
all likelihood, originate from, the Christian, Byzantine rituals,
ii. Almost as much as Kusein himself, All, his father, either 
expressly or tacitly, is ever there in ’Ashura1. This fact goes 
far to indicate the apologetic motive underlying the celebration, 
and defeats the unfounded Shi’ite allegation that 1 Kusein’s memory 
is a factor of unity between the Islamic sects.’
iii. To the Shia, Husein, rather than being a claimant to the 
Caliphate, is a redeemer of Islam. This so-called redemption has 
perhaps given rise to a curious theory of Shi'ite soteriology, which 
several western authorities seen to have accepted on behalf of the 
Shia without overmuch investigation. The alleged soteriology is 
argued away in detail in a separate work by the present writer; in 
this thesis however, within the scope of volume ii, the point is 
also raised and a refutation attempted.
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CHAPTER Q m  
GENERAL FEATURES OF MOUBHIW
1*
As regards the celebration of ’Ashura’ in this country as 
elsewhere two directly opposed hadlthe stand in perpetual 
opposition between the Sunnis and the Chia. The one sect regard 
’/ohura’ as an occasion for merriment, the other one, for 
mourning - indeed, the Sunnite merriment does much to heighten the 
mourning on the part of the Hiia.
To the Sunnis, the month of Muharram opens with the Hegira hew 
Year’s day, which is universally regarded as a day of festivity. 
The first ten days of the month are eminently blessed and 
celebrated - in Egypt, for instance - by rejoicing1'.1 in Morocco 
too, the same period is celebrated by fire, water, and carnival
rites; people are anxious to make many purchases, for that is
2
considered a good augury for the cornnerc© of the city. According 
to Amin, Sunnis bode well of 5Ashura’ day: they cook com,
purchase milk, and such other white stuffs as calico, and. local 
(white) cheese; they don new clothes, adorn their houses, and 
epend in plenty over their families.^ Although less noticeable 
in 1 ebanon, such festive signs can still be seen in Syrias in
1* lane i Manners and Customs of Modern Egyptians, p. U32
2. Westermarck: itual and Belief in Morocco, vol. ii.
pp. 5 8 - 86; 11+8 et seq#
3. Amin : A'yan, vol. iv. p. 151
2/leppOf Huran, and certain quarter© of Damascus, people are 
liberal in giving food and clothes, though such donations are 
more in the nature of thanksgiving for a propitious occasion than 
an expression of rief. Hums, it is reported that fanaticm
unnie bode veil of heating up milk on ’Ashura’ and making it boil 
over, which sign they spitefully take to represent the blood of 
use in which flowed on the day ! or supporting ouch festivity as 
the above, the tunnis rely upon one hadxth,2 which eoxiveye that, 
hoso giveth plenty to his household on ’Ashura’ day, God will 
beetow plenty upon him throughout the remainder of the year,”^
The - hia however have their own views : to them, the new moon 
of uharram etands for the sword-blade which ©lew Husein and fara
from being a feast at all, the firet of it is a day which they 
would ‘celebrate upon the g r a v e s , T h e y  recognise a hew Years 
day neither on the first of !'uharram, nor at any other time. To
certain authorities of theirs, Mohammed’s migration took place on
6the fifteenth of Bafar; to others, on the first, the second, or♦
the tenth of habi* al-Awwal, while a third party have altogether
1. /rnln i Khutat Jabal 1 Amil, p. 70* •
2. The Encycl. of j-slam, (p. h86) conveys a further hadlth that
on ’Ashura’ * oah had left his Ark in safety”,
3. Amin : Iqn®, p. 5
U • f j jJ! jj, ^1 jiXJ I il JXa J<*} I
3, cf. Dirge 2o, 99 below
6, Ar-h©wT : As-Sa’a J. Sequel ’Ashura* year 13^6 A.H.
7. Al-Ya’cubi Ms. - 2'ajaf, fol. 59
3spurned the festival as an alien* western importation, maintaining 
that Moslems should observe no other festivals besides the Korban 
and the lesser Bairams.1 To disprove the merriment on ’Ashura* 
day, Amin, relying on ibn al-Jawzl’s ”al-Maw&u’at”, contends that,
mm mm P
"On ’Ashura’, nothing except the fast is authenticated*” In 
addition, he advances the opposite hadlth, after Imam Ali al-hida, 
that, "Whoso withdraws on ’Ashura’ from worldly endeavour, Ood 
shall spare him the needs of life and eternity •*. but, whoso calls 
’Ashura’ a day of blessing, and would thereon purchase new 
chattel© for his household, he shall not be blessed in his 
purchases, and on the Bay of Judgement he shall be counted in the 
company of Yazid, Ibn Eiad, and Ibn Ba d, i.e* doomed to the 
lowermost abyss of Kaqawl contends that the hadlth
ascribing good omen to ’Ashura’ was fabricated as early as Yazid 
In order to counteract the mournings over Husein, which had been 
detrimental to Yazid*s own rule* Al-Maqrizi, however, makes no 
secret of the fact that, ‘’Following Umayyad vogues, Baladdln in 
Egypt instituted merriment on ’ Ashura* simply to spite the Ghia 
of Ali b. Abl Talib.’*^  Co thorough-going must such Umayyad
1. Sheikh X. 8* of Tyre, Lebanon: Answers to Quest.ionaire
2. Amin : Iqna, p. 5
3. Amin : A yan, p. 152; -qnS, p* 98
km j.aqawi: ^qalat, p* 11
5m I'aqrizi: Khutat, p. 365
hinfluence have been that, up to the present, merriment on ’ shura’ 
is adopted even by the hi * ite ’Amara tribes of the Basra district
in Iraq 1
Whether in counter defiance or otherwise, the Shia would like 
to mourn over Kueein perpetually# To that effect some of their 
poets have referred in such lines as the followings
"In my sight, as though every place is Karbala and every 
day the ’Ashura1 day;"1
"Life as a whole, even a feast day, is nothing but a 
funeral, since 1Ashura1 has left men not one single
feast;"2
"Hasten up, hasten up, 0 son of the Vir gin (i.e. Mahdi),
Thy Shia are ever in mourning garb,
at the lateness of the coming of thy rule#"^
To most Shi’ite authorities, grieving for Husein is in 
accordance with the ’Kitab’ and the flunna’ /  this is because 
Mohammed himself is assumed to be in mourning. Grief and unhappy 
memories have perhaps led to the conclusion that the ’Ashura’ 
season in particular, and both Muharrsm and Safer in general, are
1. iiughniyya: Mfejalis, p# 11; /mint Iqna’, p. 162
2. Chakars Al-Imam Al-Iiusein, p. 5U
3. (hadlriyya epic
h# Ibn Tawus: Al-Luhuf, p# 2
5. rhakar, p# 55; cf. Dirge No. 8
6. Note: The last Vednesday of Safar is specially fraught with
’bitter sinisterness’ —  j— : ^T
As a precaution, the Matawila are better advised to leave
their homes for the countryside*
5periods of ill omen during which the $ hla are to withdraw from
worldly affairs. Marriage is avoided, since by experience the
Chia have learnt that marriage bonds concluded during Muharram
and -afar invariably end in sad results. The initiation of any
big project is likewise refrained from: "Well, friend," an
advisor would say, you might go ahead with your project, yet
wait until Muharram and -afar are over." In the ten days of the
* Ashura1 season hardly any festivity is permitted: no new
clothes are tailored - on all accounts, no cloth may be cut before
the fourteenth of Muharram; no cinema attended, no television
shows either,1 nor joyful wireless programmes listened to. Social
family visits cease, and even the moat innocent amusements, gum-
chewing, or melon-seed-cracking, for Instance, are given up.
Ablutions are the only washings made of the unseen parts of the
2
body since, for at least ten hot daye, bathrooms are not to be 
visited. Kxcept for baby linen, no clothes may be washed, at all 
events not on a Monday, the day being most ominous, It being taken 
to be the day of Husein's death. ^  levout men do not shave for ten
1. lor the first time in ebanon, a ’Ashura1 mourning Assembly
was shown on the Television in 1961.
are
2* extreme cases /reported about -hia unbathed for UO days.
3. iote: Monday washings arc to be avoided all the year round:
by contravening the rule, a washerwoman risks losing not 
one, but two of her sons - "Che who washes on ’ithnain*,
buries the ’ithnain’, i.e. the two" - i)Li
61
days or longer, and the women may do no make-up; unheedful women 
who have entered a mourning party with a powdered face have often 
been expelled. In practising their Muharram privations, Shi’ite 
women have the classical exan^ ple of the Hashimite ladies who "not 
before they had received the head of xbn-2iad, i.e. above five
years, did they pencil their eyes, comb their hair, or dye their
bodies with ’henna1*”" In Illustration of womanly privation, an*
actual anecdote may be of interest.
It was on a sultry ’Ashura* eve in a low coastal city that two
Christian ladies paid a visit to a female mourning party. The hall 
was over-crowded and the heat unbearable. One of the attendants 
pressed on the button of an electric fan. But protests from all 
sides soon arose: "Not for the world, shall we enjoy coolness
while they, i,e* Husein and men, are suffering heat and torture I"
ii.
Apart from the public ceremonies in the season, the climate of 
grief is maintained by means of general signs of mourning: on 
premises, apparel, and in food. Thus black banners are flown upon
1. In India, devout Mussulman women even allow no water to pass
their lips for ten days. - Mrs. All, pp. k5 * 100
2. Amin: Iqna’, 98
7the roofs of religious houses,1 and signboards are put up at the en­
trances of the main streets, bearing aphorisms laudatory of Husein
such as,
*»o husein”,
"Husein: the symbol of sacrifice and crusade for ever”,
!,Kusein: the life-boat, and the lantern to the true faith*”»
The interiors of mosques and mourning halls are also draped in
2
black* <oud-speakere are installed at the mourning halls, thus 
adding to the climate of grief, at the same time affording a 
better chance for the more devout to relish the ’ta’zia* while all 
alone in their houses. Street-lights are either dinmied down, or 
put out completely* In the street demonstrations, torches are less 
the fashion nowadays than strong keroBene lamps, but most 
interesting perhaps is the 1 /shura’ candle-holder which the younger 
demonstrators carry about.
With respect to attire, men generally wear dark or black 
clothes; even the handkerchiefs with which some ascetics dry their 
tears are edged in black. Women* s attire as well is either dark 
or jet black, and of course, scrupulously decorous. It is reported
1. It is characteristic of the deprecatory nature of the * shura*
demonstrations, to find that among the ancient Arabs black 
banners used to be a sign of the malcontents. (Lewis, p. Ill)
2. In Iraq to-day, it is still the custom of the more devout Shia
to drape the inside of their houses for the -hole of Muharram.
8that certain devout ladies go about in mourning garb even indoors.1
m  a mourning hall, £ayyid ladies are distinguished by special
signs of deep mournings the face is smeared with soot or indigo,
the head tied with a broad, black band which reaches down to the
eye-brows, and in the hand a black kerchief is waved about in
lamentation. Of course Husain to them is more than Imams he is a
*
near relation besides - a great-great grandfather, in certain 
towns, devout old women appear at a mourning party with a handful 
of dry cinders on the top of the head - signifying the burning of 
the heart. On the final evenings of the season, the mull a, I.e. 
the woman-reciter, often sprays the audience with a few handfuls 
of dry chaff. This is done in memory of the H&shiraite women who, 
after Karbala, cast dust upon their heads in lamentation (Cf# 
dirge No. 51 • Chapter iii/i). As a 1 Ashura’ souvenir, the women
tie up the so-called Husein1 s cord round the upper arm, where the
2
cord remains until it falls off.
Jen and women alike assume sullen and melancholy airs. To 
devout sheikhs smiling during liuharram is ’muharram’ i.e. taboo.
1. It is noteworthy that in mourning Sunnite wives go in pure
white. This seems to be a trace of the Andalusian vogue as
conveyed by one eontecqporary poet:
"If in Andalusia, whiteness be the sign of mourning, that, 
indeed, is the true sign:
"lor have I not put on a hoary dress (of white hairs) in 
mourning over my lost youth?"
2. Husein’s cord is a one foot piece of silken thread cut out of a
skein used as a book-mark in the recital of the full slra 
of Karbala.
9; xceoslve indeed must the mourning of the old Ihia have been to 
suggest the words of an ancient poet, al-Mlsrl, in the following
coupletj
”So excessive is my mourning on Husein* b death-day that 
even the whiteness of my eyes have I blackened - i.e. 
pencilled”!1
Lastly, there are certain dishes which the Shia would partake
of, and certain other dishes from which they would abstain. In
2
either case, such dishes ©re largely symbolical, and of no known 
origin. To begin with, there is the favourite *Ashura* dish, the 
harlsa". It is prepared by boiling together equal amounts
of well-ground wheat, fatty meat - or chicken - ghee, onions, and 
water; all salted, the ingredients are cooked together to make a 
mixture like thick porridge.^ By etymology from the Arabic verb 
’harass’ i.e. *to crush1, the dish obviously corresponds to
1. Amin: Iqna*, p. 159
yrn cJl Jj ^
2. Lebanese Christians have their own traditional dishes too:
for example, eggs on Easter symbolise the Tomb out of which 
Christ broke, just as a chick breaks and bursts out of an egg. 
ialabia, a fried cake submerged in liquid sugar, recalls the
baptism of Jesus in the Jordan,
3* Having partaken of a full'harlsa1 meal, the present writer
found it to be quite delicious, though a little
indigeetable,
10
the crushing down of Husein’s "body under the horses’ hocfs.»
Another traditional meal (less used in Lebanon than in Iraq) is 
chicken, which not all families can afford to cook, particularly 
as the number of chickens in the meal should not be less than the 
number of the family members, since to have any less would be 
considered omenous.1 For dessert, there are biscuits, ’raha’ - 
Turkish delight - zwiebacks, almond-cakee, and ’Zarda5. JjjJ
Among these, the last is perhaps the only one of interest. It is 
a mixture of one amount of sugar and a double amount of powdered 
rice, boiled together in a little water. Sprinkled with saffron, 
Sarda is served, hot or cold, in ordinary earthenware dishes.
There is nothing particular about Zarda beyond the proverbial 
satisfaction, i.e. fullness, it is assumed to give to those who 
take it: "He is quite full up, as though he has eaten Zarda,” is
a common saying among the Shia. The pun in the Arabic verb
1zarada f Jjii which suggests imprisonment, recalling the state 
of Husein and his men at Karbala, obviously gives the basis for 
the usage. Another meaning of the said verb is ’to strangle’, 
which can convey the same sense. It should be remarked however 
that no 'Ashura’ dish, including the dessert, may be partaken of 
in enjoyment; rather, as a dish of mourning, it must be eaten in 
mourning and meditation.
1. The Fatimids used to set the ’Ashura’ public repast for
thousands on what was known as ’the grief carpet’ .
Among the dishes there used to be lentils , pickles,
cheese, curds, honey, and black bread. - (MaqrizI: Khutat,
• •
p. 289 Chronicles of the year 363)
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On the other hand, there are certain dishes which the Shia
would, during 1Ashura1, specially avoid - indeed, they would
strongly protest against Sunnite neighbours who cooked them. One
such dish is the ’head’ of sheep or oxen. In that abstinence, the
Shia copy the example of Imam Ali b. Husein who, as a prisoner,
had caught sight of his father’s head being taken in to Yazid;
1 *
so he gave up eating ’heads' for ever, Ghamma is likewise
a forbidden dish since it reminds of Husein1 s body and entrails 
trampled down at Karbala - the dish comprises mainly the limbs and 
entrails of a beast. The Lebanese ’kubba7 as well is eschewed.
The reason is that in the preparation of kubba, (a dish of raw,
lean meat and ’burghul’) the sound of pounding the meat into a
. 2
paste suggests triumphant merriment rather than sad mourning.
As regards dessert, with the exception of the aforesaid kinds, no
sweets are allowed. Chocolates, for instance, are forbidden though
not the sweeter !raha7, obviously because the Arabic word ’raha1 is• #
a pun on ’rest’, hence the suggestion of rest to Husein7s soul.
iii.
With respect to religious observances during the ’Ashura’
season, there is generally a more careful heeding of the daily
prayers, alms giving, and the fulfilment of vows. In prayers, no
1. Amin: A’yan, p. 267
2. Note - To most Lebanese, Shia and all, the kubba7 dish is
abstained from during mourning periods.
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extras are required "beyond the recitation of the daily ’ziarat’ 
for which a great reward is in store. Thus many of those who do 
not observe prayer itself, often make a point of reciting their 
ziarat to Husein every day. (for the ziarat see Chapter Four/iiin
below). Fast during the season is supererogatory on the first,
1
third, and the seventh days; the ninth is a fast day of the Chi a 
2 — • —
ascetics,"" but on ’Ashura1 day proper, the fast is to be only partial, 
and should be broken one hour after the noon-prayer, by first
3
taking a drink of water. At the entrance of the mourning halls 
in certain cities there is a plate of dry salt out of which the 
men coming to attend, take a pinch. The salty taste stands for a 
more tangible participation in mourning and sympathy. A further 
Muharram observance is the visitation of graves, an act especially 
desirable for drawing a useful moral: 11A decayed corpse is a 
sermon eloquent,” said one ta’zia reciter. Qoranic recitation on 
the graves is likewise increased. The Sira of Karbala is 
punctually recalled every day; besides the recitation at the public 
evening Assemblies, brief ten-minutes passages are recited at 
houses by special wandering reciters, both men and, women.
1. Tabataba’i: Urwat, p. 532
9 9
2. Encycl. of Islam, p. 699
3. Hulli: Naqd, p. 115; Amin: Iqna1 , p. 97
Note - In pre-Islamic days 'Ashura1 was a market-day called 
’Suq Hajr’. It used to be a fast day, too.
Al-AdusI: Bui ugh, p. 270
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riarever in a Shi’ita area you may be during 1Ashura*f you are sure
to hear the x*eciter*s meanings nearby. On each morning of the three
dtiys following */shura*, a 'I-atihe* is recited for the rest of the 
Barm As ad who had assisted in the burial of Husein and his men.1s
fihe */shura is also the season for Almsgiving. Not only do 
* mi skins flock the gates of mourning halls for anaall aims, but 
major parish schemes are also set up, and a practical result is 
commonly yielded in the form of building a mosque, a Kuseiniyya, - a 
hall for mourning husein - or a big seminary. Whatever ie expended 
in this way is forwarded as 'zakat* on behalf of Husein*b soul
CV &  * on behalf of the dead is, to the i hia,
endoraed by Moharsmed hi ’self on two specific occasions:
a. He approved of giving aims for the rest of the dead
mother of a man of the Banu £a*ida;
b. He in person distributed alms for the rest of
ilhadlja, his first wife, long after her death.
beat, on account ox their lavish expenditure, the hia be 
branded as squanderers (voran: xvii, 27)» they advance their own
1* In Iraq the thirteenth of tuharram is universlly celebrated by 
a special visitation paid to Karbala, made under the title of 
ueein’s third c ay? .
In India, according to Mrs. Ali (Observations, p. 101), the 
occasion is one for donations of food, particularly the 
meeta* dish with unleavened bread.
2. tharafed&In: l ajalis, p. 15
3. i or lavish expenditure in Muharram, see under Ta’zia, Ch.2/ii fcelo
Ik
exegesis of the verse under view as, *squandery it is to spend 
money outside obedience to Allah.1 The celebration of Husein1s 
memory is, to them, in full obedience to Allah.1 Furthermore, they 
produce a special hadlth which conveys that, "Whatever amount is
expended over Husein1 s memory will be repaid seventyfold in life
2
and rewarded liberally in Paradise hereafter." Minor donations
■z
of food are made in Larisa’, and ’mjaddara’ (a dish of lentils, 
onions, burghul and oil which is eaten by the poorer classes in 
Lebanon). In female mourning halls on the seventh of Muharram, a 
distribution is made of fresh, sugared loaves of Arabic bread 
prepared with sesame. ’Abbas’ bread*, as such distribution is 
called, obviously stands as a mere ’baraka', i.e. blessing, since 
'Abbas is the Tquencher of the thirsty* (see dirge Ho. 26) rather 
than the feeder of the hungry. Larger food donations take the 
form of a public repast normally served after the break of the 
ceremonies on *Ashura’ day.H For the laBt thirty years, the
1. Sheikh al-Iraqain: Anwar, p. 36 (vol. ii)
2. Sadiq: Sima’, p. 63, ed. Al-Turaihl: "Maqtal".
• • <
3. In Syria, the Alawites too donate ’harisa’ on ’Ashura’ day.
In Iraq, a special donation is made in sandwiches either of
molasses or green vegetables.
In India, (see: Mrs. Ali, p. 93) the rich dispense benefits 
among the poor: money, food, and especially clothes which 
must not be retained till the next 'Ashura’. 
k. Without being necessarily confined to the Shia, the public 
funeral dinner1 - partaken after the burial of a dead 
person - is a Lebanese, indeed, a universal Arab, tradition.
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; abntiyya repast has been donated by a local butcher, Badawl Kuhail»
by name, to two thousand non. Besides foreigners, his guests are
ninly from labatiyya (Lpper). For the repast he hills no less than
ten head of sheep and provides a sufficient amount of rice, ghee,
vegetables, and other such Ingredients as go to prepare a good
^rab meal. Tables are set in the raan!s garden in the open air, at
which the present writer has, on two different Ashura's sat. in
addition to the repast, Kuhail, as often as not, sends down a.
number of ‘afiha’, i.e. meat-pie, cakes - no less than one thousand - 
#
for a snack to the visitors who come to see the shablh play. Minor
'Aghura* dinners are, of course, donated, but of the major repeats
in Lebanon two others are of note: the Ghbairi, and the Tayyba.
1 “ 2 
towns dinners. Donations of water-sabila, ' furniture, or small
cmms of money sre also made. Donations of furniture to a
T useinlyya could come in the form of a roof chandelier, a set of
*
1. The holiness to the Ehie of the fAshura’ repast might be
suggested by the prodigious tales which < azwlnl (in Ghurar, 
p. 81) tells: "meals miraculously cooked and set out, money 
for a meal providentially come by, a meal prepared for fifty 
men miraculously satisfied two hundred etc."
2. "Whoso distributes drinking water on VghuraV says KalidSr
(Tgrlkh, p. 135) is reckoned as having done ae much good as 
giving water to Husain*s men and having fought at their side." 
In India (Bee Mrs. A11, p. 23) sherbet and milk in abundance 
are distributed from sablls by the road-side.
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bamboo chairs, or a fine, big carpet. Cmall money collectlone 
are made as a tip to the sextons of the Ituseiniyya, or the actors 
of the shablh Flay. At female Assemblies, one old woman makes a 
collection of small money in her lap for beg "are at the door.
Along with donations goes the taking of vows. Although the
twelve imams are religiously equal, Kusein is perhaps the one
«
among them to whom the Matawila most often make vows. Connected
with Husein is Lainab, his sister, who too was present at Karbala*«
All vows are paid up in 1Aahura1 season and men are often seen 
coming modestly to pay their sheikh in fulfilment. The wording of 
a vow usually takes the form ofs
m  m
"I owe it to Allah «— U ^  ”5 or, "I commit myself with
a vow to Allah «JjLj ' that, if I shall
achieve my request through Husein, I shall fulfil in#
such and such a manner.” 
omen more often make wishes and requests on Thursday eveningB, in 
the name of c asim, Husein^ nephew, and bride-groom of his daughter.
e
Their vow takes this form:
"By the eve of this ’khamls* - i.e. Thursday - and Qaslm, 
the *aris’ - i.e. the bride-groom - I wish that my
request be granted.
i etitions cannot be specified. In the main, vows are made for 
fertility, but many other sorts besides could be cited: the
recovery from a serious illness, the finding of a lost thing,
1
safety on a long journey etc. Particularly peculiar is the vow
1. A vow was taken by a Khiamite peasant, to break his filly 
into thrashing hay, and his wish was granted.
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made in the tonn of a threat to debtor© who would deliberately 
default on payment. The creditor need but proclaim that he has 
vowed the amount of debt, whole or in part, to Fuse in or any one 
of his family, and he is sure to receive e rapid and full 
settlement. The fulfilment of a vow might be made in devotional 
prayers or *aiarats*. If babies are vowed, they are either incised 
on the head, or mounted on the processional horses of ’Ashura1. 
Votaries pay up in the form of food provisions, such as one or 
more head of nheep, but people of less means pay for fuel, tea, 
auger, tobacco, water-jars or the like, for use at mourning 
parties. Other votaries provide candles,1 flowers, sweetmeats, 
lemonade for the demonstrators, or white calico for the special 
shirts which the sw^fedemen put on. One special vow is paid up in 
a queer way: having drunk a cup of tea at a ta’zia assembly, a 
votaress simply steals the empty cup, and takes it away home where 
in secret she makes her vow upon the cup, and hides it away 
unwashed. If her petition is granted, the cup is washed and 
returned on the next fAshura* together with another twelve new 
cups; if the petition is not granted, the unwashed cup is finally 
thiown away or broken to pieces. Of particular interest are the 
(rare) vows for fertility made by Sunnis or Christians! One lunnite
1. In India, according to Mrs. All - pp. 1*8, and 91 -, even the
poorest are extravagant in oil and tallow-candles. Red
candles, standing for Husein^ blood, and green candles,.
standing for the poison whereby Hasan was killed, are placed.
on the seventh day before the ta’zia (model) by women who 
have a petition to make.
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wife was, through such a vow, blessed with twin sons. Her husband, 
who would not pay in settlement, was soon terrified by finding 
both the sons falling seriously ill# He, therefor©, Quickly 
sacrificed two rams in Lainab*s name# Another report was made 
about a Christian village-woman who was in the sane manner granted 
a son* She named it Husein and, coming up to the next ’Ashura* 
party, she confessed her secret vow, and paid up in fulfilment#
As though to baptise the babe in the donor's name, the sheikh carried 
it to the tents pitched for the shabih Llay, where together with 
other Bhi'ite mates, the little Christian Husein played happily for 
the rest of the show.
Finally, we should not omit mention of a number of common 
folk prescriptions relating to ’Ashura*, both in Lebanon and 
abroad# In Iraq, to begin with, it is reported that the ’Ashura1 
mournings have proved to be an efficacious prophylactic against 
disease and injury. In times of epidemics, mourning parties held 
in the main streets and public squares proved a good safeguard.
By Husein*s blessing, "one reciter who had became hoarse 
miraculously recovered his full voice immediately before the 
?Ashura5 season. Labourers engaged in the preparation of mourning 
halls or the stage of the shablh i^ lay, often fell down yet, were 
uninjured. Barren wives In great number have been granted 
children. Wives who are susceptible to miscarriage, or bearing
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stillborn babes have, by vows to Husein, been spared that loss."1
#
In Persia» ‘the mourners* tears, collected during the Passion Play,
are considered to be a sovereign remedy for all diseases* The
clean handkerchief in which the tears are gathered, is dried and
2placed in the shroud of the dead one." In India at Keen Bait - 
people lay bottles of perfume in the way of the ’Ashura* 
demonstrators. Those bottles, which they call ’the home-doctor* 
are preserved as a sovereign remedy, too."^ In Lebanon, the
batiyya folk boast among themselves that, despite the overcrowded 
days in the ’Ashura* season, there has been, thanks to Husein’s
a
blessing, not a single serious accident. One Incident in particular 
is retold about the eeventy-year old Persian at Habatiyya who, 
in a ’Ashura’ procession, fell off his horBe. He was dragged by the 
stirrup a sufficient distance for all the bones in his body to be 
broken, yet he was absolutely unhurt and survived the accident by 
several years. ocal ’Ashura* prescriptions are given with the 
flowers and candles borne in the processions, the ashes of the tents 
in the shablh Play, and the blood from the head wounds inflicted on 
Ashura’ day, though it is assumed that the blood remedy would be 
inauspicious to the donor.
1* c azwlnl: Ohurar, pp. 7) ©t seq.
2. Sykes: Olory of the Shi’ite World, p. 109
3. Sheikh al-Iraqian: Anwar, vol. li, p. 98
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CHAPTER TOO 
THE CEREMONIES INTRODUCED 
I
The iluharram DemonjjtraUQna
Wherever in oabal 'Sinil the ’Ashura* Ceremonies are celebrated 
in full, these of necessity must consist of street demonstrations. 
Night after night demonstrators are seen touring the streets 
solemnly chanting Ashura* dirges as they heat their breasts and 
flog their bare backs with iron chains* The demonstrations grow 
both in size and fervour as Kuharram wears on, to reach a climax 
in the great Tasu’a processions on the ninth day* At certain towns 
where the shabih play of Karbala is enacted, a further big procession 
forms the final Act of the Drama. So keen have the conservative 
Shia been on holding their demonstrations that, whatever the 
circumstances, they would never miss a procession.1
These demonstrations, which could be traced back to the
2
Buwaihid era in Iraq, are largely representational and symbolical. 
"Beating the breasts, ! observed Al-Iasrn, "is a reminder of those 
breasts - i.e. the Hashimites’ - trampled under the horses’ hoofs.
The chains with which backs are flogged, recall the chains wherein
1. In an article in As-Sa5a J. (No. 97 year 19U7) al-Mazinl
describes precisely the same ’Ashura’ demonstrations as 
having been hold in the last century by the Persian . 
community in Egypt, in what was known as "zaffat 
©1-Husein"
2. Ibn al-Athir: Kamil, vol. vii, p. 7
3. Al-Yasln: Nazrat, p. 7
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-  1those who survived Karbala had heen led into captivity. Parallels
to these processions might still he met with in this country in:
a. The Sunnite Ramadan Processions; as a sort of a farewell
#
to the Ramadan fast, Sunnite youths walk in similar evening 
#
processions - without any mortifications though - on the final
2
nights of the month, chanting 3pecxal hymns.
b. The funerary processions of mountain villages: in these, 
women-mourners follow the coffin clapping their hands solemnly as 
they chant their colloquial threnodies in solo and chorus, while 
near relatives (of women) of the dead one walk weeping copious 
tears and with dishevelled hair. In bigger funerals of this sort, 
one lad proceeding before the coffin silently flourishes a naked 
sword. The theme of their threnodies is generally trite, and 
inapt, an ordinary peasant, for instance, being mourned by the 
title of "Arabian -Amir".
c. Christian rituals: among the mortifications of the early
Christian saints, chain-scourging was used, and up to this day, 
the Byzantine rituals of Good Friday bear a striking resemblance 
to the iAshura1 demonstrations, particularly in the ?sarir7 
circulation. (Gee under section ii below.)
1. Grunebaum, p. 87 describes demonstrators in Persia who dragged
chains tied to their feet.
2. The most current Ramadan refrain is:
"Never for too long, may we miss thee, 0 month of the fast"
fI^ JI ^  *UI V *JUI V
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nitially, the demonstration raises flags and signboards. The
the
flags are either green or black, and/Signboards bear the current 
ShiTite aphorism© about All, Husein, and Ahl al-Bait. Among their 
numberf the most eloquent is perhaps the black - or red - cardboard 
hands representing the hands of the martyrs chopped off at 
Karbala# With effect from the 3ixth evening, the equipment of a 
demons l rat ion is noticeably increased: several more banners are
flown, and the pageantry comprises a caparisoned horse, and. a Bier, 
The horae, which represents Huseinb cteed, is to be a pedigree one* 
ho on© may ride on Husein1 a horse: such baby riders as the one in
the opposite figure, are tolerated to fulfil a vow to Husein made 
on their behalf. The Bier is a simple wooden etrecher. On it a 
young man with a green turban is borne along to represent asim,
Husain1a nephew, who, according to tradition, was wedded to Sikna,
•
lueeinfB daughter, immediately before his death in battle The lad
*
taking the part must be of a sayyid family, and as he lies on the 
Bier, nothing of him appears except the face; the body is covered 
all over by a sheet of white calico ©pattered with red tincture to 
look like blood. To celebrate n&sim's wedding in accordance with 
the local, Mutwali rites, lighted candles of different colours, 
together with gay, red flowers, are bom© on a wide cooper plate 
immediately after the Bier* For confetti, votaries strew the Bier 
with sweetmeat© and dry sugar~plums. The unhappy wedding is 
celebrated by special dirge©, particularly o. 33:
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’’Alas for Qasim ! the bridegroom who has never enjoyed his 
wedding.1,1 I* o-v* Up-k
The !lattama’ (by etymology from the Arabic verb ’latama’
• »  •
as the breast-beaters are locally known, may be divided according
to age into three main teams: the grown-ups, the teen-agers, and
the Juniors. The age limits range between six and sixty, and the
size of a team is no less than two hundred men. They belong to the
working class of society: tradesmen, chauffeurs, and casual
labourers. They are all of the male sex; women-mourners appear
2 —only on the final two days and not in all towns. As the ’lattama’
• •
appear in procession, they are usually bare to the waist, and in 
certain towns they tarnish their faces with soot or indigo. The 
chain-scourgers are distinguished by their black shirts, and of 
course, by the chain-scourge, colloquially known as ’janzir’. The 
shirts are cut from the shoulders to half-way down the back; but 
the front piece covers the chest up to the neck, and bears terms 
laudatory of Ali and his family, embroidered in white thread. The 
commonest of these terms are:
1. It is noteworthy that in the funeral processions of a dead
youth in Lebanese villages, women-mourners, often sing 
’festive’ songs of wedding.
2. In Iraq, there seem to have been special demonstrations
staged by women (See: Muzaffari: Shiar, p. 1U)
3. In Persi^a, according to Grunebaum, p. 87, the lattama• •
tarnish their half-bare bodieB with black or red.
2k
Husein: wronged
There is no other sword sharper than Dhu'l-Fiqar, 
no champion worthier than Ali.
jiuJi >j 'i
The scourges, which are uniform in shape, are made of an iron
handle, to the end of which is attached a hunch of chain strands
ten inches long, and of an average thickness of ten millimetres.1
The normal scourge weighs 3.3 lbs, the heaviest, 5*5.
Each team of demonstrators is led "by a rhapsodist known as 
?radud’, i.e. a refrain-repeater, who chants the dirges to which 
the team responds in chorus. On certain occasions, the town 
’mu’azzin* takes the lead and acts as a ’radud’. Like the
demonstrators themselves, ^aduds1 are commonly of the lay section
of the population. Only at a few border towns, Mais for instance, 
does the town sheikh himself do the job of leading the Ashura* 
processions.
In the processional march, no special order is observed. The
flags, of course, go before the team, the horse follows, then comes
the Bier, the bearers of the flowers and candles, followed by the 
lattama and the rest of the procession. Kor is there a strictly 
fixed attendance observed: the processions start to form about 
eight in the evening, although Juniors, who take 1 Ashura1 more 
in the nature of a game, usually flock the streets much earlier.
1. According to Donaldson, p. 88, "Devoted shrine attendants at
Karbala beat their shoulders with iron chains, to which nails 
and small knives were fastened."
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The senior demonstrators first meet at the town mosque, or a side
courtyard where they hare their hreaBts and make ready their
equipment. Thence they emerge in a hody to the town hazaar or
other public square, to open the evening with a brief but vigorous
bout of breast-beating before they start their perambulations about
the streets, ultimately converging upon the mourning hall. As the
procession passes by, men on both sides stand up in reverence, and
the women on roofs and balconies assist the dirges with keening and
interSectional shouts of grief. In past days, as a sign of special
honour, the procession used to pass by the houses of certain
notables in the respective towns. But the custom could not survive
too long. Thus the teams nowadays halt nowhere on their route 5 from
temple to temple9, as they regard it, i.e. from the mosque to the
mourning hall. At Nabatiyya however, the teams do retire for a few
minutes to the house of the head sheikh, Just adjacent to their
destination. In the march, men in the front row, including the
rhapsodists, often Join hands forming a sort of a barrier beyond
which the demonstrators should not advance. This barrier is broken
only when two teams cross on opposite sides and mix together
trying to out-ehant one another, until they eventually merge on
either side again.1 Once a team gets into the mourning hall, the
’lattama9 occupy the middle space where, for a good ten minutes,• #
1. Sharafeddln (Ziarat, p. Ul) speaks of similar clasheB between 
demonstrating teams in Iraq, which have led to serious 
fights.
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they carry on with their breast-beating with renewed zeal. Having 
next moved to a side apartment, they are offered a cool sherbet, 
before they get dressed and take their seats. The party over, the
senior ’lattama’ bare their breasts again, stepping forward to• •
conclude the Assembly with strenuous breast-beating and dirgeful
chants.
With respect to the technique of breast-beating, there is little 
to be said beyond the degree of severity of the experience. As a 
rule, it is not proper to do ’ latm7 with the left hand. One 
exception is allowed in women1 s circles, or in over-excited moments 
when the men employ both hands together, effecting what is known 
as ’ ladm’ .1 Within a mourning hall, two different posturesa *
for latm’ are: the kneeling, and the squatting. Both are assumed
at the end of a mourning party. The team kneeling down perform
their ’latm* as usual, but the squatting position affords quite a
dramatic scene: the Bier, with the lad thereon, is placed in the
middle with the team squatting all round, their eyes upon the Bier,
their heads drooped low, and their arms folded. Ho dirges are
chanted; the ’lattama’ merely beat the forearms softly. The dirges
• •
are left until the end, when they stand up to conclude with the
usual severe ’latm’ in chanting.
•
The attitude of the demonstrators is a combination of sorrow 
and deprecation: sorrow to have missed the great chance of dying
1. It was authoritatively reported that, in Persia, the ’lattama’
• •
in ’Ashura’ used to beat their breasts with two wooden 
staves tied to the hands.
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by the side of Husein, and deprecation for the legitimism of All.
To Crunebaura, the Ashura' demons t rat ions in Persia suggested, that 
the J hi© were still a suppressed sect.^ That, in fact, is the case 
with most ’Ashura* demonstret ions, for they constitute a reaction 
against long suppression for All*a sake. ’’These demonstrations,'* 
remarked © local sheikh, "constitute © tangible warning to 
aggressors." His words surely ring a bell, for it is virtually 
against the aggressors upon All5e legitimism that the •Ashura* 
demonstrations are being staged*
•.et us, for a better understanding, take a look at one team in
procession: along the initial march, the ’lattama*, although in
• *
earnest, are yet moderate in both chanting and beating. The 
procession is moving smoothly along when, all of © sudden, their 
attitude is changed: the team stops, the leader turns to them, and
cells out loudly: "TibrXl nada bis-saraa, ma fi will:" The team in
«* «• 2 chorus responds, "ilia All, ilia Ali" As they give the answer,
they simultaneouoly raise a hand with the fore-finger put out to
emphasize oneness to All. The second half of the call, is repeated
and responded to several times over with slight variations to
proclaim that Ali was "the only imam, the only Intercessor, and the
only hero. (of. dirge ho. l) Their proclamations thus made, the
team embarks upon ’latm* of the severest sort: aloft go the hands,
1, Grunebaum, p. 87
2. "Gabriel announced in heaven that there was no other vice-regent
but Ali."
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then, in a strenuous joint blow, come down on the hare "breasts.
Nothing is heard beyond the thud of 'latm7, and the eh! eh! of the
#
'lattama's’ breath. To urge the men on, a member of the group • •
simply mutters a long "A 1 i" or "A b u '1 — H a s a n,! whereupon#
the 'lattama' look as though they would kill themselves with• 9
ecgbacy: some of them beat with both hands together, some, to gain 
momemtum, jump as high as possible with every beat,1 while several
others combine the 'latm' with revolving round and round on the
2spot. Their bodies sweat abundantly, and their breasts develop a 
wide, rosy spot and become remarkably swollen. Along with the 
’lattama', the chain-flagellants*start to flog their bare shoulders
♦ 9
scourging alternately right and left in time with the 7lattama's'
• •
beats. Three hard minutes pass by, Now a mu'azzin raises his voice
with the 'azan*. In excellent discretion, he makes his tunes less
elongated, and his 'kalima' cut in the middle, i.e. ’I testify that
there is no other god but Allah.’ To emphasize the finish, he takes
the lead, resuming the former ordinary dirge, and the team is
relieved. The exhausted 'lattama' soon catch the refrain and carry• •
on with their moderate, 'latm’ and chanting as they move along in
procession.
1. Speaking of the Iraqi demonstrations, Sharafeddln (Ziarat,
p. hi) describes a different form of 'latm' wherein relief 
is gained every other beat: the first beat being light, while 
the second, comes down on the breast like a sledge hammer.
2. It is perhaps to such movements as the above that Grunebaum
(p. 87) refers as 'wild dances'.
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II
The Ta’zla Assemblies1
ho longer nowadays would the Shi’ite refomist school give the
name ’ta’zia* to a party held in the memory of Husein. They would
rather name that a'dhikra* , i.e. a memorial. An extreme
reformist wing would go even further and call the *dhikra* a
’*Id* , i.e. a joyful feast. The editor of a prominent Shifite
magazine affirmed once that, "Far from "being in any way mournful,
Husein1s stand in the face of injustice could inspire no other 
•
feelings than pride and joy." On the other hand, the more conser­
vative quarters are in favour of calling a ta'zia, a ,ma’tamt ,
i.e. a funerary meeting, the word "being more indicative of mourning
than ta’zia which involves a semblance of consolation. At any rate, 
’tafzia’ is still the name in more general use. It denotes a 
meeting of a group of men or women to listen to the recital of the 
slra, or a section thereof, of Husein*s rising against the Caliph 
Yazid, and his subsequent death in battle at Karbala. Each of such 
meetings is known as ’majlis’ - plural: 'majalis* - : crW*
i.e. a sitting, or a session. Although not the most appropriate
appelation, the specific name has been adopted, because the
Imams themselves had used it: "Those majaliB I love them,"
1. The first eight pages of this section deal with the Tta,zia* 
parties in general, as held all the year round, as a 
preliminary to the 1Ashura* ta'zias proper, p. 37 et. seq.
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said Imam Ja’far.*^
Of the numerous mourning partleB in early Islam, two prominent
examples may "be quoted:
a. The female party held by the Ansar wives to mourn Hamza,2 • *
Mohammed’s uncle;
b. the congregational ’ta’zia held in the Damascus mosque
by Mu’awiya I for mourning his uncle bthman, the
3assassinated caliph, 
lor parallels to the ta’zia, the nearest are;
a. The ’QasXd* evenings? At most mountain villages in this 
country, and in Syria, a special minstrel, colloquially known as
hakawatX’, until lately used to recite the slra of such pre-Islamic
«
Arabian heroes as Abu Zaid and ’Antara, before men assembled in 
cafes, or women meeting in private houses (to twist dough into a 
local macaroni called 7sha’iriyya7)* The ’QasXd’ recitation, 
comprising prose narration and poetical song, had been a favourite 
entertainment on f amadan nights. So popular with the listeners were 
such evenings that the women would shed bitter tears for the sake 
of a favourite character in the slra, and some men, however late at 
night, would never go to sleep before Abu Zaid were released from 
his story prison!
1. Amin: Lawa ij, p. 6 et al. - lote: In India, the name ’mujlas’
is obviously a corruption of the Arabic ’majlis’; yet we can 
see no reason why the name ’ta’zia7 should be given to a 
replica of Husein’s mausoleum, or, as in Hastings, to the
ShabTh Play itself.
2. Sharafeddln: M©jails, p. 13
3. Zain M.s Ash- hia fi’t - arlkh, p. 29;Mu*tazil/i: Gharh, vol. i.
p. 286.
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b. The Christian Holy Week evenings: On each day of that week, 
there is in the ritual of the Byzantine church, an evening assembly 
held for recalling the agonies of Christ. The service embodies a 
chapter from the Gospels, several set hymns, and a sermon. On Good 
- riday, funerary hymns to four different tunes are chanted 
alternately between two choruses, and the evening culminates in a
procession with the 'sarlr*. The ’sarlr’ is a cradle-like, wooden
frame in which a crucifix is laid covered with flowers. Like a
bier, it is carried about by four men who go in front of the
procession, while the hymns are being sung in solo and chorus behind.
More than a mere parallel, the aforesaid Byzantine ritual might 
just as well be taken as the origin of the Shi’ite one, having 
regard both to the striking similarity between the two, and the 
little change which either ritual has undergone. e would venture 
in this connection to disagree on this point with Grunebaum and with 
the Encyclopaedia of Islam. The former authority believes the 
ceremonies to incorporate an earlier cult, the festival of Adonis, 
Tammuz,while the latter takes the Ceremonies to be "in all liklihood 
an engraftment upon the Moroccan magico-religioue rituals. Being 
in favour of the Byzantine origin as above, we would advance the 
following arguments:
i. The Tammuz cult is much too ancient to have survived 
Christianity into Ohi'isra, whereas, to the t hla, the Christian
1. Grunebaum, p. 88; Gibb & Kramers: Encycl. p. 705
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rituals were just within reach. On the other hand, the Toroccan 
rites are too late to have influenced the ftarbalan mourning, 
considering the fact that they were originally derived from Umayyad 
/ndalusia* The Uraayyad shura1 merriment had been instituted to 
defy the Karbalan mournings*
ii. Luring his researches the present writer has come to 
discover how rife with genuine Christian influences Shiism has 
been. This is no place to enlarge upon the subject, yet, on three 
main pointB at least, we have historical evidence!
a* The eschatological doctrine of the Mahdl, who is to re-appear 
side by aide with Christ, smacks of the Christian beliefs imported 
into hi1 ism probably by converted Christians;
b. As early as Mu'ewiya I, Moslems used to mix so freely with
the Tyrian Christians that they even shared their own religious
1
rituals with them;
c. b&rjls, the mother of Imam al-Tahdi, was herself a
2Christian olave-girl from Byzantium.
The basic reasons for the celebration are, of course, religious. 
Yet, it is strange to see Shi’ite polemics, even the more balanced 
of them, often lose sight of the end in favour of the means, with 
respect to the subject. They maintain that a ta’zia is held to 
provide moral teaching, to procure a living for reciters, nay,
1. Brockelmann,( Arabic Version,) vol. 1, p. 1U8
2. Xbn Labbaghi iusul, p. 27b
3. . mln; IqnS', p, 17b
mm
k. > harafeddln: knjails, p. kO
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1
for filling in spare time! We have it on authority that, during 
the royal regime in Iraq, ta’zia Assemblies used to he exploited 
for political purposes. In Lebanon too, in the last movement to 
unite with Syria, the Assemblies at certain Shi’ite quarters served 
as suitable centres to rouse men to revolt. In both these cases 
and the like, the basic, religious aim of a ta’zia is lost. With 
such political purposes in view, an Assembly would rather be named 
a ’ta’bi’a’ 2— V *5 than a ta’zia, i.e. a call to armament, rather 
than to mourning.
Let us however return to the question of its origin. According
to Shi’ite traditions, Mohammed personally wept over Husein*s fate
#
2
before Husein himself was born. When the baby was seven days old,
*
Mohammed held a formal mourning assembly over the forthcoming murder
3
of his grandson, the Companions participating with him. He all 
alone held one private mourning session over Husein, on Karbala 
proper immediately before he was raised in ’isra* (Qoran, xvii).^4 
Asked by Fatima as to who would mourn over her son, he answered,
?,The men of my nation, 0 daughter, shall weep over the men of my
1. Amin: Ibid, p. 177; Sharafeddin: Ibid,
2. Kashif al-Ghita: Al-Ard, p. 52; Sharafeddin: Ma.jalls, p. 18
3. Sharafeddin: Maoalis, P» 1U; Kutubi: Tarlkh, p. 7 - Note - In
his prophecies, however, Mohammed gives no reasons for the
would-be murder of his grandson.
k* Tustari: Khasais, p. 113; Shakar: al-Imam, p. 39
3b
household* and the women over the women, and they all shall renew 
the mournful memory generation upon generation. A m o n g  a
multitude, two further hadlths go to perpetuate grieving over Husein:
a. "Husein1 s murder is a calamity which time can never wear
• o
out5"^
b. "In the hearts of all believers, the murder of Husein is
a heat that will never cool down. ^
Then again there is the example and injunctions of the Imams. On,
and outside, ’Ashura’, the Imams were wont to entertain in their
homes poets and reciters who recalled Husein’s memory in formal♦
ta’zia parties.^ For his T-qasIda in eulogy of Iiusein, Hi’ibil
$
received the award of 10,000 dirhams from Imam al-Hida, who fainted
5twice upon hearing that panegyric recited. Imam Ja far, indeed all 
the Imams, expressly enjoined thus: "Kevive (you all) our cause;
ljap-1 whoso remembers us, or before whom we be mentioned, and 
thereupon sheds a tear, even though as little as a fly’s wing, the 
same shall receive from Allah complete forgiveness of his sins, be 
those sins as thick as the sea foam ... and whoso excites others to 
tears, shall get washed from his sins as clean as on the day he was
v,6born, and he Bhall enter paradise as a free reward*
1* » hakar; al-Imam, p. 39; Sa&iq: Sima’, p. 37
2. KunjI: Kashf, p. 11
3. Kulli: Haqd, p. 2 ed. Ja’far al-Qumml: Hustadrak, vol. ii, p. 7
h. Amin: Iqna, p. 72
5. Sharafeddin: Majails, p* 20; HeshimI: Husein fi tarikThi, p. 131• •
6. Amin: Ibid, p. 105; Itanl: Safinat, p. 17; et al.
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This Is to Bay nothing of the ultre-Fhi ’ ite traditions according to 
which the celebration of Husain’s ta’zia ranges throughout eternity; 
to them there had been ta’asias held before the creation of Adam, as
 ^_ i
there will be on the Day of Resurrection.
As to the date the ta'zi© in this country began to be held, 
evidence ie only eonjeetural. From Amin*® 3lrat, we learn that with 
a view to improving the ’majalia1 in his home town - Bint Tbail 
Sheikh Musa fharara compiled a special Gafina’ text* That
improvement took place by the opening of the prosent Hegira century,
Af the #miSl ,V
i.e. eighty years ago. The date suggests, however, that prior to
Hharara, the ta’zia had been there* But, as judged by the date of
its transcript, the firhan Me*, a slra text, belongs to a far
earlier period, i.e. 113$ A.H. How, considering the early history
of Fhi’isra in Fount* l%iil, and the essentiality of ta’sia to the
creed, it would not be-too risky to suppose the Ilatawila to have
known Husein’s ta’zia in one form or another as early as any other 
♦
''hia in -the world. In later times, we have it on reliable authority
that, the then ruling Ottoman Turks had strictly forbidden the
ta’zia, so the Matawila used to assemble for the purpose in secluded
•*
premises, with a special watch kept at the door.
- -.....
1. "uBtarls uhaoalB, p. 112;.-,
2. Arafat 3lrat, p. 55
3. It is reported that in Iraq, such ta’zia ’look-out* men used to
grind c o m  in order to drown the lamentation. -
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The frequency of holding the Assemblies nowadays cannot be 
restricted. A Shifite man who, over a period of time, misses to 
hold his tafzia, regards himself as having failed in his duty of 
offering homage to Ahl al-Bait, Shi’ite families make a point of 
holding an assembly on a set day once a week, or once a fortnight, 
for example, on Friday eve, Sunday morning, or Wednesday afternoon. 
Hence the name ’ada, i.e. custom, or usbu’iyya, i.e.
a weekly appointment.1 Normally, ’adas cease to be observed on 
Muharram and Safar, at which period they would be drowned in the 
over abundance of the ’majalis’. Outside these two months, it is
commendable to hold ta’zias on both the Jamadas, the first and the
«. 2 
last, the two periods being known as the Fatimiyya tide.
All the year round, the ta’zia is held on a hundred and one
occasions, both sad and happy: in general, a ta’zia is recited upon
death, where the purpose is twofold, a blessing and a consolation.
There is always material for consolation in the Karbalan memory.
In appostrophe to Husein and his men, one poet says,
"Your own disasters have paled our previous, and 
alleviated our forthcoming, ones.’
1. At Bint Jbail, Lebanon, for instance, there are no less than
fifty ?majalis? every week of the year apart from Muharram
and Safar. At Najaf, Iraq, certain ascetics have been
holding a ta’zia literally every day of their life.
2. Questionaire: Answers by M.K. QazwinI of Karbala,
3. Amin: Iqna, p. 178:
~ ypjl bl^ljj j!
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However serious the loss, it could not he graver than the massacre 
of the KaBhimitee. ^f a young man diesf the loss is certainly more 
painful, still it cannot he worse than the loss of the young Ali 
al-/kbar. If even a newly-wed passes away, well, can he he dearer 
than al- asim who was killed on his very wedding day ? After death, 
a ta’zia is recited upon the grave on hoth the seventh and the 
fortieth days. It might however he continued, once a week, or once 
every ten days, in proportion to the love of the survivors, and 
their ability to afford the fees.
Otranger enough, a mourning party is sometimes held on happy 
occasions, such as the success of a student at a school examination, 
the initiation of a new house, the circumcision of a child, and 
even on weddingsI1 On such happy occasions as these, the ta’zia is 
preceded hy a special recitation from the Azriyya poem, an epic 
laudatory of Mohammed and his family.
At last we come to the ’Ashura’ season. Apart from home
recitations every day, the ’Ashura’ ta’zia is celebrated hy
congregational Assemblies held usually in the evening. In bigger
towns, day assemblies are also the rule, although the audience in
then is much thinner than in the evening parties. Bor auditoria,
special buildings are assigned to the ta’zia, 80 essential in the
■ hi’ite church is the memory of Husein that there is scarcely a
•
1. lonaldson makes mention of almost the same happy ta’zia
observances being held in rersia (p. 93). /mln speaks of 
ta’zlas on happy occasions in Iraq (Sirat, p. 69)
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Shi’ite community without a Huseiniyya , aB such a "building is 
named. A Hueeiniyya is second only to a mosque; during ’/shura’ 
tide, Hueeiniyyas are indeed more thronged than mosques. Only at 
smaller villages, or in towns where the Ohia are a small minority, 
would the public ta’zia party be held in the mosque or a private 
house. In bigger cities with more than one Assembly, Tyre for 
instance, other roomy halls than the Huseiniyya are also utilised.
In Beirut, the ’/shura’ ta’zia is assembled in the hall of the 
Amiliyya Secondary f'chool or, more comfortably, on the vast roof.
At I abatiyya, assemblies meet in the spacious courtyard of the 
Huseiniyya house, but the tenth (day) Assembly is held in the mourning 
hall within the building. For furniture, the auditoria of a ta’zia 
are provided with benches, bamboo chairs, a few armchairs, and of 
course, a pulpit.
As regards expense, the minimum fee for ten ten-minute majalis 
recited in the home is two Lebanese liras, equivalent to four 
Knglish shillings. There is, however, no top limit to such honorary 
payments one fee has reached as high as 150 liras, i.e. £ 17. In 
general, ta’zia reciters are poor people, although a number of them 
have made their fortune from their recitation, thus becoming as well 
off here as they will be in the hereafter, since, by dint of their 
profession, they are included among those who excite tears over
Husein and are thus promised paradise as a free reward. For the
•
public Assemblies, no fees are received. The expense, namely the 
reciters’ fees, the cost of loud-speaker installations, and the
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entertainment provisions, is met by the local authorities, either 
from the revenue of the parish, or the liberal donations of 
prominent persons.1 As a sign of gratitude, the merit of one or
more ta'zias is usually presented to such donors.
The door of a ta'zia hall is open to all men. The audience, 
however, are generally Shia. In towns of mixed population, such 
as Tyre, Jiba', and Khiam, Christians, men and women, occasionally 
pay a visit to the ta’zia, and the women participate in the weeping, 
unnis scarcely ever attend at a tafzia. If they did and any one
of them betrayed the slightest disrespect, he would be liable to
receive a severe mauling or worse. To bigger town assemblies, the 
authorities usually formally ask prominent non-Chifite literati to 
either as visitors or as speakers.
The audience have nothing to do but to listen, or occasionally 
to bless Mohammed and his family. Moved to tears, they weep and 
curse the oppressors of husein. lor entertainment, water, tea, 
cigarettes, or special sweetmeats are served. Water is served 
round by water-carriers in the same muzzled clay jars !lbrlqf 
in local use. Tea, black and heavily sweetened, is served after 
the Iraqi custom in the small, thin, glass-cups called ’istikans1.
1. In certain parts of Iraq, the money expended on ta'zia reaches
fabulous figures. In Ma’qal town, for example, the expense of one 
assembly in six weeks was 1000 dinars! Donations are collected 
from foreign embassies: the Iranian, the Indian, and also the 
British. There are contributions from oil companies, and 
individual men including Christians. (See:- KutubI, p. 26)
2. Probably as a result of the Iraqi influence, the Matawila are more
fond of tea than of the traditional Arab coffee. Our wine,” 
remarked one host, as he poured himself a third ’istikan1.
Uo
Cigarettes, and sometimes water-pipes, are served, except during the 
Qoran recitation, when smoking is stopped. No compliments need be 
exchanged. It is however, mannerly to say, "May Allah rest the 
artyr," f t o  which the waiter’s answer would be, "May
Allah damn the oppressors of Husain," ^
A proper salutation upon entering a ta’zia hall would be, "May Allah 
reward you well," fa' ajl 'fa the answer thereto being, "Oreat 
be your own reward," fa* A main item in the etiquette of a
ta’zia assembly is to bless Mohammed and his Household, It is so 
frequently repeated that it amounts to a peculiar mannerism. Often 
during a speech or at random a man may raise a hand to call out for 
a blessing in some such manner ass
a. "May Allah have mercy on the parents of him who so
raises his voice with a blessing upon Mohansned;"
^  jJ I j *111
b. "Bless (you all) Mohammed";
or, c, "A blessing upon Mohammed", ^
The call is at once replied to by the audience who repeat softly
three times: "Bless, 0 Allah, Mohammed and Mohammed’s Household,"
■ >>»« iU<M J.. «!>
To be more specific, there are seven main junctures in an assembly
on which such blessing is invoked, viz:
1* For the sake of accurate reportage, the mistake in Arabic
grammar is left uncorrected; the genitive noun should have 
been: O* ^
hi
i. The entrance of the chairman into the ta'zia hall; the
blessing here stands as a sort of a religous welcome;
11. to quieten down a random noise, or to draw attention to
a special announcement; 
ill. to bridge the Interval between two speakers;
iv. to open, and often to conclude, a ta'zia speech;
v. as a sign of religious zeal;
vi. as a special compliment to a speaker, there being no
other sort of applause allowed;
vil. as a sign of glorification: for example, having retold
a miracle of healing wro^ight by the power of husein's#
sister, on© reciter at once addressed the audience 
with the words, "Therefore, bless (you all)
Mohammed.tf
Curses and damnations are heard wherever in a speech the names of 
the umayyad adversaries are mentioned, namely: Yazid, Mu'awiya X*, 
:himr, Ifarmala, and Ibn £a?d. Yazid in particular is the target 
for curses; as he dried his tears, one old man nearby whispered,
"May Allah damn Yazid ’wayazld1, i.e. and increase damnation"
OjJ'j dja-k — — * * ■“
in admiration of Husain*s stand, interjections of applause take thea
form of a single assonated "A L L I H" from different sides of the 
hall* Bo too is the applause in the case of consnentary on the 
< oranic recitation. When feeling runs high, one may hear such 
shouts of sympathy as ’’Allah akbar11! combined with tears and 
sobbing; and the more sensitive men smite their faces and heads in 
abject grief.
k2
The prograinme of a public assembly comprises apart from the 
tafzia proper special Qoranic recitation in the beginning, and 
short bouts of * latmT at the beginning and the end of the party.
At certain town assemblies, Kami Seminary at Tyre for instance, an 
initial religious talk is usually held while the assembly is 
forming. The topic of such talk belongs generally to the Imams1 
transcendency, Roughly speaking, a public *majlis’ extends well 
over two hours. It is however much longer on the final days, at 
which time the mourners would go home only around midnight.1 On 
the final days of the season, where speakers and audience alike 
are increased, a special announcer is assigned at an assembly to 
introduce the various items of the programme. Those announcers 
are lavish in their praise, conferring upon the speakers such high- 
sounding titles as, ’the highly learned-man7, or the rauch and such 
authority of Islam* etc. The opening of an assembly is made by a 
Qoranic recitation of less than fifteen minutes length, either from 
a record or by special reciters. No Qoranic passages are set for 
specific Ashura* days, and it is almost impossible to find a 
clear connection between the subject of the majlis and the Qoranic
1. In bigger Shi'ite towns, young men keep demonstrating all
during the ninth night, going home only when the 'Ashura* 
day dawns.
U3
passage recited thereon.1 As to the subject of the majlis on each
evening, it is roughly as follows:
i. General motives of Husain*s rising: Husein, a
• •
redeemer of religion, an upholder of right;
ii. Kemoval of Husein from Medina to Mecca, Kufan
• —m
letters, Muslim sent as emissary to Kufa;
iii. Ilusein on the way to Kufa across Arabia; Muslim
executed, the news reaches Husein; his colloquy
*
with Muslim*a family, and forward march;
iv. Ilurr meets and escorts Husein to Karbala;
• •
v. negotiations and initial parley; battle is joined;
Ilurr goes over to Husein, fights and falls;. «
vi. Husein1s followers fall in action;
vii. Husein’s son and nephew make battle and fall;
▼ill. The fall of 'Abbse'.
ix. Slaughter of a suckling habe of lusein's; Husein
♦ •
in person fights and falls; 
x. The whole sira of Karbala reviewed in one sitting.
1. As a specimen of the Qoranic passages, the following opening 
verses have been noted:
i. "By the morning hours and the night when it 3tilleth...1
ii. ’Allah preferred Adam and Hoah above all his creatures..*
iii. "The Beneficent hath made known the oran..."
iv. The Cave.
v. "Bay we believe in Allah ... Abraham and Ismail ... we
make no distinction between any of them..."
vi. Birth of Yahia, son of Zaeharia.
vii. "Calamity! V/hat is calamity!"
viii. "Unto Allah belongs the sovreignty of heaven and earth..."
ix. "Think not of those who are slain in the way of Allah
as dead, nay they are alive...;
x. "Allah’s wish is but to remove contamination far from
thee, 0 folk of the Household..."
kh
The Speaker© at a tafzia assembly may ha roughly divided with 
respect to the substance of their address into three categories:
a* The Peciter; • he recites from memory, or from a slra text,
the detailed account of Husein*s rising and eventual death, lie is
*
variously known as 'qarl1 *sSj^  ; i.e. reader, ,dhakir: i.e.
m
reviewer of the ’dhikra*, ’mu'azzint j— ** i.e. reciter of tafzia, 
or by the Persian name, 1 Kowsa-kriwan1 t»y etymology from
Mawdatu1! Shuhadr*", a standard slra text edited by
Va’iz al-iashifT.1 Apart from an exceptionally retentive memory, 
reciters are commonly sweet-voiced.
b. The Preacher: - A preacher is usually a religious personage, 
normally the chairman of an assembly, or the head sheikh of the 
community. His sermon or allocution is baaed upon the precepts of 
-slam, with side renarks about Husein*s career.
c. The Khatlb, or Khatlb dhakir: - A khatlb is a speaker who 
gives an improvised address, concentrated more on the moral of the 
^Ira than the Slra itself. Better class khatlbs are nowadays graduate 
from Najaf and are given the rudiments of theology, hot a few
o
lihatTbs in Lebanon are gifted with a poetic talent.£' ^nder this 
category, come the contributing speaker© who either appear at an 
assembly in person, or deliver their speeches over the radio. Among
1. Browne, vol. iv, p, 181
2, The two distinguished tafzia speakers in ebanon nowadays are
Eahrud&In of Beirut and Hakim of Bint Jbeil.
U5
their number there have been several notable Christian literati, and 
two tunni sheikhs.
it should be again pointed out that the three categories above are 
by no means water-tight, a speaker from category (a) may well
include some moral and a short piece of preaching in his recitation, 
whereas the address of both (b) and (e), as often as not embody 
large slices of narration from the Slra*
Xf women wish to attend at a men's assembly, they, as a rule,
sit behind a curtain, or in the background, unseen by the men.
omen, however, have their own assemblies independent of, and out
of bounds to, men*1 Sitting at a men*s party during the *Ashura’
season, one wmld often hear the sound of womanly lamentation from
nearby houses. /s regards ceremonies, womanly assemblies differ
only slightly from men*s. According to the hadlth on page 33 above,#
the women are to mourn only the women of tho Household. The 
hut wall, ladies however mourn the individuals of both sexes who were 
present at Karbala. Parallels to womanly ta'aia may still be seen 
to- ay in the local village funerary assemblies. The woman sit down 
on mats around the corpse of the dead one and share in the colloquial 
dirges. Only near relatives dishevel their hair and beat their 
breasts; the rest of the participants merely keep time by clapping 
their hands solemnly.
1. in Tyre, certain female assemblies are held in the presence of
the chief mu^tahid who delivers the sermon.
be
A woman reciter is known as a ?mullaf. These ’mullas' are elderly 
half-educated women. In their case, the Sira and dirges alike are 
recited out of set texts. Certain mullas are most adept in their 
delivery, combining their recitation with declamatory gestures and 
varied pitch of voice. To quieten down a noisy assembly, one such 
mulla often starts the majlis with a 'latmiyya' dirge, to which the 
audience will have to respond in chorus and ' latm' in unison, Once 
they have been thus chanted into discipline, the mulla opens her 
Tira or begins a solitary na!I, i.e. wailing, tune at leisure. By 
the side of the mulla a group of half a dozen girls are seated.
These girls are actually apprentice mullas, and their job is to act 
8B a special chorus for the dirges.
The audience are all Shia. Kon-Shi’ite visitors are welcome - 
though less warmly, if Sunnis. The auditorium is the mosque, but 
in bigger towns women assemble in private houses.
The audience sit down on straw mats or on coushins. As a special 
distinction of mourning, Sayyid ladies would remain standing all 
during the 'majlis'. The same refreshments as at men’s assemblies, 
sweetmeats and the like, are served, but to avoid undue distraction, 
the refreshments are brought round only at the end of the meeting.
lor 'latm', a woman’s breast need not be bared, but the experience 
differs from men's in that a woman can employ both hands
1. In Iraq, previously, mulll Whaida, (according to Amin: Slrat, 
p. 69) was noted for reciting original extemporary 'Ashura'
dirges.
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simultaneously: the right heating the breast, ana the left, heating 
the left thigh. As the ’majlis’ wears on, random shouts of sympathy 
and exclamations of grief interrupt the recitation. Some women tear 
their hair, and ruthlessly smite their heads and cheeks as they call 
out, ff0h, dear me, their hands cut off!*' "The tents burnt down!" 
nOh for the women taken captive!" "Oh the woeful day!" In their 
impassioned attitude, the less reserved mourners bring down damnation 
upon the Sunnis - to them known colloquially as ’Aslam’ - whom they 
openly curse and spit upon! Tears flow down abundantly, and once a 
'latmiyya’ dirge is started, the women work themselves into a 
pitiable frenzy. Many of the participants are actually taken out 
unconscious, and restoratives administered to them.1
As at men’s assemblies, a special day is assigned to the memory
of a special martyr. On the evening assigned to Qasim, flowers and
lighted candles adorn the ta’zia hall and remain there all during
the first part of his slra. When he falls in battle, the candles
are put out and the flowers removed. On the ninth evening, when
Husein is left on his own, ’latrn’ is ceased in favour of a soft # •
solitary ’na’I’ ^  lamentation by the mulla and abundant tears 
are shed by the audeince. The situation is too sad for vocal 
expressions of grief other than the occasional random exclamation. 
Late at night, just before the party breaks up, the lights in the 
assembly hall are put out and, in complete darkness, the women
1. However swollen byflatm’ the women’s breasts might become, they 
are known to ’miraculously’ subside the next morning.
present stand up facing the ’qibla’ and join in a litanie
supplication to Fatima, Euhra (see dirge No. 76). Early the next*
morning, the ’Ashura’ day proper, the women meet in one hig
assembly to attend the recitation of the masra’, the full sira of
Karbala. Next to that comes the ’rahil’ , i.e. the departure.
The women in a body leave the ta’zia hall to pay a visit to the 
grave-yard. This accomplished, they either retire home in grief, 
or proceed to see the shablh play, if one is being presented in 
their particular town.1
III
The Shablh of Karbala
By the name ’shablh’ , i.e. likeness, is meant the
representation of Husein and his men on their last hours at Karbala, 
together with the subsequent captivity of the Hashimites who 
survived the battle. Aside from dramatic representation, Bhi’ite 
devotees annually recall the tragic incident more tangibly by 
inflicting actual sword wounds upon their heads. In the following 
pages, therefore, we shall attempt to deal with the shablh ritual 
under its two component parts: the Passion Play and the head-wounding,
Ai The Sha'bih Passion Pi ay
Since the main purpose of the shablh of Karbala is to inculcate 
religious belief, it can be paralleled only by the Miracle, or
1. Whereas the tenth day constitutes a culmination of the ceremonies 
for men, women carry on with their lamentations until well 
after the thirteenth, lamenting the ’burning of the Tents’
and the ’Captivity of the Kashimite women’.
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Mystery, Play of Mediaeval England. What is perhaps the earliest 
English Miracle Play, "The Harrowing of Hell", is of the late 
thirteenth or fourteenth century.1 Incidentally, extant traces of 
the Miracle Play can still he found in Lebanon in a few religious 
theatricals enacted in the Christian Byzantine Church on three
p
different feasts:
i. The Last Supper. - On the eve of Good Pri&ay a bishop 
representing Jesus, carries round a basin of water and washes the 
feet of twelve of his priests who are seated at a table and 
represent the Disciples. When the washing is over, the Bishop 
administers to them the Eucharist, and the ceremony is concluded 
with special liturgie prayers and hymns sung in chorus.
ii. The Raising of Lazarus. - Having regard to the manner in 
which it is performed, this short dramatic sketch is better called 
a Miracle Operette than a Miracle Play, the speeches being sung 
rather than delivered. The actors are merely >azarus, who lies down
1. Harvey: Companion to Eng. Literature, p. 525
2. At schools and clubs, the Lativity is also enacted. But of two
other Christian festivals, the ritual can hardly be called 
dramatic. It is confined to buffoonery and carnival rites 
on the eve of St. Barbara, the fourth of December, and to
silent ritual on Corpus Christi day. On this latter day, the
public processions, as observed by the Maronite church, 
embody a few -actors1 who represent Jesus, the Disciples, 
Joseph and Mary. Jesus carries a little white lamb on his 
shoulders; Joseph appears in the garb of a carpenter, while 
the DlscipleB are portrayed in wigs, sandals, and long, 
loose garments. The ’actors* do not join in the hymns chanted 
by the procession: they merely continue on their way in 
modest, silent reverence.
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under a white cover, with Mary and Martha his sisters, both in 
mourning clothes, kneeling down on either side of him. When acting 
starts, two chanters begin to sing their verses in alternation, 
simultaneously rolling up a scroll spread between them as they 
stand, one at the head, and the other at the feet of the ’dead1 
Lazarus, hear the end, they reach the verse wherein the miracle is 
wrought. Jesus exclaims, "To thee, Lazarus, I say, ’Rise up from 
the dead...1". Upon the word, Lazarus jumps up ’alive1 and, 
together with his two sister, joins the group in a final hymn of 
glorification.
iii. The Easter ’Hajma1. - Early at Raster dawn, a youth who 
plays Satan gets inside the church in advance and makes sure to 
unlock all the entrances merely keeping them closed. A group of 
actors headed by the parish priest, and accompanied by a section of 
the congregation, meet together at the church-yard, A prayer is 
said and soon after, 'acting'’ begins. The priest knocks at the 
church door with the words, ' Open, ye eternal gates, that the King 
of Olory may enter.’1 Ho answer comes, so knocking is repeated with 
the same order. After the third time, Satan inside responds with 
equivocation and quibblings, but the group, chanting their Easter 
hymns in chorus, rushes through the (un-locked) church doors in 
triumph, and an early Easter mass is said. Their triumphant rush, 
’hajma1 * , gives the Play its name.
As regards the date at which the shabfo began, literary 
historians are at variance. Most of them, following certain
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orientalists, refer it to the Bafavid dynasty in Persia; a few 
believe it to have been practiced by the earlier Buwaihids in Iraq* 
In Persia, drama in general ie a recent development dating from as 
late ae the beginning of the nineteenth century. The Shablh in 
that country, therefore, must have preceded general drama by many 
yeax*s. In his report oti the Huharram ceremonies at /rdabil, Adam 
Oiearius gives an eye-witness description of the celebrations, 
though he makes mention of no dramatic performance. His report is
•» m, °
based on the fAshura1 of the year 1637.^  Impending, obviously, upon 
Olearius1 report, Browm  takes the shablh to belong definitely to a 
date later than 1637/10U7 The French historian, Joseph,
believes the shablh to have originated from India and to have been 
adopted by the Bafavlds who owed much of their supremacy to the 
Chi’ite creed.^ Sheikh al-^Ireqain, as well as other Shi'ite 
authorities, agrees in essence with the above; affirming that it was 
al-MaJliel (d. 1111 A,ir.) who among the leading ulama* was the 
first to legalize the public shablh on 'Aahura*^.
Historians holding the other view include both al-YasIn and 
Muaaffar* They accept the tradition that the shablh had been 
current among the Bhia of Iraq ever since the Buwaihlds, and that
1. Hastings: Rncycl. of Religion and Ithies, p. 697
2. Oibb and Kramers: Shorter Encycl. of Islam, p. 590
3. Browne: Lit. Hist, of Persia, vol. iv. p. 26
h. <ioceph: Islam and loslama, Tr. Amin: Iqnl1, p. 206
5. Bheikh al-' Iregains Anwar, vol. ii. p. 77
6. /1-YafiIn: lazrat, p. 27; Husaffax1: I.usrat, p. 11
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in Inter years it continued to be practised in hiding for reasons
of dissimulation* I usaffar affirms that it was the Buwaihids
♦
rather than the Safavids who took the essentials of drama from the 
Indians and applied them in their ’ Ashura? rituals** In this 
connection it nay he of interest to give the verbal opinion on the 
subject of a Baghdad V;ujtahid’, Bayyid M.H. 5
’ At one ta’zia assembly of old' , he said, ’Imam JTa’far and the 
audience had been in great tears as they listened to the pathetic 
section of the slra recalling the slaughter of ’Abdullah, husein’s 
suckling Babe. Whether intentional or otherwise, a slave-girl 
carrying 0 baby of Ja’far's, stepped into the assembly hall and 
laid the baby in its father’s lap. Bpon this, the weeping was 
greatly increased, and from that little incident was born the idea 
of dramatic the presentation in the ’Ashura’ Ceremonies,” 
low, if the authenticity of the aforesaid anecdote can be 
substantiated, and since da’far died in the year Ih8 A.H./765, the 
Arabic drama, as represented by the shablh as its forerunner would 
have by far outstripped the Christian Miracle Plays of Mediaeval 
England and Europe. Without going to such lengths, however, we 
feel more inclined to accept the Buwaihid origins of the shablh, 
despite their being supported by fewer authorities. Our reasons 
for so doing are:
a. In the Bafavid period, the shablh could not have been a 
iinerva, born complete and fully grown. >1-Ma$lisl cannot be
1. In the light of the above data, it would be surprising indeed 
if the shablh was first witnessed by a r uropean only as late 
as the year 1811 - (Grunebaum, p. 89)
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assumed to have legalized an incomplete ritual;
b. there is historical evidence that the street processions 
on ’Ashura* had been sufficiently developed during the Buwaihid 
era. The processions themselves embody several representational 
elements, which fact testifies to the presence of the drama at that 
time. It is significant to note in passing that the ’Ashura* 
processions are, to this day, called "the processions of the 
shablh” v$V ;
c. the present writer is of the firm opinion that Karbala and 
Shi1 ism are both directly and conversely interrelated. To revive 
Karbala is, we believe, tantamount to reviving Shi?ism itself. 
Conversely, the stronger Shi'ism was in a country, as during the 
Buwaihid rule, the more pronounced, the more incarnate the memory 
of Karbala must have been, hence the great llklihood of the 
prevalence of the shablh as early as that age.
In Beirut, Lebanon, in 1814-7 was erected the first theatre 
wherein the Arabic version of MoliereTs "LfAvaricieuse", 
translated by Naqqash, was enacted. Over seventy years had to 
elapse before the first Arabic tragedy, the shablh, came to be 
presented in the first Arab theatre, i.e. in Lebanon. Into Lebanon 
the idea was introduced from Persia by the end of the Ottoman 
rule.1 Despite its early development in Persia, as shown above, 
the shablh reached us only in a crude and undeveloped form. At
1. Amin: Tanzlh, p. 2b
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first, it waB adopted by the little village of Jibshit in Mount 
1 Amil where the drama was presented on the *AshuraT of 1916/17.1 
In the following year, the idea was conveyed to the larger 
neighbouring town of Nabatiyya, which has, ever since, been the 
centre of both the developed shablh and the full 'Aghura' ceremonies. 
ie have it on reliable authority that, in its early stages, the 
Tragedy used to be only in part produced and largely without 
dialogue. Such speech as there was, used to be neither dramatic, 
nor necessarily in classical Arabic, Principally, the shablh 
embodied scenes of simulated battles, the burning of Husein? Camp, 
Processions of Captivity, and actual he ad-wounding. Much similar 
to this was the kind of shabih enacted at several other towns in 
Mount ’Amil during the first decade of its arrival into this country.
Around the year 1926, the presentation had been slightly modified,
and a set text for the purpose prepared by the late Sheikh Sadiq+
of Nabatiyya. With regard to both substance and fonn, the said 
text very closely resembled the one used for the purpose of the 
present thesis (see vol. ii). Neither text has, however, seen 
print* In 1929, a fresh shablh play was produced by Hijazi, alias 
Ibn al-Badia, of Tyre. His work, which was enacted at Kfar-Hatta 
on six consecutive *Ashura?s, has not been printed either.
1. The present material concerning the development of the shablh 
in Lebanon, depends largely upon personal information 
collected either verbally or in written answers to the 
special Questionaire prepared for the thesis.
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Consulted In Ms. form, Hijazl's work has bean found to he more 
comprehensive and a little more dramatic than the present Tragedy.
It opens at a date much earlier than Husein*s arrival at 
Tha*labiyya. Starting with the accession of Yazid, it thus affords 
a better opportunity for dramatic conflict in Husein*s situation
m
before he finally decides to embark: upon hiB rising. Furthermore, 
it comprises two pageantry scenes, namely the scene of Jinn and 
that of Angels with their respective colourful costumes.1
In the 1930*8 the developed shablh play reached both Khlam and
Jiba*. At the former town the producer, a certain sheikh Husein.
All Ibrahim, used to have drums beaten and trumpets sounded in the 
final procession. In 19U5 the shablh at Khiam was finally given up; 
yet the Khiamites still talk to-day of the Burning of the Tents, 
and recall with laughter the funny headdress of the odd-looking 
lad who used to play Shimr. At Jiba* the shablh seems to have 
reached a higher degree of development than elsewhere in the 
country. The costumes of the Umayyads used to be specially tailored 
out of red silk, while those of the Hashimites were green, and 
black and, of course, of a more decorous cut. The *battle7 used 
to be fought out on horse-back; the devout spectators, thoroughly 
impressed by the acting of the warriors, still express admiration 
for the way they fell off their horses, fluttered for a while,
1. Of the Arabic publications (in poetic form) dealing with Karbala 
we have heard of none to have been enacted. Perhaps the 
most note-worthy of those are the following three:
Mardam A.: ,?A1 Husein' ed. at Irfan Magazine, vol. 26 Year 1935 
Sharafeddin M.Rli "Al-Husein", Baghdad (1933;
Salama B.: *Td al-Ghadlr (Canto the last) Beirut (X9U9)
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then lay completely motionless, to all appearances dead. When in 
1956 the country as a whole suffered from general civil strife, the 
iha* drama was missed out for the year and, unfortunately, never 
resumed. Only at Kabatiyya and the immediate neighbourhood doe® 
the shablh live on.
l or the presentation of the shablh in Lebanon, there has not 
actually been such a thing as a theatre. The stage is either the 
town's threshing-field, or simply the open countryside. At 
abatiyya, the annual performance takes place on a special one-acre 
piece of land which the inhabitants call al-Qit'a, i.e. strip of 
land, or variously Husein' s arena # It is wide enough
both for a stage in the central area and a standing-place all around 
for the audience# On 1Aehura' day, a special loud-speaker 
apparatus is installed at the Qit’a for the convenience of the 
actors. There are neither curtains, green room, nor any scenery 
there# The only semblance of scenery is the •Euphrates1, 
represented by a number of green plam-tree branches stuck in the 
ground along the eastern border. On the north-east, a large wooden 
bench and a few chairs represent the Kufa Court. Four white 
calico tents, 6 ft. high and 3 ft. in radius, are pitched a short 
way apart on the south-west, ostensibly blockaded from the 
uphrates by the bmayyad force stationed there. The Conp is filled 
with young children, mostly girls who represent the Hashimite 
harem# -Torses and camels are employed in the first and final
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scenes of the play. The horses of the Hashiruite group are more 
distinctly caparisoned than the others. Ho too are their camels 
which» in addition, are adorned with little copper hells hanging
down from their necks.
The actors are all of Nabatiyya. The main parts are hy 
tradition played hy certain families. Io fees are received for
acting; the actors regard their performance more as a service to*
religion, hence their keenness to keep their parts to themselves, 
and the desire of other young men to participate in the shablh.
These actors are mainly tradesmen; their education is elementary, 
and their dramatic education is almost nil. Still, they do feel 
the necessity for a better stage and inqproved production, (cf. report 
in Appendix ii, vol. ii). Their costumes are provided by 
themselves - except for the two special uniforms for Shimr, which 
are preserved by the local authority. There is not much difficulty 
about procuring such Arab clothing as the thick, brown ’aba, 
turban6, kafiyyas and ’levels which are quite sufficient for the 
actor in the shablh. 2 or are the weapons any more difficult to 
procure. There is a stock of second-hand swords, sabres, and 
spears kept specially for */.Shura*.
The programme comprises Qoranic recitations, an opening address,
two brief interludes of tatblr, i.e. head-wounding, and copious
*
commentary. Roughly speaking, the presentation extends over the 
three morning hours from half-past nine. As a rule, acting may 
not begin until the final ’siarat* invocation at the Buseiniyye
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has been completed. The commentator of the play Is the one who 
gives the opening address. During the performance, hie joh is only 
a little less arduous than that of a sports commentator. He 
introduces the main actors, gives a resume of their respective 
parts, and a goodly slice of the rhetorical passages therein, etc* 
f.:uch copious commentary could he Justifiable only on the ground of 
explaining the progress of the play to the numerous non-Shifite 
visitors among the audience. As regards the Shia themselves, there 
is hardly any explanation needed since, on their part, the drama 
pre-supposes an understanding of the minutest details. The 
commentary does, as well, fill up several long gaps where, for one 
reason or another, the action becomes slack or unduly suspended.
The commentator, however, is no prompter - nor is prompting in this 
Play required: most of the actors have played their roles again and 
again, so they have retained their own parts, and most others, well 
enough by heart. A number of them seem to have indeed committed 
even the mistakes of orthography as wellt
The audience at the shablh has always been thronged. So 
popular has the Tragedy of Karbala been that visitors, Shi'ite or 
non-Shifite, come from distant parts of the country to see it 
performed. Previously, due to the lack of speedy means of 
conveyance, visitors from distant regions used to reach ftabatiyya 
a few days in advance. The material benefit which accrues to the 
town should not be overlooked, ho fees are paid 
for attendance; had there been any, the proceeds would have come
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out quite lucrative, the audience being estimated at no less than 
fifty thousand - no small gathering in a country the size of 
ebanon, Koofs and balconies overlooking the stage are the most 
coveted seats for women and children* There are certain sightseers 
who get on top of the buBes and water-tanks parked by the place; 
others find themselves precarious seats on the branches of the 
trees on the northern border. Over-eager youths once even climbed 
a neighbouring telegraph pole in order to gain a better view, and 
were brought down by the police. The general audience, however, 
have no more than a standing-place in the sun. There must be, 
beyond satisfying the dramatic instinct, something else which,
under such unfavourable conditions as these, can draw all that
1
audience thither. The attitude of the sightseers is unmistakably 
morose. Yet, despite the pervading grief, hawkers mingle among the 
crowd calling their refreshments, and not a few spectators buy 
themselves a cool drink or an ice-cream stick.
To keep order on 1 Ashura’ lay, the local police is reinforced by a 
considerable auxiliary. The Lebanese army, as often as not, lends 
a hand with a detachment. Boy-scounts are also employed in 
clearing the 'halaqa*, i.e. the central space reserved for acting.
reviously, a special wire fence used to be erected round the ’halaqa’ 
Despite the great size of the multitude, there have been no troubles
worth mentioning.
1. It was reported that in Baghdad the shablh was once enacted in 
Persian before an Arabic-speaking audience who, despite 
their cang>lete ignorance of the language, enjoyed the show 
to the full.
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B« • Tatbir or Head-woundingI
/lluding to their excessive love for Husein, the Persian#
community in 1 ehanon, were wont to call *Ashur®* 'the day of the
mad1. This appelation was supported of late hy a voice from Kajaf
where, on Husein*8 birthday, one speaker - A.W. - expressly
declared that, ’’the Love for Husein has sent us madi" Browne has
*
truly guessed that, ’’the love for that fair-faced moon, the martyr
m the
at xarbala and/ftarbalan legend are a potent factor in producing in 
the more devout Shia the psychological attitude which makes them 
not only endure with fortitude, hut also glory in their sufferings.1,1 
It is only with Buch love for Husein in the background that the 
violent shablh mortifications can he studied with understanding.
With tathlr, i.e. deliberate head-wounding, the yearly 'Ashura' 
celebrations culminate. With a view to better recalling how 
Husein and his men looked in their last hour, hundreds of devouta
£hia tour the main streets, or the stage of the Miracle Play,
inflicting sword-wounds upon their heads. The ritual forms a
turning point in the development of the ' Ashur a * Ceremonies, since
on it has the long controversy between the differing schools of
thought been essentially centred. (Bee chapter Five below).
The Arabic verbal noun 'tatbir5 is derived from the foreign
noun 'tabar' t , i.e. a battle-axe.2 Tatbir is nowadays less . .
1. Browne, vol. iv, p. 197
2. Colloquially, the swordsmen are known as 'darriba', i.e.
sword-smiters.
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observed in Lebanon than for instance in Iraq, Persia, or elsewhere ii 
places predominantly Shi’ite.1 According to one authority, not
only in Caucasus has the experience been observed, but that, prior
2
to 1917, it used to be practised even in Moscow!
In support of the performance, the Shia rely upon the current wish 
come down to them from their Imams, i.e. "Would that we had died 
there by the side of Husein!" In comparison to death, to shed a 
little of one’s blood would therefore be an act too insignificant 
to be mentioned* More than a mere representation, head-wounding 
is also regarded as a ’nusra’, i.e. succour in battle, which should 
involve some bleeding. Their preparedness to die in that ?nusra!, 
is signified by the white shirts, known as shrouds or winding 
sheets, which the swordsmen wear. Their example for tatbir is 
either that of the Repenters, who laid down their lives fighting
7
for Husein’s cause, or Zainab herself who, catching sight of her 
brother’s head hoisted on a spear, bumped her own head against the 
camel-litter so hard that blood was seen flowing down from under 
her veil.^ More credulous devotees, however, undergo the 
mortification in memory not of Kueein, but of Ali who, was mortally 
wounded in the head at the battle of the Ditch in early Islam! In 
that belief of theirs, they are supported by the fact that, while
1. For tatbir in Persia, see: Sykes; Glory, p. 197
and:’Donaldson, pp. 277, and 3U1
2. Questionaire: Qazwlnl of Karbala
3* Shakar: al-Imam, p. 36
U. Hulli: Naqd, p. 26; Ziarat Mufji’a Zainab, p. 9; et al.
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going about the sanguinary experience, the ©wor&smen often 
ejaculate All’s name® or at least, his pseudonym, ’Haidar’, 
besides that, colloquially, the whole ritual has come to be 
metoncznized as ’Haidar1 • Bo, to tell you that he undergoes the 
tatbir, a devotee would simply say, ”1 smite Haidar”! *
The history of tatbir in ebanon is closely connected with the 
history of shablh. As early as the year 1319/1901, the ’Ashura’ 
mortifications, i.e. ’tatbir’ and ’Jonzlr*, had been a commone
practice at the shrine of Sit Zainab near Damascus* Some fifteen
years later, i*e. in 1916, they were brought to this country.1
During Turkish rule, tatbir, like other £ hi’ite devotions, used to
be performed either in face of open opposition to the government,
or in secret. By the beginning of the French mandate, the Shi a,
breathing deep, went to such extremes as to lead the French too
to prohibit tatbir - initially; to forestall contravention, the .
police confiscated the swords* Bo the ’Ashura* zealots went about 
their experience in secret; the ^abatiyyans, for instance, 
retired to Baruf, a neighbouring little village, where, to their
2hearts? content, they wounded their heads with rocke and stones!
Is part and parcel of the shablh, tatbir was sponsored by the late
elieikh Badiq of I abetiyya. He It was who patronised the
1. Amin: tIrat, pp* 73 and 77; Tanzlh, p. 2h; Khutat, p. 119. •
2. We have it on reliable authority that in Persia, ever since the
government banned tatbir, in 1926 devout Shia rise up at dawn
to inflict a few cutfe on their heads in secret.
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Conservative Ceremonies against attempts at reform by the Amin 
School - Cf. Chapter Five below. After his death, the task of 
patrimony has devolved upon sheikh Mohammed TaqI, his younger son, 
the present head sheikh of Nabatiyya and district.
The technique of head-wounding has in fact nothing special
about it. By way of preparation, a small patch on the top of the
head is closely shaven a couple of days before {Ashura?. With
effect from the eighth of Muharram, few are the heads at Nabatiyya
and district that are seen without a shaven patch. Even elderly
men, who no longer undergo the easier ’latm’, would never miss to#
perform their yearly tatbir. Once the patch is shaven, different 
methods are adopted to swell up or bruise the skin. Certain 
devotees beat the spot lightly with the breadth of the sword-blade, 
others rub dry salt in, etc. After the skin has become bruised 
enough, the normal method is to cut into the head with the sword in 
one hand, and to pat the wounds lightly with the other. At certain 
towns, Khiam for instance, the more cautious devotees get the head 
incised by a razor-blade before hand, and only draw the sword 
across representationally. On the other hand, there are sturdy 
devotees who would not care even to bruise the skin, but slash at 
their heads straightaway with the sword,and beat with the open 
palm next to it. As to the number of cuts, this differs from man 
to man. Among the more zealous, there are men who have inflicted 
as many as seven or eight deep gashes. This however, is regarded
6h
as an extreme number;1 the average is four cute, and these too would 
differ in depth and seriousness*
At the start, the devotees in their white ’shrouds’, line up
in the shape of a connected chain, the left hand of the one grasping
at the belt of the other, while with the right, the sword is drawn,
the line moving sideways. By such posture, they symbolize the
united ranks of Husein’s followers who made battle for his sake.
Apart from its symbolical aspect, the posture serves as a useful
support against accidental weaknesses or fainting. As a further
precaution, each devotee, particularly the unexperienced, will have
an assistant who walks behind him. The assistant is provided with
a wooden rod which he places horizontally on the head of his man.
Lest in his enthusiasm, the man should attempt to slash himself too
deeply, the rod would take the brunt of the blow. It is an
assistant’s Job as well to wipe the blood off his man’s eyes and,
once the round comes to an end, to help in wrapping up the wounded
head with the man’s shroud, in the form of a loose turban, as a
preliminary dressing against sun and dust. (Cf. Juniors with wrapped
heads near Husein’s Camp in the figure in vol. ii).
•
The outfit required for tatblr is a sword, a shroud, and a brave»
heart. A first-aid kit, containing tinctures, cotton wool, and
1. Speaking of the tatblr in Iraq, Stevens (p. I6l) states that 
the number of cuts was restricted by the police to three.
hote - It is reported that at Hajaf, beginners in tatblr 
undergo a period of apprenticeship of at least ten*days 
before ’Ashura’.
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restoratives, is provided within easy reach* So, too, are large 
besins of lemonade as offered hy votaries as a refreshing sherbet. 
The sword is commonly known by its Persian name ’gameh* or less 
often as ’tatariyya’ 5—^  in the belief that such short, straight 
bayonets had been used by the Tartar soldiers. Commoner however 
is the name ’gameh* or more precisely the /rabicised corruption 
* qama5 - pluralised as ’qamat’ oLb _  JuU . l ew would use the 
name ’saif’ although several long scimitars might also be
seen drawn. Inscriptions in either Arabic or Persian are etched 
into the blade of the ’gamehT with the usual Shi’ite, aphoriams 
about All and his family, particularly about Bhul-Fiqar, All’s 
famous sword. The shroud, i.e. the swordsmen’s shirt, is a white 
calico length cut out in the middle for the head, and extending 
on both sides over the shoulders halfway down the arms. It Is 
tied round the waist with a belt of leather or rope. Since more 
blood is nomally shed from in front, the front piece of the 
shroud is much longer than the rear one and reaches as far down 
as the knees.
At Nabatiyya alone, there are nowadays no less than a thousand 
heads which bleed at the season. The number includes men and boys, 
but of course no women, and the tatblr is confined to the lay 
population.1 Bo age limit is set: men as old as sixty, and
babies as young as five, equally bleed on ’Ashura*. It is said
1. In Iraq, a good number of the religious class are known to 
undergo tatblr.
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that the "babies are by no means displeased about their wounds.
The appointment for inflicting the wounds is usually the early
• shura1, unless a shablh play is presented, when the tatblr♦
coincides with the dramatic performance. One big group however,
usually postpone tatblr until the final Act of the shablh.
•
The attitude of the sword-beaters is one of high emotion.
They brook no criticism whatsoever - and their ghames are sharp 
enough!1 Gruesome as their sight might appear, it nevertheless 
commands special respect from their co-religionists. In general, 
the men glory in wounding themselves on ’Ashura1 regarding tatblr 
as an act of special manliness and a form of crusade. No sooner 
would you question one of them, but he would lower his scarred head 
so as to illustrate to you how many 1Ashura’s he had undergone.
Among the Shi’ite men of Nabatiyya and district, unscarred heads 
are difficult to find.
As regards the after-effects of tatblr, the quick healing of 
the wounds is regarded as significant. Far from being by any 
means injurious, the experience is held to be salutary. Blood- 
letting was an ancient custom in Jabal ’Imil; similarly, in 
addition to the religious benefit, tatblr came to be a physiological
1. Photography is not permitted; someone attesting to take
photographs can hope for little better than a sound 
thrashing and the breaking of his camera.
2. In his ,!Khutatn, p. 123 Amin prescribes cujjping the head
for curing a lunatic. Aren*t the ’Ashura devotees 
lunatic in their love for Husein ?
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necessity to many.1 They would suffer from ill health and 
lassitude were they not to indulge in this form of blood-letting. 
Moreover, the quick sealing of the tatblr wounds has done much to 
encourage the belief in the sanctity of the experience. Of the 
numerous cases on the subject, the following are perhaps the most 
striking:
i. Ali Rida of Nabatiyya (Upper), age 19:«
His deep wound on *Ashura* 1959 extended as far back as 
the occiput of the head. Blood drenched the ladfs shround seeping 
through to his under-clothes. On the third day, his wound was 
finally sealed.
ii. ’Abdullah Isa of Jiba’, age 45*
Seriously wounded on the ’Ashura1 of 1950, the man 
retired to a nearby pool to wash. Men standing by saw the water 
turn red with blood. But ’Tea himself felt no discomfiture about 
it, and on the very next morning, he was on his way to the field 
where he spent the day ploughing in the sun. There were no after­
effects.
iii. ’Abdullah Nahli of Nabatiyya, age 52:
*
By mistake, on the festival of 1940, Nahli inflicted on
#
his head a wound so serious that it left a large slice of the skin
hanging over the right ear. The wound had to be sewn clinically - 
and in two days the skin sealed up normally.
1. Sykes: "Glory”, p. 132 conveys that, unless they be cupped 
every Spring, the Iranis shall not retain good health 
during the Summer.
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iv. Ahmad Amin of Nabatiyya (Upper), age U8:
With excessive zeal on the ’Ashura1 of 195h> the man gashed 
his head so deep that he fell on the spot in a faint. He was 
carried into the Huseiniyya, where he lay unconscious with no one 
to treat him other than the town sheikh. Unable to check the 
abundant haemorrhage, the good sheikh simply took off his own ’aba 
and covered the patient, reciting a short prayer over his head. A 
doctor was sent for, but before he arrived, the patient came round 
and began to bathe his wound himself. His fellow villagers testify 
that the very next morning, he resumed hie normal work in the fields. 
He survived the accident by eight years, and regularly indulged in 
his yearly tatblr - though more carefully than previously.
In support of the above, we would add the clinical evidence obtained 
from a special interview with a prominent Nabatiyya physician,
Dr. Sharafeddln. "First of all,” he began, "we should take into 
account that the skin of the head is naturally thin, and, under 
similar conditions, capable of healing much earlier than that of 
other parts. There are, nevertheless, several cases which should 
be considered extraordinary. Devotees, Juniors in particular, often 
called at my clinic only several days after ’Ashura1. On account 
of heat and uncleanlinees, their wounds were practically festering. 
Cleaned and dressed up in no special manner, such wounds took no 
longer than six days to heal completely." Asked about the most 
serious Ashura’ case he had met with, Dr. Charafeddin answered,
"It was a sword-wound inflicted on the ’Ashura’ 1959. The patient,
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a teenager, had a cut sixcentimetres long, one centimetre wide, and 
so deep that it reached down to the skull-bone. Having, in the 
ordinary manner dressed the wound, I estimated that it would take, 
at the shortest, one week to heal, To my astonishment, the patient 
was quite well again on the third evening.” "What is the curative 
efficacy of the hlood shed on ’Ashura’?” was the second question.
To that,” answered the doctor, "I have very little to sayj the only 
good thing about blood-letting is that it might, certain other 
conditions provided, he healthy to the wounded man himself. lor 
example, it has a special curative efficacy upon sore eyes. Beveral 
swordsmen who had suffered from opthalmia, became quite clear-sighted 
soon after ‘Ashura’.”
let us, for comparison take a look at a number of the violent 
’Ahsura* mortifications in India and Persia!
Along with the great processions on ‘Ashura’ day, Indian 
noblemen used to walk bare-headed for five miles under the seering 
sun rays. Some of them even walked the same distance back home. 
"Never do these noblemen,” says Mrs. Ali, walk in their life except 
in this season.” The writer tells also of sturdy ’ABhurl* men who 
beat their breasts so violently for ten minutes or longer until the 
blood actually burste therefrom. And with effect from the first of 
Auharram, a wide ditch is excavated by the road-side, and a great 
fire is made in the ditch. Indian devotees stop to take vows over
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the fire, and leap through It.1 Another eye-witness, Sheikh
al-’Iraqain, describes how the Indians literally waded in such
2
trenches heating their hare breasts. Only a little less violent
was the whipping, which the Agha~khanl Indian ladies inflicted on
themselves. Ever since the year 1885 however, ’ Ashura1 is no longer
celebrated by the /gha-khanl sect. To them Husein is alive for ever#
in the person of the /gha-Ahan. ^
Of Persia, Sykes tells how, "to honour the Imam by self- 
inflicted pain, a band of men hung horse-shoes, locks, and heavy 
chains to their bare bodies."^ The locks, we are told, used to be 
inserted into the skin of the men’s breasts, in memory of Alix 
b. husein "who was led into captivity by a collar of iron locked 
round his n e c k . W i t h  the help of two rather poor illustrations,
~israwl describes a special ’locking* mortification in which swords, 
spears, and numerous darts are actually transfixed into the skin 
of the devotees who keep standing up, i.e. "locked up", for the 
whole morning of the ’/shura’ day.**
1. Mrs. Ali: Observations, pp. 18, 39, and 92
2. Sheikh al-’Iraqain: Anwar, vol. ii. p. 97
3. Ms. ’7bid, at Salamiyya, Syria
U. Sykes: Glory, pp. 195 and 197
5. HullI: Eaqd, p. 26; Amin: Slrat, p. 121« •
6. Kisrawl: Taehayyu’, pp. 32 and 6k
i'tote: In iebanon, quite unconnected with ’Ashura1, ’locking*
stands for a special charm against miscarriage, which Shi’ite 
wives put on. A little ordinary lock, previously prayed upon 
by a pious sheikh, is tied either to the end of a woman’s 
hair-plaits, or the lower back-bone where it locks together the 
two ends of a piece of rope worn round the waist next to the 
skin.
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There is a great temptation to include in this chapter an.eye­
witness description^of the Trampling Thursday mortifications ^  
which the Sunni Rifa’i sect at the Biqa’ district in Lebanon annually 
celebrate on the Thursday preceding the Julian Easter.
Among a big congregation on that Thursday morning, a group of thirty 
youths called ’assistants’ are given to drink a sip each out of a 
bowl of cold milk previously blessed by the presiding sheikh as a 
’ ahd *Air-J1 , i.e. a warrant against harm. Soon after that, the 
said sheikh gives the sign, and the festival starts. The 
celebration is in three different phases:
i. The Skewering - To the accompaniment of a high concert of 
drums and bugles, the^assistants begin a wild dance ejaculating 
"Allah Hay", i.e. Allah eternal. Having danced themselves into a 
frenzy,‘they proceed one by one to the Sheikh who transfixes the 
cheeks of each of them with a sharp skewer. Once skewered, they 
resume their dance with renewed vehemence until they begin to foam 
at the mouth. After ten minutes or so, the Sheikh calls a halt - 
the first round is ended. The spits are pulled out and the wounds 
annointed with the Bheikh’s saliva* Two further rounds of Bimilar 
length are performed, one with the skewer in the skin of the throat, 
the last with it in the skin of the belly. An entracte of half an 
hour concludes the first scene.
ii. The Bword-si ashing - Having once again danced themselves to 
a frenzy, the assistants are handed long, sharp swords wherewith, 
in brisk, random flourishes, they slash at their breasts, stomachs, 
and left arms - yet no bleeding ensues; the swords cut into the 
skin only as deep as the scratch of a cat’s paw. The hazardous 
experience is, however, much shorter than the former scene, and is 
soon ended.
iii. The Trampling - Upon a flat lawn lie fifty youths, 
assistants included, close to one another and face down. The 
sheikh superintends them, and having satisfied himself as to their 
correct postureA he mounts a pedigree mare and calls out three 
times: "Ya Ja&di", i.e. 0 Grandfather. Then he asks pL
permission of the Christian attendants in the audience, and rides 
upon the bare backs with the mare. His special servant goes before 
him holding the reins of the mare which carefully treads the 
fleshy bridge. Eventually, the mare crosses to the other side 
without hurting any one. If however one is injured, then it is taken 
to be due to lack of faith on his part; if he dies, as has actually 
taken place more than once, he is deemed a sinner who would thus 
lose life and eternity.
The Festival over, the congregation embarks upon casual folk 
dancing to the accompaniment of musical instruments, and special
hymns such as:
"Hadad, madad, ya Rifa’I / You subduer of ’afa’I7, i.e.
subduer of serpents.
*k. 1* \^ij I* j-u jjla
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CKArTEK THREE 
THE CKKKMO,.IES Hi Sli3STAx.CE
I.
The ’ / shuxa1 JOrges
The ’ Ashurs1 dirges in the present thesis have heen compiled
portly from the actual street-demonstration®, partly from the two
"l®s«, Baidun and Hasan* The demonstrations provided men’s dirges, 
« *
the I 8s. the women’s. The men’s dirges hove no written source 
available, and the Lb s* bear the names of the proprietors or the 
transcribers, rather than those of the actual authors* Likewise, 
the dating of them is nerely conjectural: Ms. Hasan is actually a 
modern collection dated 1930, but Baidun seems to be a® old ase
irhan, i.e. 1138 A*H*, with which It is at present preserved, and 
which in shape and transcript it resembles.
For the dirges compiled, serial numbers have been given, and 
two indices made: the one in -nglish, comprising the substance,
the other in Arabie embodying the refrains and key-lines - see 
Appendix - The total number is one hundred and three* Out of 
these fifty typical dirges have been selected in a special 
compendium in the Appendix: twenty-three of the men’s and twenty- 
seven of the women’s. In the General Index of substance, the 
numbers of the selected dirges are included in parentheeis. With 
the exception of the three solitary chants - (Ho b. hi - U3) -t the 
men’s dirges belong to the ’latmiyya’ sort, i*e. a dirge chanted
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to the accompaniment of 'latm', or 'breast-heating, to, too, are 
the women’s, except for special wailing dirges known as ?n©whiyyaT 
or variously, ’na’i* v** . In the colloquial Arabic, a 
dirge is more known as ’raddadiyya’ 4“"tJ* J-*i.e. a refrain. To
specific days of the season there are special set dirges, yet that
rule is but slightly adhered to, and on almost every day there is 
mention made of such favourite figures as Ali, Husein, Qasim, 
/'bbas, and Husein’o suckling baby.
m
M X B & S l £Q£i&<L,.,aLfc
With the exception of five non-’Ashura’ chants, the remaining 
ninety-eight dirges are here studied under two main headingss
A. Climate of Grief - comprising 75 dirges,
B. Creedal Apology - comprising 23.
Each one of these main headings is divided into two sub-headings,
viz.
A. Climate of Grief
i. Mourning and ill omen: 26 dirges
a. Everlasting lamentation,
b. Sinisterness of J uharram
ii. Agonizing Fate of Husein and his men: U9 dirges
a. General: thirst, mutilation, etc#
b. Individual martyrs
B. Creedal Apology
i. Husein’s ancestry 13 dirges
7h
ii, Ali: personal prowess,
intercession, arid legitimism 10 dirges.
Five different chants which only remotely correspond to ’ Ashura1,
are:
Ho. (115) - A liappy wedding song in memory of the nuptials of 
/li and Fatima. So profound has the Shi’ite influence been that 
this song raay still be heard chanted at •Christian’ wedding parties 
in mountain villages of the south. (Cf. the tune of this song in
■krr] /
musical not e-in the Appendix, and in the tape recording Feels
1/Back.)
o. (hi) <► The ’hida’ song by at-Tirlmmah, laudatory of Husein. • • .
and family, the exemplary bright-faced sayyids”. Though
Incorporated in the shablh tragedy, the song suggests peace and
quiet rather than mourning. Sung on the verge of doom, i.e. on the 
way to Karbala, the ’hida’ incidentally constitutes an exquisite 
stroke of dramatic irony.
2o. (112) - Is a dirge on the death of Ali. As a parallel to
’/shura1 mournings, the dirge indicates the influence of
supernatural ism. Indeed, it reflects unfavourably upon the
so-called ’moderate’ doctrine of the Imami Katawila. In it, Ali,
who is actually dead, coffined, and borne to his grave, appears in
ioerson to greet and embrace his two sons, Hasan and I use in. To. .
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emphasize the apparition, he expressly tells his distraught sons, 
"If the dead X am ahle to restore to life how not my own body?"! 
(See also ho# 107)*
No. (81) - leveals the Hashimite women on the fortieth day 
after fAshura1, appealing directly to Mohammed against the woes of 
captivity: "0 Grandsire, here are we returned to Medina via 
Karbala ..."
Ho. (ill*) - Whereas it repeats the same theme as in No. 81 
above, this dirge gains over it in form: for in it Zainab in 
apostrophe invokes the dead Husein to come back to her succour 
because, "I am completely worn out with imprisonment”.
General Commentary upon the 
’Ashura1 Dirges______
A/i - "Never shall the memory of Karbala be effaced,” Ho. (10).
t
Of his Shia, Husein is tacitly made to wish, ”0 that you would
every ’Ashura’ season mourn over me!" No. 11. As though in
response to the Imam’s desires, the Shia, in Ho. 12, affirm their
current wish, "0 that we were there with thee, 0 Husein!"; for,.
indeed, we are for ever restless on account of thy departure."
No. 15. Mourning over Husein is emphasized by anguish: in 
characteristic hyperbole, the Shi’ite spokesman declares that,
"Were my tearB a Nile in abundance, that would never assuage my 
grief for the misfortune of al-Mustafa’s family, "No. lb". I shall
m
therefore "weep pure blood over Husein", Ho. 13 - "Firiat, wa
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I'useinihl", and 'Dust be on our headel" -os. 36# 37» and 51. in•
such anguish, their brightest example is the hapless Zeinab who, 
having mourned in vain, is now made to recriminate with the dead
Husein: "Why not answer me?” Nos. (19*)21, and(22.) Thus the Shi1 a,
•
the women in particular, ought to offer sympathies to Zainab, the 
mother of woes,” ho. 97* finally anguish is revived by such
exclamations as ”0 calamitous * arbala" ho. 9, and "Treacherous
Karbala*" ho# 100.
The above theme of mourning is exacerbated by a belief in the 
□Inisterness of Muharram, in which "the bones of Husein1s babies
e
were crushed down under the horses7 hooves,1 ho. 85. Muharram is
omenous, because it had 1 scattered our group,’ ho. 101; the sinister
bird in Muharram "shrieked the announcement of their departure, i.e.
the Hashimites." ho. 102, so, "the sky is grey before our sight,"
o. 103, and we shall feast no longer, rather, shall we celebrate
our feast upon the graves," No. 99. In the same vein, is the
reiteration of the prodigious omens and portents: Upon the death
of fusein, "the sun was eclipsed," Ho. UO; so too did darkness set .
in when "Husein1 s women were led into captivity, and the camp set #
on fire, for then the earth itself did quake," No. 38. In Heaven
o
Gabriel "announced the news of the death of Husein," 1 o. 39..
1. The exaggeration in using the plural noun is intentional; it
was one baby of Husein s that was slain at Karbala - not 
many, Of. o. J&l "They have slain a suckling babe."
2. Kittle wonder, since even the death of 1 uslim, a casual emissary
of Fuse in, is announced by the same Archangel, Of, I o. 30.
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Together with Gabriel, "the angels participate in the mourning/’ 
ho. 63 - indeed, Gabriel grows restive and, when "Zuhra’ anxiously 
descends to Karbala, he too comes down in her company/' No. 106. 
in ho. 107, Batima is with her husband, both risen from the dead and 
in an apparition Ali comforts his daughters expressly saying, "I 
am come to protect thee.”
A/ii.
The agonising fate of the Martyrs of Karabla is emphasized,
a. Generally: we are told how "Iiusein was invited, yete
betrayed by the Kufans,” No. 55# how with thirst "his babies were 
parched,” ho. 95* Husein takes his laBt leave of Zainab, to whose 
"maternal care he recommendB his orphan babes,” No b. (53)# and 59# 
Soon after that he takes the field, and we are told how "his mere 
appearance terrifies the foe into trembling fear," No. 61. Yet 
Husein who is greatly outnumbered, gets "stabbed high up in the
e
chest," and "is no more," Nos. 5U and 8U. Much grief is experienced 
because his head is cut off "from the nape of the neck," Nos. 17 and 
71# and because his corpse is given no proper burial rites, but is 
left out "on the ground, unshrouded, and unbathed," No. 16 - why,
"it was bathed - in blood!” No. 17.
independent dirges are devoted to the Captivity episode: "The 
Sufianide storm Husein’s Camp, leading the women away, particularly 
Zainab whose task now is to soothe the Babies’ grief," Nos. 23 and 
20. Husein’s head "is hoisted on a spear, and his surviving son,
Zain, ie taken in bonds into captivity," No. 7U. The situation is
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seriously aggravated "by the fact that the HaBhimlte dames, "with
their hairs unloosed, had to appear under the public gaze of
foreign men,” Nos. 94 and 98* On the way to captivity, t?even a
Chimr dares to beat the Hashimite ladies!” I os* 67 and 88*
Therefore, "woe to Yazid who caused all that,” No* 87* Yet Yazid
seems to have rejoiced at the victory, for he defiantly ordered,
’’drums of merriment to be beaten upon the occasion," No. 104.
Moreover, when the head of Husein reaches him, "he starts to poke
#
at the mouth with his stick,” Nos, 66 and 92.
b. Individual martyrs - Besides Husein, six other Hashimite 
martyrs are made mention of, in proportion not so much to their 
significance, as at first sight might appear, but to the degree to 
which those characters lend themselves to tragic description.
1 Abbas - who falls dead in an attempt "to draw water 3 or Husein’s ~ "r •
babes," No. 80, is accordingly remembered as "the quencher of the 
thirsty,” No. 26. In patient detail, one dirge narrates how first 
his left, then next his right arm was cut off in the attempt, thus 
he fought with the sword in his teeth putting the foe into fright, 
how at last they knocked him down from behind by an iron mace, 
ho. 64. "Tears and mourning attire," No. 91, are therefore due to 
’Abbas who, "still lies there by the banks of the Euphrates,”
No. 24. As common honorifics in the dirges ’Abbas is called "Uncle 
/bu’l Fadl," No. 27, "Master ’Abbas,” No. 25> and even "a protector 
and support," No. 43.
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lasim1 - "the bridegroom of Karbala is slain," No* 6, or better 
expressed, "wears new wedding apparel - dyed red!" No* (35). He is 
"a groom who has never enjoyed his wedding,” No* 33. "ABked for 
his wedding party,” No. 32, he simply tells Sikna, his bride, "Our 
nuptials are put off until Doomsday," No. (37). Alas for Qasim, 
the lost "prince"! No. 93.
uslim - Husein’s emissary to Kufa, is often remembered with Hani b.• •
’Urwa, the Kufan chieftain, in company with whom he was executed,
Nos. 65 and 82. Muslim’s pseudonym is "Ab#ul Yatama, o*bjl
i.e. father of orphans," and his courage in the last hour is 
described in great detail, No. 70. So grave does Muslim’s murder 
seem to be that "it baffled even Gabriel who conveyed the sad news
to Allah," No. 30.
All al-Akbar - is eulogised as a "replica of Mohammed," No. 29. To 
Husein his loss is tantamount to the loss of "the pupil of his
eyes," No. 1+2.
Husein’s Suckling Babe - is shot dead, in other words, "weaned with 
arrows," Nos. (31 and 7U. What a grave crime that was, "particularly
when committed in Muharram!" No. 85.
- 2Habib ibn Auzahir" - is apostrophized in only one dirge, "to rise 
up and bear Husein’s standard," No. (28).
1. Qasim is, of course, a nephew, not a cousin of Husein’s as
Stevens, (p. 161+) mistakes him to be.
2. It is interseting to note how Stevens (p. 172) calls Habib "the
beloved one" whereas the name ’Habib1 is a wsll-kixrfrn proper 
noun in Arabic, and should not have been translated; not 
even Husein is called "Beloved" 1
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Creedal Apology - It is in a way true to regard all the dirges
ae basically polemical. The climate of grief as in (A) above
serves well as coaching for the mourners to air the grievances of
Alifs house as regards legitimism. Those grievances are referred to
by recalling Husein’s ancestry:•
i. "Lespite their full knowledge that Husein was so nobly 
descended, they slew him," Ho* U* He is not merely the son of Ali, 
but son of Tana, the good Herald, i*e. Mohammed himself,” No. 56.
The heinouaness of leading the Hashimite women into captivity 
is aggravated by the fact that those women were also "daughters of 
the Prophet," No. (52). In dirges Kos. 5» and 6, complaint by the 
women is made directly to Mohammed, "0 Gran&sire, we have tested 
bitter tribulation in the land of Karbala". Tears over Husein aree
desirable mainly as sympathy for the Apostle," No. 8. Likewise,
sympathy is asked for Luhra, not so much for being Husein’s mother,
*
Los* 77$ 78, and 891 sb being Mohammed’s daughter. The link with 
Mohammed is affirmed more clearly in dirge No. 90 where the name of 
Luhra is associated not merely with Husein, but with Lain al-Abidin, 
the Imam apparent. Accordingly, "sympathies are urged to assist 
iuhra, the beloved lady,” No. 77. The purely religious aspect is 
touched: upon in the apostrophic recrimination with the Umayyads:
"How are you going to look Mohammed in the face, having so much 
hurt ohammed1 s family f* o. (68), and in i o. 18 the charge is 
directly laid against them that, "they slew Husein despite their fulle
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knowledge that he was the fifth personage of the Garment."1 Thence
come such express declarations as "the murder of Husein is tantamount
to the murder of Islam itself," Ho. 58. The pre-Islamic dynastic 
jealousies are betrayed in such dirges as No. 86 where, "not only
al-Mustafa is invoked, hut Kashim too."•
ii. All*s personal prowess, as the "hero of Khaibar" is 
remembered in wishing him to have been present at the Taff battle,"a
I os. 2, 62, and 75 - at least "to come up to the succour of 
Huseinfs babes." No. (72) Ali's intercessional function is evinceda
in the title given him as "The Divisor between Heaven and Hell,"
No. (3). Zuhra, his wife, is invoked not merely "as mother of the 
Martyr," No. 96, but as a special mediatrix for salvation No. 78; 
indeed, she is made to expressly avow, "We can save men from the 
tortures of Hellfire," No. 105.
All the above tallies with Legitimism to Ali: Husein is not only an 
imam, but son of the Imam," No. 7* Gabriel himself announces" Alifs 
Legitimism in heaven," No. 1. The women’s dirges indeed devote but 
little space to Legitimism, yet Ali is ever there; he is referred 
to as "Commander of the Faithful", No. 62 - indeed, as the 
Commander, ’ al-Amir1.
1. Dirge No. 18 in Arabic version:
L-«J I yU u j! o '*!*- *-■' f t -8* (J*
WlJI
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The form of the ’Ashura* dirges is here studied under four main 
divisions, namely, style, imagery, diction, versification, (and
tun©).
In the menfs dirges the style in the apologetic section (B) is 
mainly deprecatory, hut in the mourning section (A), the dirges are 
so thoroughly touched with passion that the style verges too closely 
on the ’Grand1. The women’s dirges are almost the same as the 
men’s in this respect, hut they hetray a special tendency to 
narration end embody several situations of dialogue* Narration, for 
example, is met with, in Ho. (55) where, in as many as forty-three 
lines, the whole slra is retold in retrospect. The same almost 
applies to No. (64), the fall of ’Abbas, in thirty-two lines. 
Dialogue is employed, for instance, between Husein and his family 
as he bids them a last farewell, Ho. (53)» and No. (57) in the 
colloquy between Qasim and his bride, where the conflict arising in 
asim’s heart - torn between love for his bride and duty to his 
uncle - constitutes the nucleus of a real drama.1 As a special 
variety, the women’s dirges comprise three litanies: to Husein 
No* (69), to Zuhra, No. (96), and to Zainab, No. (97)*
Imagery: In general the following figures of speech may he
observed:
1. In Iraq there is an actual shablh show devoted to the above 
situation, under the title: ’Kasim’s Bride” - l^ill
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a. Similes and metaphors - Striking similes are indeed rare;
such a one as that in Ho* (55) where I usein is likened to a full
#
moon, is already hackneyed in Arabic poetry. A little sounder is 
the simile in Ho. 72 where Husein*s thirsty hah es are likened to 
the chicks of a partridge. The metaphors, however, are on the 
whole more original: he suckling Babe is ' weaned by arrows,’
Ho. (31); Qasim’s wed&ing-gown "dyed red,” No. (35) and his 
nuptials are ’’put off to the day of loom”, ho, (57)#
b. Contrast and Hyperbole - Contrast ie aptly made use of in
* o. 79, where not only are Husain*s babes parched with thirst, but 
at a time when ' the Sufianids ere enjoying leisurly comfort!”
Casual hyperbole is obvious in such dirges as No, 61 where the 
’’mere appearance of Husein on the battle-field sets the whole enemy 
force trembling."
c. Rhetorical questions and Apostrophe - The rhetorical question 
ie particularly suited to the deprecatory nature of the 
demonstrations. - or example, "Where is he, the leader of raids, 
Haider ?" No. 2, or, ”£o tell us, 0 settlers at Karbala, Husein’sa *
corpse, where is it buried ? - i.e. not buried for three days”,
-a. 6, and to Casim, the slaughtered bridegroom is addressed the 
query, "0 bridegroom, Qasim, where is thy wedding party ?" Ho. (32).
astly come such recriminations addressed to the Umayyads as: "How 
are you going to look Mohammed in the face, having so hurt Mohammad* s 
family ?" No. (68).
Of the copious apostrophes in the dirges, the most striking are
eu
perhaps: Ho. (22) where Eainah, addressing the dead Husein, 
exclaims, ’’Why won’t you answer me ? Hise up, 0 light of mine eyes, 
and get us some water to drink;” and No* 5 where, in an imaginary 
appeal to nohammed, the Hashimite women are made to complain,
" hat tribulation, 0 Grandsire, have we tasted at Karbalal"
Diction: Viith respect to size, the men’s dirges are shorter
than the women’s; besides which they have no prose interpolations 
as the women’s have. The language is on the whole colloquial. Of 
the lot, only nine dirges are classical, namely Nos. 11, 18, Ul, 
and U2 of the men’s, and 5L>» 68, 69, 97» and 103 of the women’s.
In the women’s dirges, the classical language is not devoid of 
elementary mistakes in orthography and spelling. For example, the 
noun ’Zainab’ in the litany No, (97)» used in the accusative, is 
written with two ’dammas* "Zainab-101" as though it were in the 
nominative: <sy** W*  The noun ’Husein1 in No. (69) being ine
the nominative, should have been "Husein-1111" not "Husein-811". Ine e
No. 78, an example of poor spelling may be seen in the noun c-y* 
transcribed as It cjlUIj
Although actually written in the jebanese dialect, the colloquial 
dirges are never wholly free from Iraqi’isms.1 Thus one frequently 
comes across such distinctly Iraqi terms as:
Uj Ho. (23), {LJl* Ho. (28), c^jl Ho. (43),
U  Ko. (53), Ho. (114)
1. The same -raqi tendency is heard from most reciters at a ta’zla, 
in such pronunciations as: |.t^  t
4 J L i
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On the other hand, Persian is only little borrowed from; so we find 
no more than the corrupted flariad? wrongly pronounced as liiriat,f 
ho. (36). Most interesting in this respect is finding the Arabic - 
h £ - pronounced after the i ersian manner as - h so that one 
hears: in Kos. (36, and 37); to an Arab, the dialect sounds
distinctly alien.
Metre: The metre of the classical dirges is either the Baalt, as*
in i o. (68j T |iUi UU 3^ y*i)l )jL
the Kamil aB in ho. (58) l^ bs L;
or the incomplete Bajaz, as in No. (1*2)
^Lll
} ost common however, and well suited to the demonstration march, is
the Karol, as in:
ho. 18 (complete): f t 4y^
I o. 11 (incomplete): v,>«*U5 ^  f* ^
and Ko. 103 (Eo.): ^  ^  U 1jt ^  V
in general the metre is correct enough, except in (55) where the 
poetical rhythm is hopelessly marred in favour of a more passionate 
expression. In ho. 18 also, the meaning itself is largely 
sacrificed for the rhyme. irrilarly - in colloquial dirge ho. (2h) -
m
the evident redundancy in the last half verse, 1^1 klI Jk Jj , 
obviously does little beyond serve purposes of rhyme.
The metre of the colloquial dirges roughly belongs to the category of 
1zajal’ suited alike to protestations as in Bo. h:
f O* cJJU. if I
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and the funerary rhymes of the mountain villages as in 1 o* 38*
ULm&I ojuI 1 L
But the solitary ’na'i*, with its aosonating vowelled syllables* 
belongs rather to the ?'ataba! versification, as in ho. 66*
j une:  ^ 4 )J9 0*9 I* O ^
Although the women?a tunes are generally more elongated than
the men’s* there are nevertheless certain notes common to both men
and women, for example, I os* 38* and 70* Of both men’s and
women's dirges, fifteen key tunes are given in musical notation
in the Appendix, (please listen also to the recorded - tunes in
*»
four different divisions - l eal Bo* 1/Back,)
XI.
The Ta’zla Address
'he main sources upon which the ta’zia speakers In Lebanon
generally draw are either ancient, such as:
Abu-Mukhnafs "Maqtal al-Husein”, 
ibn-Tawua * tf Al-Luhuf ”,
or recent, such as,
'ItanX : "Safinat Aiwajaf',2
Charafeddln: "Al- ajalis al-I akhira’1,
Amin s ” awajij al-Ashjan*1 and '?Al-'i©jalio as- aniyya”.
1* Before being finally Incorporated in the thesis, the tunes - as
well as the wards, were verified by the rhapeodist Hr. A*
1 ahll of labatiyya and by i ulla bmm Husein iarran of Tyre.
2* Co widely known has 'Itani’s work became that the name ’oafina’,
©mounting to a common synecdoche, is nowadays colloquially 
applied to any other work on the Clra of Karbala. The allusion 
in the title is originally made to the Household of Hohammed, 
likened in one hadlth to a life-hoat; ’oafInst an«*»Hadat’*
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The women often recite from ’Itanl’s "Saflnat”, but they also use
such Mgs. as Mrhin and Baidun, as referred to on pages 23 and h9
• •
above.
The substance of a ta’zia address is perhaps best studied under three
main topic©s
i. the Sira - contemplation of Husein’s fate and person;
♦
ii, the allocution* - preaching the faith with Hueein's 
rising for a background; 
iii, the moral - the exan^ ple of Husein,
i.
Under this heading, the main theme is Husein’s fore knowledge 
of his fate, his determination to embark upon the rising despite 
such knowledge, and the realisation of the prophecies etc, connected 
with his fate, With that goes the agonising nature of the death 
he and hi© followers suffer. A H  that is supported by the 
transcendency of Husein’s person, and that of his family, in sharp 
contrast to his Umayyad enemies,
’’Husein,1 say the ta’zia speakers, had been fully aware of what 
his fate would be, having received a clear revelation to that effect 
from his grandfather, Mahsmaed, So, taking his family with him, he 
deliberately set his heart upon death in order to expose the 
viciousness of the Umayyad rulers.”
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The details of the massacre are minutely retold. The description
deals with the fall of the individual martyrs, together with the
preliminaries to, and the aftermath of, the Battle. Thus one would
hear how parched Ali al~Akbar had been, how Al- asiia, the newly
wedded young man, was killed because one of hie shoe laces was
broken, how Husein’s suckling babe was slain by Karmala, how Husein * • •
declined a reinforcement of two mighty troops of angels and Moslem 
uinns, how Shimr cut off his head from the nape of the neck, how 
the Camp was burnt and the harem led away into captivity, how the 
sky darkened, how the earth quaked etc.
By way of aggravating the tragedy of Husein9 s death, reciters 
usually compare it with the death of other Imams and great men, 
thereby demonstrating that whereas those men died comfortably in 
their soft beds, the body of Husein was badly mutilated and 
trampled under the horses’ hoofs, then left out for three days 
without proper burial.
Inter dependent with Husein* s fate is the exaltation of Kusein’B
• *
person. The reciters point out that Husein had been Mohammed’se
favourite, and that for much of his infancy, he used to suek at
Hohammed’s thumb - or tongue - thus deriving both x^hysical and
spiritual nourishment. That the loss of Husein, he being the fifth.
and last of the persons of the Garment *1-531 Ja I , was tantamount
to the loss of them all. His noble traits are also recalled:1
1. ”Among the wonderful phenomena about Husein,” said one Beirut
reciter, f is the fact that, after these thirteen centuries,
a Christian researcher - i.e. the writer - should care to
study Husein and pay a visit to Husein’s shrine.”• •
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liberality, piety, and moat of all hie valiance in battle, in verse, 
the theme of valiance is often cast in such lines as the following, 
recited on behalf of Husein;
"If in the hottest of the death-fray I would not atand fast,
Then never may my feet bear me along the paths of glory 
"in spears, therefore, must I seek my remedy since,
For so long have I been patient that now my heart is wholly 
of a pain/’1
(Certain staunch) stands Immortalise a man raising him to the 
heights of glory, moments that are life itself.
May my own soul be Huaein’s ransom, that disdainful hero,*
o
Whose high rank neither the moon nor the sun can attain/
Boastfulness as the aforesaid is exported by the fact that to the
Chia Husein1s campaign to Karbala was a manifest victory ! To that*
effect is often cited such lines as the followings
 ^Jj (jl*l I Mi jJilit v" y  11 cbl pi
pjl Jkili Jn'i
m
2 *  Jk 1*11 c I l L l  IfMtl 1 ^  A I I ■ A.ijiy * j j l
j»l) 1 ^ 4  IJU I V O* ^
hote - Even at the expense of relevance, is the tone of the 
Hemise continually maintained. One speaker, for 
Instance, inaptly cited a line of poetry composed by 
a modern Christian Arab, altogether ^ tside the theme
of Karbala viz. "For peace as for war are we, let 
it be known since from among us appeared not only
Christ but *Antara too."
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"Verily it was that Bashlniite one slaughtered by at-Taff 
m o  has so hurabeld the necks of Moslems, and the necks all 
have willingly bowed low,”
In the same vein was a key-line in a recent * qasTda1 by al-Wa •ill 
of Fajaf, viz.
"Vhat, do they believe that that Yazld of theirs has slain
Husein ?#
1 ever, for it was in fact Husein who slew Yazidi"~
Not merely Husein, but his family, relations and followers are all 
#
highly praised. For example, speaking of 1 Abbas, one ta’zia 
preacher, said, "Man’s duties are summed up in! knowing Allah, 
obeying Allah, and proving one’s fortitude in the commandmantB of 
Allah. These cardinal virtues have met together in one person, in 
'Abbas, the very fabric of learning and virtue, as derived from 
Ali - his father - the very perfection of the word of Allah."
In sharp contrast, the enemies of the Haohimites are subjected to 
the severest opprobrium, "YszTd, the reprobate Yazld,” said one 
speaker, had never been eligible to rule as caliph, for he wee such 
a wine-auaffer who sported all his life with monkeys and leopards, 
to the neglect even of prayer itself ... his rule endured for three 
years: in the first of these he killed Husein, in the second he 
stormed Medina, and in the third he bombarded the Ka*be with the
10 vl*/ Jjl uiLJI
1 Jl* JlS> * ^
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catapult.*1 /mother speaker bluntly declared that, "If treachery 
and deceit were incarnate, they would form none hut Umayya andtls 
followers of Umayya." Saying that, he enlarged upon the so-ca'J-*1 
"Sufianid polytheism and the Yazidite atheism", relying upon a 
particular anecdote to the effect that, "While poking at the h<&c 
of Husein with his stick, Yazld was known to have heen reciting 
irreligious lines of poetry, such as:
"Hashim have indeed tampered with sovereignty,
Since never was there a religious tiding or a 
revelation whatever."1
II.
The Allocution preaches the precepts of Islam as seen, of 
from a Shi1ite point of view. It assumes the form of an apology 
either for the faith or for the ta*zia itself, hot rarely too doei© 
it deal critically with social and even political issues.
"Here in ’Ashura1," began one speaker, "you are all come to 
sympathize with the Prophet for the death of his favourite grar£*0*i# 
are you not? Well then, sympathize with Mohammed by practising 
faith of Mohammed, that same faith for the sake of which Husain 
laid down his life."
Touching upon the social advantages of the faith, one reciter
1* Yj *1^. Xi clXJL c^ jJ
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remarked that "Islam is the ladder of nations, the glory of the 
Arabs." In an unfavourable contrast, he brought out the advancement 
of the West with the backwardness of the East, "the West rapidly 
shooting up to the heights, while we, over here, are ignorant, 
quarelling, and have little to boast of beyond our own Arabism.
Good to us has become evil, and evil good; for is not godliness 
today regarded as reactionary ? Yet, with what results ? Are we not 
mastered after we had been mastering ? Where is our ’Adnan, where 
our Jabir ? Behold, do we not merely chew up Husein’s ’dhikra’ 
in a futile manner ? Have we drawn from the Karbalan episode a 
moral and a light to guide ub forward ? I wonder."
Another sheikh began by a warning "to the sons of Adam to be wary 
lest they overstepped the limits of faith, drawing attention to the 
fact that everyone ought to prepare himself against the final day."
He admonished the audience against ’munkar’ i.e. sin, and
set out to criticise the indecorous fashions of women’s dress, 
"neither clad nor bare." "Moslems," he resumed, "have disowned 
their own principles in favour of blindly aping the West. To them 
today rightly apply the words of Ali, ’You semblances of men, but 
not menl’”.
Another speaker, giving Ali al-Akbar as the brightest example of 
virtue, warned his audience against the contagion of corrupt conduct. 
He cited Christ as teaching, "As soon as you see your neighbour’s 
house on fire, hurry you up to extinguish it, lest the fire should 
catch your own house next." Of particular interest was the long
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Berman delivered by a contributing Shi’ite physician, Er. B. by 
name, viz.
The Karbalan dhikra,” he began, ”is the best of morale, and
the best of lessons to every man in every age ... with true godliness,
we can have among us ange 1-men and men-angels. Incurable are the
ever-increasing woes which menace the survival of mankind; incurable
save by administering spiritual values to man, starting with the
reforming of our own selves ... Better for us to be ridden by
so-called ignorance than led by modern Satanic science to
restlessness, fear, and dire destruction. Verily, man is more in
need of virtue than rockets ... Man nowadays attempts all in order
to reach the end; yet, the end is not here: for how could life be
an end while death has made man equal to the meanest of animals ?
What greatness is man’s, while he sees a microbe more powerful than
he, the bird more beautiful, the bee more skilful, the ant more
patient, and the very beast more faithful and enduring ? There is
in fact no dignity except in the spirit, no perpetuity except in
the One Kternal, and it was for the sake of such dignity and such
perpetuity that Husein laid down his life.”
*
Then comes the apology for a ta’zia in the ta’zia. The 
celebration is attributed to strict injunctions by Mohammed and the 
Imams. One speaker remarked, ff,Keep alive our cause,* said Imam 
JVfar, ?whoso sheds a tear over our misfortune, the same shall 
receive a complete remission of his sins ... If but one little drop 
of those tears fell down in Hell, it would extinguish Hellfire
9U
itself!’” He referred to the tradition which makes Mohammed say, 
!,Men of my nation shall weep over the men of my household etc. 
and observed that the fAshuraf Ceremonies are consistent with the 
Coranie verse which decrees the magnification of the Ceremonies
consecrated to Allah.1
Another speaker drew attention to the social benefits the ta'zia 
Assemblies might yield, regarding them as schools of learning which 
teach history, language, poetry, declamation, and fiqh. They 
afford a chance to listen to the Qoran, the ’hadith1 , and to receive 
due guidance from both. "Al-majalis madaris, ^Iju i.e.
''Assemblies are schools”, said one speaker. Moreover, he added 
that ”the celebration of the Karbalan memory stands as a potent 
factor for unity between the various Islamic sects. In brief, these 
Ceremonies are our undying glory, our everlasting revolution against 
evil and injustice.”
/1though not always avowedly proclaimed in a ta'zia address, creedal
apology is nevertheless there under the surface. "Imam Ja'far
said,” observed one speaker, ”fOur dispute with the Umayyads is in
Allah: we said, 1Allah is truthful', they said, 'Allah is not.’”
The speaker continued, ”Imam Ja'far also said that, ?Heaven and
earth have been weeping ever since the death of Ali Ibn Abi Talib,”1
•
For a topic, one ta’zia sermon took "Admonition against Falsehood”. 
That, admittedly, is a general religious subject, but the screen of
1. Cf. also: Amin: Igna', p. 9C . NB. Here the allusion is
to the divine right to Ali's House which the Umayyads denied.
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generality was too transparent to hide the apologetic theme behind
it* The speaker began with the Creation: "Satan/1 he said, "told
the lie to Adam making him lose paradise and thus bequeathed
falsehood to man." In a sweeping short-cut, the speaker came down
to the day of the Prophet’s death, remarking that, "One man - i.e.
’Umar - said, ?The Prophet is delirious’, which was a serious
untruth.1 Later on, Abu Bakr unjustly deprived Fatima of her
rightful inheritance in the Fadak oasis. The Umayyads falsely
accused Ali of complicity in the assassination of Uthman, and soon
’Ayisha rose in revolt. Even with a perjured oath the troops in
her command testified that the Spring of water they passed by was
2 —not al-Haw’ab. At Siffin, the lie came in the form of hoisting 
the books on the points of spears. Eventually came the Kufans who 
told the lie to Husein through affirming a promise of support, and,
of course, they failed the Imam ..."
The polemical nature of a ta’zia speech was more evident when a 
visiting Sunni speaker - Sheikh J. - delivered an address centred 
on the hadlth which makes Mohammed say, "Verily this son of mine,
Hasan,is an imam, and perchance the Lord will unite through his•
means two contending parties of Moslems," thereby alluding to the 
unity between the Sunnis and the Shia. At first very few people 
detected any catch in the speech of the well-intentioned sheikh
1. Mohammed in agonies asked for a paper and ink, which ’Umar
denied him. The Shia believe that he intended to write a
last-minute will to Ali investing him with the caliphate.
2. Mohammed is said to have prophesied that ’lyisha would rise up
in revolt, and pass by al-Haw'ab water spring. ’Ayisha indeed 
revolted against Ali at thfc battle of the Camel.
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until on the next ’majlis?, reacting against him, the chairman in 
person devoted an address specially designed to refute the said 
hadith as basically unauthentic. ’’Hasan was only forced,” said he, 
’’for if he had voluntarily effected the reconciliation with 
Mu’awiya, he would have been in opposition to both his grandfather 
and his brother Husein, since the former said that ’the caliphate 
was taboo to the Family of Abu-Sufian,’ while the latter had risen 
up in arms against the Sufianid regime.”
Lastly, the ta’zia sermon may touch upon politics. One speaker 
maintained that, ’’Keligion should never be excluded from 
superintending politics, lest politics should become irretrievably 
corrupt.” Another speaker proclaimed, ’’Imperialism is a ’munkar’, 
whether it be imperialism of the West or of the East ... we strongly 
condemn atomic weapons because thereby man can but harm himself.”
III.
Much less material can be provided on the Moral - in essence, 
at least, because the subject is the one most enlarged upon by the 
ta’zia speakers, and the theme most repeated. In dealing with this 
address, we should, first of all, exclude the historical fact that 
Husein rose as a claimant. Never has any ta’zia speaker expressly 
declared that Husein rose to claim the caliphate. Indeed, many of 
them have steadily affirmed that his motives were the other way 
round, stating that he never meant to achieve rule, but that, as a 
crusading redeemer, he rose for the express purpose of reforming
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Islam, and in maintaining right against wrong, pie sacrificed his
life,
"Just as Abraham presented his son to God," remarked one speaker, 
did Husein, our exemplar of sacrifice, offer his Ali al-Akbar.
/gain, when her own son, Qesim, the newly-wedded youth, was slain 
in battle, Laila, his mother, rejoicing at the event, cried out, 
’Congratulations, 0 Qasim, now indeed have you been annointed with 
‘henna*.1 Vi hen Husein himself fell, 2 a i nab, with outstreched arms,
• a
cried out, "Accept, 0 Lord, from us this immolation,"
o much for sacrifice in e general eenae. Aa regards Kueain's 
sacrifice specifically for the sake of Islam, reciters say, "But for
Fusein, Islam, in less than a century, would have been wiped out
*
Husein it was v/ho watered the tree of Islam with his own blood."
on behalf of Husein,
"o that effect,/one locus classicus in the Assemblies is:
"If Mohammed*s religion would not be set right save through 
slaying me,
Come then, ye swords, take me away."
F O R M
The form of a ta’zia address might be studied under: style,
diction, and delivery. As regards length, this depends upon the
of
number/speakers at an Assembly. Whereas on the first five days of
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the season a ta’zia speech extends over half an hour, on the last 
five, with the number of speakers considerably increased, it takes 
little more than fifteen minutes.
Style - in the pure narration from the Sira, very little can be 
said about style - unless, of course, where the story is linked up 
with the moral, at which time an oratorical tendency becomes 
unmistakable. £or example, ’’And what do you think of Muslim?” 
began one reciter, ‘surrounded by enemy soldiers on all sides: did 
he give in ? Never, for he defended himself so valiantly that the 
enemy had to resort to a base trick etc.”
A further device is the dialogue. Narration gains much in dramatic 
effect through the use of direct speech. Consequently, no proficient 
reciter would scamp dialogue, and the Sira lends itself well to 
this. J or example, there is the colloquy between Husein and his
e
con, between him and casim, his nephew, or * Abbas, his half-brother
etc. Particularly dramatic is the dialogue held between Husein and.
his followers when he grants them permission to leave, and they 
decline. The ’sermon* and the ’moral’ speeches are however 
didactic in form. As we have noticed above, didacticism in either 
address often takes the form of invective, for instance, "Are we not 
mastered after we had been mastering ?” or, "Take a look at our 
modem woman, neithexvclad, nor bare," or else, "You semblances of 
men, but not men!” In the Sermon the style is generally straight­
forward; wherever a preacher sets himself to criticise, he does so 
indirectly or by innuendo, as in the sermon on ’Falsehood’ above.
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liction - The /rabic is, of course, classical. In his "Sims’",
Sadiq maintains that to a half-educated audience, a speaker should
1 —he allowed to address his ta’zia in the colloquial. Sadiq,
however, defends previous usage in the country, since the colloquial
is no longer admitted in the ta’zia anywhere. In speeches of the
second degree, poor grammar is indeed met with, though blunt
colloquialism is eschewed. Improvised addresses are often wordy,
and gramatical errors only too often encountered. Far better in
this respect is the sermon, being both pithy and linguistically
correct. Though generally in prose, a ta’zia address includes
poetical interpolations in plenty, i oetry, which naturally speaks
more to the heart than prose, is indispensable in a mourning
assembly. C©noons excluded, it is more usual to begin and conclude
a ta’zia address with poetical passages of varying length, Hore
often than not, the poetical interpolations are quoted, not
composed. The reciters have at hand many anthologies to draw upon,
2
containing the work of both ancient and modern poets. In 
fharafeddln*s "Majalis", for example, a brief poetical passage marks
1. tadiq: Sima’, p. U7 #
2. Of the Christian hebanese poets who have_composed poems on
Husein, Salama is the best known. S ahfud, a poet of less 
note, reviews Karbala in an 87-line qasida which was duly 
printed and published by the local Shi’ite authorites, as 
the first tear in history shed by a Christian poet on the 
misfortune of /hlu'l Bait." The qasida touches the same 
Chi'ite note: "Husein, never daunted by the two armies- the 
foe and thirst-we8 more concerned for the parched babes; 
etc.’f It is of interest to note in passing that of the 
men’s dirges, hoe. 1U, 15> and 38 were composed by Christian 
* raduds’!
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the end of each ’majlis’, i.e. a speech for the ’majlis’. The 
following passage, in the Kamil metre, is perhaps typical:
"There, to their various and horrible adversities, 
have they left them all:”
"The one transfixed by a dart, of the poisonous taste of 
which his thirsting heart did quaff,"
"The other, all besmeared with sword-wounds, is he 
who preferred dignity to submission,"
"Yet another one, led in bonds, is the one resigned 
in all his suffering to Allah,"
"And she, that imprisoned one at whose very heart 
the serpent of care was eating."1
Colloquial poetry is only rarely employed in a ta’zia speech. One 
twenty-line ’qasida’, not of the best ’zajal*, was of late recited 
at an Assembly and distributed in printed form, ho other zajal 
poetry was heard of. More frequent use is made of the ’hsichl’, 
the Iraqi colloquial poetry. Of the theme of the ’hsichi’ the 
Lebanese audience can grasp only little, but the copious tears that 
punctuate it testify to the fact that it is the dirgeful tune 
rather than the words themselves which touches the hearts of the 
audience so nearly.
Commonly, a ta'zia address incorporates special set pieces: the 
opening is invariably a praise to Allah and a blessing upon Mohammed
1. Sharafeddin: Majalis, p. 60
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arid his family. The blessing is of course responded to, by a triple
blessing from the audience, iollowing hsffie&iately after the
opening, comes the usual &hi*ite wish, !,Q that we were there with
thee, 0 Ahlu11-Bait, that we might gain the great gain.”1 Wherever,
in the body of a soeech, the name of Husein is mentioned, it is
#
invariably followed by a blessing or glorification; for example,
'’Husein, may my father and my mcthcr be his ransom;”
—  2or, "Husein, may the blessings of Allah be upon him.”"' aUIcJ^ JL,
lonorifics to Husein are numerous, the most common in a ta’siai
being, "the ord of Martyrs'* -C- m i&9 »the lord of the youths
t»
of aradise." 3— A further term of formality
is ’’May Allah reward thee all well *JJl T
It is heard at three main Junctures:
i. upon the death of any one of Husein1 b followers, e,g,
’May Allah reward thee all well, Tasim fell down 
breathing his last;”
ii. At the change of the trend of the meaning, where the 
words serve as a fitting copula;
iii. X© denote the nearness of the end of a speech.
The conclusion of a ta’sia is given in the fora of a fresh blessing
upon Mohammed and his family, to be followed by the presentation
to the chairman or other. The presentation commonly takes the
following form:
mmm V~ 1 ( J a  I LuT 1
2. Although not among the Imams, * Abbas is so popular that he is 
accorded as much blessing as they - indeed even as much as
Mohammed himself, i.e, "May blessing and peace be upon ’Abbas."
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"Keep 0 Allah, and sustain our revered chairman, Sheikh (x.),
give quick recovery to his sick (relative) have mercy upon
his (deceased) father, for the rest of whose soul we herewith
present the merit of this rnajlis together with the merit of
surat al-Tatiha,
•
delivery - The delivery of a tafzia address is wholly in keeping 
with the general climate of mourning and the melancholy air 
assumed by the reciters. Only in the case of a sermon, would the 
pitch be moderate; in the two other sorts of speeches, particularly 
in the boasting and deprecation, the voice of the reciter is 
monotonously high and sharp. However, whenever an especially 
sensitive point in the slra is touched upon, the reciter, with
admirable operatic skill, abruptly softens his voice into a
2
distinctly mournful tune. Although they may come at various other 
junctures, such sensitive points more generally belong to the final
hours of the ?battle* and its aftermath:
a. The slaughter of Husein*s suckling babe,
#
b. Husein1s last farewell to his family,
c. Husein all alone calling for help,
d. Husein fallen and mutilated; his camp stormed and his
harem taken into captivity;
1. ‘UaJIj (^ pk) I b 1"
• 3j y m  yl^J \}\y L y i ^  J  (^pli)
2. Of. typical tafzia speech in the recorded-tape, Heel No. l/Face.
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e, Yesrldf at Tanaocue, receiving Jusein’s head, pokes at it
with his stick*
The general note in the delivery is a monotonous, high-pitched 
moaning*1 The nearest parallel to e ta’zia recitation is perhaps 
the tune of the colloquial “ballad (about the lose of Joseph in 
k&ypt, and the grief of Jacob over him) which, until lately in 
Lebanon, used to be chanted by blind beggars. It is likely that 
xraqi singing, more melancholy in character than that of any other 
Arab country, has been influenced by the moaning chanting of the 
t&’zia.
1. According to the Bncycl* of Islam (p. 711), ta’zia reciters
abroad employ with them a group of boy-chenters known as 
’pash-akhwan whose Job it is to moan in chorus at the 
end of every pause in the reciter’s speech* In ebanon, 
however, the device, as we have seen already, is used only
in women’s circles.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The Ceremonies EeBcriTaed 
I.
It was around three in the afternoon of a hot June day when 
the banners of the traditional procession of the Tasu’a’made their 
appearance coming out from the Kabatiyya mosque* It comprised 
several thousands, but was rapidly gaining in size by fresh 
additions either of flattama! or casual followers. By the 
Huseiniyya gate, the procession halted for a short while to form up 
finally before it set out due east towards Nabatiyya (upper). As 
it moved along, the procession flooded a road five yards wide for 
over a mile. It was estimated at no less than thirty thousand. A 
'/ shura’ benefactor had arranged that the asphalt all along the 
route was watered in advance. Despite that, the merciless sun 
caused many men to put up their umbrellaB.
At short distances within the procession, three big ?latmf teams.
marched along. One hundred women-mourners, all below twenty, took 
part as well. The order of the procession was roughly thus:
In the front marched a police escort; just behind them came two 
’mu’azzins', then the flags and six horses. Then came one team of
’lattama’, followed by the women-mourners and a large section of the. .
procession. A second team of ’lattama* and a second section of the
• •
mm # 1 L mm mm
1. Tasu’ a’ 9pmrn rhyming with 1A shura1, is the Arabic name given 
to the 9th of Muharram.
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procession, a third team, and the lest section, followed by another
police escort in the rear.
Of the seven different flags in the procession, the largest, of
pure, blue silk, bore imaginary scenes from the battle of Karbala
with several religious Shi’lte sayings in -Arabic, viz.
Allah, r-ohammed, Ali, Hasan, Husein
• •
There is no sharper sword than Dhu’l-Fiqar, no worthier
champion than Ali
0 Abu’l Fadl A1-’Abbast 0 Abu ’Abdullah ©1-Huseint • .
Unlike the other six, this flag was borne horizontally by four men
like a carpet. I mailer in size, though more presentable, was a
two-poled standard carried upright by two bearers. The top of the
poles ended in a metal crest in the shape of a spread-out hand,
known to be a favourite sign of the Shia.1 On the banner appeared
2a picture of two lions each with a drawn sword, between borders 
laced with the same Shi’ite terms laudatory of Ali and his family, 
nother small flag, triangular in shape, with little golden tassels 
all round is esteemed by the townsmen as the most sacred of all, 
having been passed across the holy Tomb of Husein. The six horses
1. Stevens - p. 168 - associates the said Crest with the Carthaginiai
hand of Tanith. Without going to such lengths, we contend
that the Crest symbolizes the five persons of the Garment and 
is purely Shi’ite in origin.
2. • peaking of the Indian processions, Mrs* Ali - p. 67 - describes
a high pole from which two unsheathed swords were suspended.
In Iraq Stevens - p. 172 - speaks of a special standard
called ’Ehimr's tongue’ with numerous strings: whoso pulls
one of these strings and makes a wish is certain to have his
wish granted.
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in the procession were covered, both head and body, by silken 
sheet© of various gay colours: yellow, orange, red, and scarlet.
:ne horse, shrouded with a white sheet bespattered with a red 
tincture, bore an ordinary green turban affixed to its back. A 
further horse bore a pair of white doves with their feathers daubed 
in red. On the remaining four horses were set little children, of 
three or four, whose parents had committed themselves with vows to 
use in on their behalf. Every child was supported by a man walking
*
alongside the horse. Ab a sign of mourning, the little riders
wore dressed in blaok, with black handkerchiefs wrapped round their
heads, and tiny black banners held in their hands. Their infant
cheeks also were besmeared with soot. The dirges the lattama sang
• •
appeared chiefly to be Xos. U, 11, 12. and 17» interspersed as
usual with the commonest refrain, Ko. 1, in proclamation of All’s
legitimism-.1 The women-mourners merely kept keening in a continuous
monotone, 'wa Husein, wl Husein,” waving their black handkerchiefs.
• ♦
Only for a brief interval did they change to another refrain, 
speaking on behalf of Husein1 a babes: ’’Help, help, 0 Aunt 2ainab /a
e are dying with thirst, we are.”
1. In the above order, the Arabic refrains of the dirges were:
 ^ <51 ( h)
(ii)
cU* \£ hi*) I* ( 12)
(ft-**- i t (17)
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I very now and then, the two mufazzins raised their voices in the 
’kalicm* together.
In the shade of the leafy quinine trees, half-way between the 
two Rabatiyyas, hawkers stood shouting their goods to a big section 
of the procession who preferred to wait there for a rest. On sale 
were ice-creams, cool drinks, sweetmeats, salted lupine, and boiled 
horse-beans. There were also haberdashery articles, a portable 
weighing-machine, and big coloured portraits of /Hi, his sons, and 
the Shrines of Najaf and Karbala. The larger part of the procession, 
however, continued their march uphill and were no?/ taking a right 
turn in the direction of the village, which by this time was 
deserted, all the people having left their houses to join the 
ceremonies. Far from the opposite hillside, a dirge was heard 
chanted over the loud-speaker: "Whatever Sharia has legalized the
slaughter of Husein, son of Ali?!1
The voice was coming from the village Huseiniyya, as a sort of a 
religious prelude to the procession. Along the narrow, tortuous 
village lanes the procession now literally had to force its way, 
inhaling a good deal of dust before they gained the other side at 
the Huseiniyya courtyard. Having paid a short ’latm’ visit to the• e
Huseiniyya, and the town mosque near it, the fatigued lattama, all . . •
of a sweat, were now enjoying a short rest during a Qoranic 
recitation. Retiring to the village graveyard soon after that, 
they worked themselves into a fresh bout of frenzied breast-beating 
because, "... There was no other vice-regent but Ali."
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A cool drink was served to the 'lattama' and the procession• •
reformed. Swelled by fresh participants, horseB, and banners, the
group was now meandering down hill on the return route. Three more
horses were being led. Their silk covers were red, yellow, and
jet-black. The first two horses each carrying a mourning child,
were of less interest than the third, on which rode a teenager lad
in mourning attire. He was lean-looking and ostensibly bound up
with iron chains. His black turban was transfixed front-to-back by
a long, naked sword, and as he rode along, his eyes were all the
while kept cast on a Koranic text open in his hands. Though he
said nothing to identify himself, the townsmen take him to
represent Ali al-*kbar, Husein’ o elder son, who was known for hie
fondness of the * oran. Yet, the chains about his body obviously
associate him with the Captive, Ali al-Asghar, who survived Karbala
and was thus taken away in bonds. By no means lessened, the heat
of the day led many of the thirsty demonstrators to leave the
procession for a water-sabil temporarily set up by the roadside.
it was well after five when the traditional procession arrived
back again at their starting place. In the shady courtyard of
the Huseiniyya house, the ’lattama* indulged in a final bout of . • •
strenuous breast-beating, chanting: ’’Would 0 Husein that we were.
there with thee, / Would that our very souls were thy ransom”.
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i
In less than ten minutes the large procession dispersed: the
Lattama to prepare themselves for further street demons t rat ions,• *
the rest of the procession to get rested against the lengthy 
Ceremonies of f/shura* eve still ahead* A public *Ashure* repast 
was set out in the open air. The teams from labatiyya (upper) 
accepted the invitation, and so did the writer*
1* It may be of interest to quote^Sykes - pp. 197, 196, and 201 - 
in a description of the ’Ashura’ processions in tarsia#
Large in size as they are, the Lebanese processions as 
described above, must pale in comparison with the following:
” .*♦ then came camels laden with tents, and innumerable 
mules carrying baggage, followed by three hundred horses 
with shawls draped on their necks* Behind them there were 
thirty-five camels, ridden by members of the Imam's family, 
representations of the 72 bodies of the martyrs, 17 heads 
on lances, and a band of Arab horsemen* Two singers of war 
songs represented the two parties and engaged in a heated 
dialogue, mingled with curses. Then came Hazrat Abbas, 
accompanied by 80 water-carriers# Among the conspicuous 
features was a wooden house draped in black to represent the 
bridal chamber of Fatima (i.e. Cikna) daughter of the Imam 
who was married to her cousin Kasim just before the fatal 
day. A 100 darvisheo with their axes, horns, and lion or 
leopard skins also formed part of the procession* The next 
scene was Yazid on his throne surrounded by his court while 
80 men beat two stones together and recited mournful verses# 
Finally there was a model of the tomb of the Imam, surrounded 
by breve officers and soldiers# In the different parts of 
the procession, groups of 200 men beat their breasts in 
rhythm, and as they advanced they recited:
t?0 our Imam Ja*far/ Bgsein our Lord/ Has been murdered on 
the plain of Karbala/ lust be on our heads" .
An enormous structure, representing the bier of the Imam, 
decorated with innumerable flags, mirrors, and swords, was 
carried slowly round the square by 500 men. The procession 
proceeded to the Palace, where the governor loaded the 
organisers with gifts and released two prisoners convicted 
of murder."
1X0
II.
T M  '
On the north end of the Huseiniyya courtyard at Habatiyya stood
the pulpit all draped in black. The top front of it shone with the
Arabic words "Y7- HUSEIH" studded in little eleotric bulbs. All
around, the evening was cool and calm. Attracted by the comparative
coolness and the lighted auditorium, various insects crept in from
the neighbouring fields. They passed unmolested by the devout
mourners; insects too are assumed to be in mourning over Husein.1#
/xred out with walking in the procession, on were now hurrying up 
to ensure having a seat lest they remained standing up for the rest 
of the long evening. Both from Habatiyya and the neighbouring 
villages, weary cultivators and casual labourers were flocking in 
to attend the 'holy night*. Effendls, in European dress and neat, 
red fezes, were taking their seate. In the front rows, sheikhs and 
elderly men were quietly exchanging greetings as they drank black 
tea and smoked cigarettes. Women crowded the adjacent roofs and 
staircases, unseen by men, while a bolder group had stolen into the 
courtyard and spread their reed mats in a dark corner. Outside the 
gate, hawkers were shouting their cool drinks and sweetmeats, while 
up town the lanes were again reverberating with the hue and cry of 
the demonstrators. Suddenly a voice was heard requesting a *salat 
* ala Mohammed*. This was notice of the arrival of the head sheikh.
1. KutubI: Tarlkh, p. 87
Ill
^hile the audience were muttering their blessing in response f they 
rose up in reverence to receive him* The sheikh took hie seat and 
exchanged salutations with the elderly men in the neighbouring 
seats* It was eight O'clock* He gave the sign, and the Assembly
started*
The announcer proclaimed the start over the loud-speakeri 
“Whenever the Qoran is being recited, hark ye thereto, and listen 
well that perchance ye might gain.” Upon the word, men threw away 
their cigarettes and sat attentively* A recorded Qoranic 
recitation was played: "Count not those departed in the way of 
Allah as dead; nay they are alive etc." After ten minutes, the 
recitation was ended, and the demonstrators, group by group, were 
now arriving with their flags. Bach group in turn passed into the 
centre where they beat their breasts for a few minutes before they 
moved into the main hall to dress up. A further call for "Blessing 
Mohammed” - responded to by the audience in the usual manner - was 
followed by the tafsia proper. The first reciter was the blind, 
old man, Sheikh Q. He opened his recitation with a poetical 
passage, recriminating the Umayyads and the larwanids who, "through 
slaying Huaein had adequately pleased their friend, Satan.” In a 
high-pitched monotone, his voice waB almost that of someone in 
tears. Soon tears began to glisten in many an eye* Resuming in 
prose, Sheikh Q. added,
"Have you observed, him the man, rising in the name of Allah, and 
in the name of Allah he is setting out ? Verily, Husein is our
first exemplar. To him heroism is the key-word: it is the heroism
of prophecy as derived from I ohammed, the heroism of valiance, from
Ali, and the heroism of chastity, from Fatima .«• Husein, may both
• •
my parents he his ransom, ultimately lost his men all and, feeling 
that martyrdom was at hand, he hade his last farewells to Eainab, 
his sister, recommending to her maternal care his dear little 
orphans, Zainab, that destitute woman, in abundant tears, cried 
out, fv/hy, gone are you from us for ever ? Woe is me for a miserable 
creature, Draw near, dearest one, and let me fulfil the will of 
our dear latima; for she did enjoin upon me that, once you are come 
to this situation at Karbala,! should implant my last kiss upon your 
breast,’ Bo it was then that upon his breast did Zainab kiss Husein. 
in farewell, after which he took the field ..."
Having ensured a fresh congregational blessing upon Mohammed, the 
Announcer now introduced a local lay poet, Sayyid Sh. by name.
After a brief prose introduction, the speaker began a long ’<j.aslde’ 
in the ’Kamil* metre, which betrayed glaring mistakes in orthography 
and versification. In no less than thirty lines, his theme was 
centred on Ali and Husein, viz:
”0 Haidar’s falcon, (i.e. Husein) if on the lay of Doom I • «
should thirst,
It is Haidar alone who shall assuage me with a drink.”.
Kusein says, "If Mohammed’s religion will not be set right save
through slaying me, Come then, ye swords, take 
me away."
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or a life-time shall 1 grieve over Husein, and even thougha
for a life-time, ray grief shall hut fall short.”
1 ow came the Allocution. The preacher was introduced thus: * Our 
master, the highest of ’raujtahidB*, the authority of Islam, Sheikh
S. etc. The Sheikh arose. He was making his way among the#
thronged audience when, seizing the opportunity of an interval of 
silence, the hawkers outside the gate started to shout their goods,
ana the women on the neighbouring staircase were chattering quite
audibly. From the pulpit the preacher now ordered both groups to 
be quiet. That done, he began with the praise of -Allah, and the 
blessing of Mohammed and hie Household.
’The precepts of Islam,” he began, ’are sharply contrasted with
hypocritical conceptions, I mean the conception® of the present day. 
Islam is the constitution of high virtue: it urges a believer to 
adopt what is good and cast away what is evil. Islam, for instance, 
warns us against laziness, since in laziness lies the cause of 
poverty and humiliation ... it teaches that all believers are 
brethren; and that to seek learning is a virtuous imposition - 
religious learning, though. It requires of a man to be clean, 
because cleanliness is next to godliness ... it exalts believers 
to be above falsehood, treachery, and fraud ... it forces none to 
embrace it, but leaves everyone to his own belief. Fate in Islam 
is a matter predestined, and from predestined fate no man can ever 
escape. Such backward conditions as our Arab countries are 
nowadays in, what are they, but the result of a grievous divergence
11U
from the laws of Islam and the 'qibla1 of Islam ? Just take a look 
at modem conceptions: do not men count falsehood as political 
astuteness, and vile contrivance as prudence ? Husein laid down his 
’life* for the sake of religion, yet where is that religion 
nowadays ? Where is worship, where prayers ? Verily we have come 
to discredit men who pray: conceptions are in fact reversed etc...”
Ib a sort of religious applause to the Sheikh's speech, a group
'salat1 was now uttered. The next speaker was Sheikh H. # an eloquent « •
reciter, graduate of Kajaf. As he walked towards the pulpit, the
children, huddled on the carpet in the middle, pressed hack to
make way for him. The auditorium was already over crowded, while
fresh arrivals, with wooden stools in their hands, were still
filtering in. Without the formal introductory invocation, the
speaker abruptly began by chanting a long passage in the Iraqi
'hsichl'. Many men were moved to tears, but several others, men 
•
and children alike, were lulled asleep in their seats. The speaker
then addressed the audience in prose:
"Husein, may both my parents be his ransom, never tasted of #
despair despite his loneliness and burning thirst. His greatest 
concern was having to forsake the honourable ladieB and the little 
dear ones to the mercy of a spiteful enemy. 'When I am departed,' 
said he to the tearful 2ainab, 'scratch not thy face, nor rend thy 
collar asunder.' Saying that, Husein took up his suckling babe, 
'Abdullah, and CEme to the front. Hoisting the babe up on his hand, 
he entreated the Umayyad force to give a drop of water at least to 
this innocent, thirsty creature. At this point, there was
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disagreement among the enmy: certain men said the baby should he
given water, others that it should not. Serious conflict was
inEiinent, when Ibn Bafd called out for Harmala. (Here the audience
mutter their angry damnations upon both these men*) ’lie upon thee,
0 Hamalaj9 exclaimed Ibn Sa’d, fwhat are your arrows for ? on’t
you cut short this quarrel at once ?’ And such a good shot Karmala
was I with but a single dart, h© slew the young ’Abdullah from
Jugular vein to Jugular vein. Thereupon, entwining its tiny arms
around ita father’s neck, the little parched bird fluttered for a
while and gave up the ghost. t5ay Allah reward thee all well, Husein.
laddled the blood of the baby up in his hand and tossed it high up 
towards heaven calling down dire damnation upon the slayers. Sadly, 
back at comp, he was received by Sikna who enquired whether her 
favourite * Abdullah has been given water, and she herself spared 
a drop. To that, husein merely replied, * Behold, here is thy 
brother slain!’"
A short Interval was allowed for general mourning. Curses on
harmala and the Hmayyads in general were greatly increased and .
interspersed with loud shouts of ’Allah /kbar1, and interjections 
of sympathy, to say nothing of tears and sobs on every side. The 
mourning interval lasted well over five minutes, and was only cut 
short by the sane speaker. Trying his own tears, he urged his
listeners to prepare against their last hour:
Tuty,1' he said, is to be observed in four different 
essentials: duty to Allah, duty to onefs country, duty to one* a
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family, and towards one1© personal self • •• Whoso keeps a shround 
at hi® home, this shell be credited to him as a virtue* Have you 
never heard it said, ri‘ay visits to a cemetary as often as you can, 
since a dead corpse is a sermon eloquent?* And beware the 
petrification of the hearts, because, according to one hadlth, 
'petrified hearts are dead hearts*'1 And beware of ill manners, 
particularly in bringing up your children, ever keeping in mind the 
fact that, 'If in its manners a nation be stricken,
Over that nation, give vent to loud lamentation
Soon after these words, the speech was concluded and a fresh speaker
introduced*
Having opened his address with the usual invocations, he began to 
review Husein*s phenomenal bravery saying, "Single-handed Huseine •
took the field against the enormous enemy force* Before his sword 
the troops fled away in terror as goats before a wolf* He slew a 
great number of them, but the fatal hour could not long be deterred. 
Husein, may both my parents be his ransom, was soon overwhelemed
by the enemy who attacked him on all four sides, with swords, 
spears, darts, stones, and kicks till, growing faint with many wounds 
the Imam fell, and what a fall that was, my friends * High up in 
heaven Gabriel cried out *Lo! Between Heaven and earth Husein is
e
1. The above allusion to the softness of hearts amounts to a tacit 
apology for mourning over Husein in face of Sunni strictures 
against the validity of modming the dead in general.
2and hold a mourning party.'
2
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slain*1 - ven then, the foe were too lightened to drew near; it wee 
Chirar alone who dared to approach; he stahhed Husein as many ase
twelve times and eventually cut off his head from the nape of the 
neck. (The Audience passionately curse Shimr.1) lay Allah reward 
thee all well, the troops fell to looting the Camp. The hapless 
women therein they whipped and stripped of their head-veils end 
mantles. Then, together with the crying children, they led them 
into captivity to Ibn /lad and thence to Yazld." (Curses and 
damnation on both these men are heard from every corner).
The speaker was now chanting a melancholy lamentation in the ’hsichi1.
•
Se he came to the end of his lines, he began to slow down and lower
his voice, muttering his invocation on behalf of the chairman of
the Assembly, for the rest of whose deceased father he gave the
reward of the ’majlis’, crowned by the merit of surat al-latiha..
As the audience were muttering their fatiha in response, the senior
’lattarna1, in one big teem, stepped into the centre to undertake a «.
final strenous bout of breast-beating and back-scourging, as they 
shouted aloud:
"Alas for the slaughtered one of whom the sharp swords 
have plundered their full!" (ho. 18)
1. Before the shablh was known in the country± a strange dramatic
performance used to be enacted on *Ashura? eve. The audience’s 
pent-up feelings against Shimr used to be wreaked upon a young, 
black kid set down in the middle of an Assembly. In angry 
grief, they ruthlessly tortured the hapless beast, pricking 
its body and tearing out its hair. Eventually, to the relief 
of the poor dumb animal, it used to be killed for a ’/shura1 
meal.
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The sound of their ’latm* broke forth like e thousand whip lashes.«
Blood burst from the livid backs , and their chests were deep red 
with beating. As the melancholy ssembly were diapers ing in the 
cool of midnight, their nervous attitude clearly suggested that they 
had ’enjoyed1 their evening devotion to the full. In the courtyard, 
late that night, only the actors of the Thablh Play remained for a 
dress rehearsal.
III.
Recital of the r.era'1
it was early in the morning when the blare of the loud-speaker 
at the Huseiniyya House waked the labatiyyans to an announcement for
A
a Coranic recitation to open the ’Ashura’ day. hue early are the 
ceremonies begun in order to make allowance for both the masra* and 
the l hablh Play to be performed in the time available. So the 
devout rhia were seen hurrying down in groups towards the Huseiniyyae
where, in the Mourning Hall, the ma$ra was to be recited.
On the draped pulpit in the Mourning Hall, sat the head Sheikh, all 
in black and with a copy of the Masra1 open in hiB hands, An 
assistant reciter, sat at the foot of the pulpit. The audience was 
rapidly increasing as the morning wore on. The seats being 
unreserved, many of the late-comers had to mourn Husein standing upm
1. The Arabic word *ma§ra* (s— or variously ’maqtal’ Jsi stands
for the full sira of Karbala • or the text of that.
2. In the colloquial, the *Ashura* day is known as the*falla* UJI
i.e. dismiss obviously on account of the dispersal of the 
crowds at the end of the ceremonies.
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all the while. In the roof, three electric fane barely alleviated 
the heat of the over-crowded Hall. At last the Qoran recitation was 
ended. This was the sign to start. Turning over a leaf of his 
& asra*, the head Sheikh opened the recital by an abxjfoant blessing 
upon Mohammed and his Household, to which the audience responded in 
the usual manner. The text of the ma$ra* was Abu Mukhnaf's, a 
prose text with a few poetical interpolations. The Sheikh laid 
special stress on the poetry, also on those prose passages where the 
situation was particularly pathetic, by no means scamping the large 
slice of the supernatural in the work, dreams, revelations, prodigious 
omens and the like.
The climate was one of mourning. Occasionally, the Sheikh broke off
the recitation and, changing to colloquial speech, gave an
interpretation to an intricate passage or expatiated on some
specially sensitive theme. Himself drenched in tears, he thus set
an example to the audience. To maintain the atmosphere of grief,
he allowed for occasional pauses when fits of sobbing pervaded the
Assembly. The first of such pauses was the death of Muslim,
followed by Husein* s quandry on receiving the news. A further .
pause was allowed when Karbala was reached, and Husein gave the
9
command, "Dismount, for here is our burial-place, here our tombs
etc." Similar interludes were allowed for recalling the preliminary
parley, particularly when the Umayyads hem Husein in, cutting him
♦
off from the Euphrates. At this Juncture, the Sheikh was overcome 
by grief himself, so his assistant took over.
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Having cursorily dealt with the death of Husein* s followers, the 
reciter moved to the fall of the Heshimites themselves in more 
detail: Husain*s two eons, particularly the suckling babe fAbdullah,
m
next al- ©Biia, Husein1s nephew and eventually ’Abbas, Husein’s own
• *
turn came next, "Is there no one there to succour us for the sake
of Allah?” cried out the reciter quoting Husein, ”Is there no one
*
there to shield the harem of the Apostle of Allah?1
Upon the words, the sorrowful congregation sobbed aloud, many of the
1
men smote their heads and faces in abject grief. Outside the hall, 
a fresh Qoranic recitation from the Qit’a stage Interrupted the 
progress of the Masra* but the reciter carried on nevertheless:
“Know you not whom you fight against?” he resumed, speaking for Ibn 
Sa'd, ”this is the son of the bare-terapled and corpulent one, son of 
the slayer of the Arabs,” Eventually, Husein is slain; Shimr cuts 
off his head and burns the Camp, The sorrowful congregation 
muttered words of damnation upon Shimr and the Umayyads in general,
A number of the more zealous youths stood up in seeming vehemence, 
leaving the place for a side room. They soon returned with their 
white ’shrouds’ on, and gham^s in their hands. To them, tears were 
inadequate; they would weep over Husein in blood!
1, Describing a ta’zia assembly in India Mrs. All (Observations,
p* 16) writes, “When moved, the audience are seen swaying to
and fro with a solemn motion that becomes more and more
marked until it is a violent agitation leading to smiting
the breasts, crying and wailing, ”Ya All, ai Hasan, ai
Husein, Husein Shah,”, ,
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It waa well after nine when the Masra* was shut, and the*
congregation, weeping copiously, poured out into the courtyard
shouting, "Ya Husein! Ya Husein!** Soon after they were seen facing
• •
east, i*e* Karbala as they paused to recite the *Ashura* *ziarat* 
invocation. In the ’ziarat* they heap damnation on Husein’s 
enemies and exalt Husein and hie family, expressing the wish to 
fight at the side of the lahdi when he would come to effect 
vengeance for Husein* (Cf. excerpts from the ziarat in Appendix*) 
The ziarat reoited, the congregation now turned to face the Qlbla* 
A two-prostrations prayer was said as a special presentation on 
behalf of the souls of the Imams interred at the Baql* cementary, 
at Hijaz* With that, the Masra* assembly broke up* The audience 
then went off to the (it1a field to see the uhabTh of Karbala.
IV.
The Shobih In Performance
l eanwhlle the Masra' In the mourning hall was recited, 
preparations on the Qit’a stage had been under way, and the 
spectators had noticeably increased* ore than once were special 
announcements made about children lost due to the largeness of the 
crowd. Fortunately for us then, we managed to secure a standing 
room right in front of the stage* On the stage, the actors had 
already donned their costumes* A group of them swarmed about the 
commentator’s desk, while several others had mounted their horses* 
On© team of elderly devotees in their white 1 shrouds* were now
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making the tour of the stage. They ejaculated, "Firiat wa Huseinah!"
sorrowfully beating their breasts. Then the women-moumers, all
in black, made the same round, waving black handkerchiefs, and
wailing monotonously, "Ya Husein, ya Husein!" Once their tour was• .
done, the start of the performance was announced. A Qoranic
recitation on gramophone records was played. One verse in it,
specially indicative of the polemical objective of the shablh, was:
MAllah’ s wish is but to remove contamination far from thee, 0 folk
of the Household, and with a cleansing to cleanse thee."1 Kext to
the ^oran came the opening address delivered by the commentator.
Ills theme, by no means original, revolved round the sacrificial
significance of Husein*s rising.
•
Boon the ‘halaqa* was cleared for the performance. The first.
group of actors made their appearance. It was the group of Hurr,s
commander of the expeditionary Umayyad force drawn up to intercept
Husein. Hurr *s entrance was announced and the actor taking the part . .
named. His troop was composed of three horsemen and eight foot 
soldiers. Their costumes consisted of a thick, brown 'aba, a white 
cotton 'kafflyya1, and a black head-band. As a special distinction,
Hurr*s 'kaffiyya* was of fine, white silk, and his head-band was.
embellished with brocade. As hiB troop marched by the tents on the 
west end, the women-mourners met them with high shouts of 'wail',
1. Qoran, xxxiii, 33 - This verse is often cited by the Shia as 
a reason for favouring All's house.
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i.e. woe! waving their black handkerchiefs. The troop, however,
heeded them not, hut continued on their march until they halted at
the north end of the field waiting for Husein.
•
The next troop to arrive was that of the Umayyads headed hy Ibn Sa*d
with Shimr ae hie aide-de-camp. Together with them arrived Ibn Eiad,
the deputy-govemor of Kufa. Their appearance evoked an unfavourable
acclamation: unintelligible shout a of grief, involving curses, were
heard. The Umayyad troop was eomaparatively large, comprising fifty
men, mostly foot soldiers* Their costumes were similar to those of
Hurr'a men. Ibn Ziad and Ibn Sa*d were distinguished by white,•
silken 'abas, while Shimr was olad in military uniform, an iron 
helmet, and a pair of black Wellington boots.1 For flags, the 
Umayyads hoisted ten little, plain red banners on thin, long rods. 
Having made the round of the stage, they divided into two parties* 
the larger, under the leadership of Ibn Sa’d, took their stand at 
the eaBt end along the banks of the Euphrates, - as represented by 
the palm tree branches stuck in the ground - while the smaller party, 
comprising the rest, inarched forward to the Kufa court, - 
represented by a long bench and several chairs.
How Husein is expected. Several times all eyes turned in suspense 
to the north-eastern border whence his troop was supposed to appear. 
But he was late, and the audience began to look restless. It was 
well after ten before his belated troop made its appearance, /mong
1. Distinctive as it is, Shimr1 s costume belongs rather to the 
modem ’European* age, than the early Islamic era, hence 
the anachronism.
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Declamations of applause and blessing.Husein'b cavalcade entered
*  e
the stage, and made the same round of It as the others* In all, 
they were eighteen men: six on horseback, comprising Husein and hie
e
bodyguard, three on camelbaok riding after them, and the rest on
foot* Husein, on a white, shaggy steed, rode between ’Abbas on the
right and All al-Akbar on the left. On camelbaok about the middle
of the cavalcade, rode Habib Ibn~Musihlr, bearing Husein1s standard.1. . .
The standard was a square foot of plain, green silk, matching the 
green turbans of the Kashimites and the covers of their horses and 
camels. lor costume, they wore black, silken 'abas, noticeably of 
a better stuff than the ordinary thick gowns of the men in their 
company. lor a headdress, Husein's followers wore plain, white
e
turbans; indeed many of them had simply wrapped up their heads in
their own 'kaffiyyas* in the form of a turban, leaving a part hanging
loosely down the back. Having made their tour all round, the
cavalcade was met by the two Asadite men. After greeting, the
Asadltes conveyed to Husein the news of the death of Muslim and
*
HanI, respectively, his private emissary, and a chieftain of his 
partisans. At this point the acting was under way.
As though little concerned, Husein soundB the views of Muslim's 
relatives in his company. They are one in their determination 'to 
avenge their man or die in the attempt'. Accordingly, Husein makes
1. In the text of the ehabih Tragedy - Act IV, scene ill. line 
60 - it is 'Abbas rather than KabXb who is the standard*
bearer.
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up his mind: he resignedly orders his men to ride forward# Soon
Hurr and hi© troop intercept their advance, and the first short
•
colloquy occurs between the two men, and Husein becomes a virtual 
prisoner in the hands of the Umayyads# The two troop© now ride 
slowly forward to the accompaniment of a solitary 7hidef song inm
eulogy of the Banu Hashim, Chanted by at-Tirimmah, a desert-scout 
in Husein*s company: .Act I# scene ill# The combined group now
circles the stage arriving at Karbala, i#e# the west end where the 
Camp of Husein i© pitched# Directly on the opposite side of the 
stage, the Umayyad force is already stationed in battle array.
From Kufa, Ibx*~Ziad sends Husein a written ultimatum# Husein,• •
however, declines the humiliating conditions proposed by the 
Umayyad© and asks for permission to withdraw in peace. But he is 
denied this, and his troop is effectively cut off from the 
Euphrates# The Drama now lags in deliberations and the despatching
of messengers# l engthy negotiations are held around the point of
#
leadership of the detachment drawn against Husein# Eventually,
#
battle is Joined#
Except for Hurr, who rides over to Husein, the simulated fighting 
is all done on foot# The battle is but poorly represented: the
single Huseinlte warrior charges and defeats a whole troop of the 
Umayyads who simply fall before his sword like green grass mowed 
down by a sickle - curiously enough, to rise up as soon, standing 
in their former ranks again! To the casulatles of the Umayyads, 
little attention is paid. The case, however, differs with respect
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to Kuaein’s men. ^very now and then, a high, half-shahada is heard,
£B notification of the fall of one of them. That announcement,
Husein himself invariably appende with the Coranic verses, tfLol 
•
e are /llah’s, and loi unto Him do we return. - Some of them have 
paid their vow by death (in battle) and some of them still are 
waiting, and they have not altered in the l e a s t U p o n  the words, 
the fallen martyr is carried out on a etrecher and laid in the Camp 
among the shouts and wailings of the mourners.
The first one to do battle is the prodigal Hurr. Having*
received forgiveness of his sin, he rides forward, reciting hie
ch. llenge, fights, and falls a repentant martyr. Husein eulogises
him as, "Hurr here, ’hurr’ * i.e. free - hereafter.” Next to Hurr,
• • •
comes the chieftain of the Banu-Atjll, next Burair and several 
other unnamed devotees whose part is to fight in silence and die,
the last one among them being Habib Xbn-Kuaahlr. After him, there
• •
remain with Husein only his immediate family, and a personal negro 
slave, who plunge into the fray, one by one, challenging, fighting, 
and ultimately falling as martyrs. Among them, the first is his own 
eldest son, All al-Akbar who, though victorious at first, is so 
overcome by burning thirst that he is compelled to retire to his 
father for a drink. Husein lays his dry tongue on his son’s by way 
of proving how much thirstier he himself was# So the son returns 
thirsty to the fray - to die. Upon his death, Husein chantB a 
genuinely touching couplet beginnings
!!Thou hast been the very pupil of mine eyes.”
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At this Juncture, acting 1b suspended in favour of an Interlude of 
’tatbTr’, i.e. head-wounding. A team of the devotees. In their 
white shrouds with ’gamdhs* in their hands appears upon the stage, 
striking at their heads with the garadhs as they ejaculate: ’’Haidar,
Eainab, Husein”. They then start to smite their bleeding heads
#
with their open hands, as they gravely chant, ”Suoh is the calamity
of Karbala” (dirge Ho* 9). Covered in blood, they make the
complete tour of the stage before they disappear into the
Huseiniyya house.
•
When acting is resumed, it is Qasira, Husain’s nephew, who takes the.
field, fights, and falls, linally comes ’Abbas, Husein’e half-.
brother. Once he succeeds in penetrating the enemy’s siege on the 
Euphrates, but his right arm is cut off. Resuming the fight, he 
loses his left arm too, so he grasps the sword in his teeth and 
charges hiB last. Hugein flies to the side of his dying brother, 
tenderly wiping the dust off his head. But the sympathetic ’Abbas, 
th/ough in agonies, declines the kind gesture, on the plea that 
Husein will have no one to do him the same kindness when shortlye
his turn comes to die. In eulogy to ’Abbas, Husein, in tears,a
utters a brief, rhetorical panegyric after which a solitary 
dirgeful tune is heard chanted in the Iraqi ’hsichi*: ”0 ’Abbas, 
our Haster, whose heart is ever compassionate for us etc.’’(dirge U3»)
'imultaneously with the aforesaid tune, a second interlude is 
allowed. A fresh troop of sword-beaters parade the stage. As they
inflict their wounds, they chant in low-voiced chorus:
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"There is no other sword sharper than Dhu’l Fiqar, no 
champion worthier than All/’
The smell of hot blood was unmistakable as the devotees, beating 
their gory heads with their hands, passed closely by us; indeed, 
men in the front row were seen stepping back to avoid being 
bespattered* Several casualties among the devotees now fell down 
in a faint and were borne away for first-aid. Soon the parade waB 
done, and the stage cleared again for the performance.
The end is drawing near* Feeling isolated, the lonely Husein is
heard calling out for help, hone comes up to his aid, but Jawn,
hie negro slave, Husein, however,declines the generous offer, and
grants emancipation to Jawn. But the honest slave accepts nothing
less than "mixing his own blood with his honourable masters'”,
hen thus he fights and falls, Husein duly invokes a heavenly
blessing upon the faithful bondman. Toon after, Husein in person take»
the field, Re challenges the enemy with ’ their pre-Islamic 
gallantry" to emerge to him singly, in two's or three's, and they 
grant him this - at first. Yet all those who come out against that 
"son of the slayer of the Arabs" are immediately defeated.
Thereupon, Ibn Sa’d resorts to group attack, surrounding Husein by 
four whole troops together, and only thus is he enabled to get the 
better of the proud Imam. Shimr advances and cuts off Husein's head.
l-pon Shimr's orders, the soldiers storm the camp. The children 
therein begin to fly from tent to tent, but they are hunted down 
and the camp set on fire. Many people in the audience now rush
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forward to get a handful of asheo as a sovereign remedy, Shimr 
lays hands upon Husein*s surviving son, All al-/sghar, alias £ain
e
al-1 Abidin. £ain, all in black and seemingly bound up with ropes, 
is set on a caparisoned camel, while at his side Shimr in person, 
with hie sword drawn, rides as a special guard. At this juncture, 
real stage-acting is virtually ended. What remains is the 
presentation of the Captivity, which constitutes the final Act of 
the Flay, and is performed in the main streets. low audience, 
denon8tratora, and actors alike mix together in one great procession 
behind the Captive. The Umayyad actors who only shortly before 
were fighting against Husein, are now recognised in the procession 
of the 'lattama* beating their breaets in grief for Husein.1 As 
they flood the main street, the people in the procession 
follow no special order. Actually, they comprise all the 
participants in the ’Ashur?’ Ceremonies namely, breast-beaters, chain- 
flagellants, women-mourners, swords-men, and actors in the shablh.
The procession makes a brief stop at four different places. At each 
one of the four stops, the Captive, Iain, delivers an address from 
camel-back, vindicating his father’s cause. At the first stop, 
there la indeed a semblance of drama, where the thristy 2ain, seeing 
water, asks for a drink. Feigning sympathy, Shimr offers him a clay 
jar; but no sooner does Eain hold it up to drink, than Shimr, with
1. Of Aserbeijan, Hobson states that, "In the end of the drama, the 
actors who represented the Umayyad troops had to beat a hasty 
retreat under a shower of stones from the spectators."
fee article by Hobson J. in Hilbert Journal 
Vol. 5U, p. 269
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g well-aimed stroke of hie sword, smashes the jar to pieces, 
laughing loud. The gesture has a profound effect upon the female 
sections of the procession, who react to it with high-shouted 
sympathies, -hen Stop ho* 2 is reached, ' ain*s speech is almost 
drowned hy the noise of the thronged procession and the roar of 
moving huses* At Stop 3o. 3» the congregation has become 
considerably thinned; apart form the functionary demonstrators, 
only a few hundreds follow the procession to Stop Ho* h back again 
at the Huseiniyya gate* It was around two in the afternoon when 
Gain’s last speech was delivered, the crowd finally dispersed, and 
the city returned to its normal daily life.
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CHAPTER t'XVB 
,<a- THE 'ASHPrI’ CSEEMOIilES
1.
The Reform Campaign
In Lebanon, as In the Shi'ite world at large, the '/shura* 
Ceremonies have, In the last half century, undergone a radical 
development# A sweeping reform campaign was launched against them. 
The spark of reform, though ignited in ebanon, the ensuing 
conflagration flared up most hotly outside Lebanon; in Iraq and to 
a lesser extent in both Persia and Bhifite India, The extensive 
and fervent polemical disputation which followed amounted to a pen-
crusade that grew more and more violent until it caused a crack in
the very edifice of the Shi’ite church. Indiscriminately, the 
reformer’s knife struck deeper down than the Ceremonies themselves 
into such vital doctrines as the authenticity of the Karbalan 
traditions and the infallibility and transcendency of the Imams,
The inaugurator was Sayyid Uuhein al-Amln, of Shaqra village, 
Mount ’Sail, in Lebanon, This man had spent the greater part of 
his life at Damascus as a notable Shi’ite ,mujtahldt, and was famous 
for his copious output of religious, ethical, and biographical works. 
His reforms, religious and social alike, had been as numerous as 
they were weighty, but his Campaign of reform on the ’Ashura’ 
Ceremonies has certainly been the most momentous and the most
lasting of them all. This is how it began:
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At reforming 'Ashura1, Amin first tried his hand In the year
1319 A.K. at Rawiya village in the environs of Damascus. With
assiduous efforts # he succeeded in banning from the Ceremonies such
markedly violent practices as 'tatbir', 'janzlr', and the severe
•
breast-beating. The scope of his measure was, however, too narrow 
to exert any influence outside lyrla. In the year 13U3, however, 
appeared his five-volume work on the ta'zia, "Al-Majails As- aniyya”. 
In the preface to Volume One, Amin ruthlessly condemns the violent 
shablh rituals, admonishing the Shla against the practice of same, 
as against a veritable sin. To confirm his views, he published 
an article to that effect in the Beirut papers.
1 aturally, Amin's Campaign touched most closely the Conservative
School, headed by Sheikh Abdul-Husein Sadiq of habatiyya, Lebanon,• •
although actual friction did not as yet take place, Amin's call 
was to meet the first actual reaotlon to it from outside Lebanon, at 
Basra in Iraq. There, on the following Muharram, Qaswlnl, the then 
religious authority in the area, forbade the performance of the 
1 shura' Ceremonies, violent and non-violent, with the exception of 
the ta'zia parties. The Basra incident reverberated in the Shi'ite 
world, particularly since it coincided with an anti-Shi'ite movement, 
whereby the (^ahhabl) rulers of Saudi Arabia defiantly demolished 
the graves of the Shi'ite Imams at Baql* al-Gharqad. It was at this 
juncture that Sheikh Sndlq came upon the field.w
In apology for the '/shura' rituals aB practised in full, Sadiq,
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in 13U6 A.H., published his "Sine' as-fiulaha''', in direct retort to• •
Amin and Qazwlnl, both of whom he ©censed of at temp ting "to efface 
the Imams1 memory, just as the Wahhabis had effaced the Imams’ 
graves.” The revocation of the violent ’Aahura* rituals he regards 
as among the "breakers of the backs” f being a
mischief to the Faith#1 Immediately on the appearance of the Sima, 
Amin got stung into publishing an answer in his "Tanzlh #*# ash-
Shablh” polemic, in which, reacting against Sadiq, he continued his
«
Campaign with ©j^nine-article protest, comprising the ta’zia, the 
shablh, and the rest of the ceremonies of ’Ashura’.
To Amin’s Tanzlh, the response had been nothing less than
outrageous: a crop of conservative polemics, press articles,
theological dispensation, special ta’zia speeches, and government
intervention were the most prominent. It was actually the Tanzlh
that delineated the boundaries between the two school© of thought:
the Beformists, and the Conservatives, splitting even the members
of a family into two hostile groups. So instantaneous was the
effect of it that the enlightened Shia everywhere at once renounced
the violent ’Ashura’ rituals and began to betray serious doubts as
to the lawfulness of the Muharram observances as a whole. In
Lebanon, the Shi© divided on the guest ion into two caxnps: with
Amin, the leading supporters had been Dahir and Kid© of Babatiyya,
• *
and Sain of Sidon. With Sadiq, stood Sharafeddln of Tyre,
1. Sadiq: Sima, pp. 2 and k2; Saqat al-Mata’, p. 2U• «
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Kughniyya of Teir-dibba, and Subaltl of Kafra. The detailed Reform 
Campaign is treated in full in a separate work by the present 
writerp1 but the text of the Reform protest, as given at the end 
of these lines, will give some idea of it. A& will be observed 
from the Protest, Amin*s Campaign was launched on a two fold front: 
the illegality of the Ceremonies, and the Bhame of performing them 
before the outside world. The controversy, however, defeated 
Araln’s plea; the legality of the 1 Ashura* Ceremonies was proved and 
the criticism of the outside world spumed. Despite its defeat, 
.Amin's Campaign, up to the present, exerts an increasing influence 
in Lebanon as elsewhere.
Text of the REFORM PROTEST as in 
Amin's "Tansih" pp. 2-6 (incl)
"It is as though Iblls and his helpers are leading astray the 
men of religion by way of religion itself; such, in fact, is the 
most harmful of ell forms of misleading. ... they have sought to 
deceive men into introducing innovations and Illegalities into the 
iiarbalan ceremonies, as well as items which would discredit the 
ceremonies before outsiders, all with a view to spoiling the 
benefitb and forfeiting the rewards thereof. foslems have unanimously 
agreed that most of them are veritable sins - Indeed, in the case 
of most of them, are grave sins, the committer of which Allah, in 
His glorious Book, has threatened and condemned. They would 
displease Husein, who died specially to expurgate religion from 
illegaliti&s; how then, would he ever approve of them, particularly 
if they be practised in the name of devotion and religion? Among 
these practises are:2
1. "The Karbalan Rituals in the Balance".
2. The items of the Tanzlh above are bound to come in the same
order the author himself adopts; for the sake of better 
clarity, however, the material has been more fittingly recast 
under the six main headings appearing at the end of the ProteBt.
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FALSEHOOD - Through the narration of tales which are hoth false 
and known to be false; (tales) that exist neither in a tradition, 
nor in any other work whatever. Morning and evening, alike from the 
pulpits and at the Assemblies are such tales being retold, without 
anyone there to exhort or admonish. There is general unanimity 
that falsehood is of the grave sins, particularly when it be lying 
to Allah, His Apostle, or one of the Imams. .
MODULATION WITH SOHO m The same is unanimously anathematised as 
sinful, whether it be for exciting joy or grief. Without shunning 
it at all, a good number of reciters are wont to deliver their 
ta'sia addresses in that very manner.
HURTING OF THE BODY AMD INFLICTING INJURY THEREON - and that, in 
two ways:
V
i. Through beating and wounding the head with knives and 
swords until blood gushes out. On account of the excessive 
hemorrhage which follows, the aforesaid experience has frequently 
resulted in fainting, illness, late healing of the wound, and even 
death;
il. Through scourging the back with iron-chains and the like.
In both these divisions, the sinfulness of injury is evident, both 
Intellectually and by tradition. This is apart from their being in 
contradiction to that reputed ease and tolerance of the Sharia, 
whereon Allah's Apostle had often prided himself saying, 'I have 
brought you an easy, tolerant Sharia'; and in opposition to the 
removal of hardship and irksomeness from religion, as is decreed by 
the Qoranic words, 'There is not laid on thee in religion any 
hardship.'
PLAYING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, such as the djnan, the fife, 'daramam* 
the brasa-oyrabals etc. The prohibition on such instruments is 
evident in law, faqlhe having made exception only in the case of the 
war drum ...
K8H IMITATING WOMEN, such as takes place in dramatic performance, 
is clearly prohibited in law.
THE MOUNTING IN CAMEL-LITTERS OF UNVEILED WOMEN, to represent 
the daughters of Allah's Apostle is clearly Illegal, on account of 
the disgrace (and the mutilation) involved, to say nothing of 
possible further abomination and repugnance, such as which did 
actually take place at Basra last year i.e. 13M>) where an 
unveiled sinful woman, representing 2einab, was made to ride in one 
of the litters, under the gaze of a large crowd.
THE SHOUTING OF WOMEN WITHIN THE HEARING OF (MEN) STRANGERS - 
A woman's voice is a disgrace. Even if it were not sinful, it is
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ignorinious, and opposed alike to good manners and manliness ... a
ta’zia party should, therefore, be purged therefrom*
SHOUTING AND 8CKEAMILG IK KARSH, UNPLEASANT VOICES.
ALL THAT MIGHT EOT AIL INFAMY AI® HEPULSIVBHESS - Countless are 
such Items and they vary with the various countries and conditions.
Such practices as all the aforesaid would open wide the gates 
of stricture upon Creed and Church alike. They would estrange men 
from the Creed, branding It with ignominy, and its followers with 
Ignorance, madness, and remoteness from the refinements of the 
Islamic Sharia ... so much so that their photographs are being 
exhibited at theatres and in newspapers* Verily, our imams have 
strictly enjoined upon us saying, *ne a credit, rather than a 
disgrace to us'* After all, those ceremonies are not among such 
duties of the faith as it would be harmful to give up; hence, even if 
one grants that they are valid, the fact is unaltered that, they are 
disgraceful and repellent to both Creed and Church."
REFORM PROTEST IE RESUME"
I* ASSEMBLIES: Falsehood; Modulation; Women’s shouts.
II, DEMONSTRATIONS: Shouting and Screaming; Musical Instruments*
III* SHABIh : Drama in general; Women in drama; Men Imitating omen.
IV. VIOLENT MORTIFICATIONS*
V* EXHORTATION OF THE *ULAM£’.
VI, THE CEREMONIES BEFORE THE OUTSIDE WORLD.
II.
fifiMKSi tJSOLBBttftUm iJ&lHEgfi
The prospects of the ' shurl’ ceremonies in Lebanon can be 
estimated only by guaging the influence upon them of the opposed 
Schools of thought. As already mentioned above, the Reformist 
School is nowadays in the ascendant, over seventy per cent of the 
Shis of the country being in favour of reform. This is only 
natural* everybody prefer© to have erne religious duty less. Beside©
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several other factors, reform, we believe, has been effectively 
upheld by the very nature of the celebration, i.e. the dissimulatory 
allegations whereby the basic ’political* cause has been deliberately 
muffled up. The reformer’s martyrdom ascribed to Husein, 
particularly the victory to Islam through that martyrdom, need
hardly be mourned. The current conception about the Karbalan Cause
at
will have therefore to be modified, if it is to live oi^all.
By way of lending support to the Ceremonies in Lebanon, a few 
positive suggestions would not be out of place. In the last resort, 
the celebration depends on the lavish reward of a tear of grief 
shed over Kusein’s fate, i.e. the complete and unconditional 
absolution of sins. The details of the slra of Karbala, so 
perennially retold, have actually become too trite to excite tears 
for the Cause. Fresh means would have, therefore, to be introduced 
by way of rejuvenating the same thirteen-century-old story. To do 
that, the only lawful means is the shablh. There are certain 
Reformist authorities nowadays who declare that, fIf the slra itself 
should cease to be green enough, the ta’zia, for a variety of topic, 
might just as well incorporate general Islamics. To this, we contend 
that, general Islamics are by no means ta’zia, by no means the 
Cause. If one is to revive the Cause, in honest compliance with the 
Imams* injunction, the rest of the Ceremonies are, in the 
circumstances, indispensable.
In shabih, more senses than at a ta’zia are brought into play: the
eye sees, the ear hears, and the blood shed Is both seen and smelt;
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the pain of the wound is, of course, felt by the sufferers# whose
attitude can also react most effectively on the audience, &ven the
taste sometimes has been made to have its share# witness the lick
of salt taken before entering a mourning hall. Cf. Chapter I above.
As a good indication of syiqpathy# tatblr# so long in common use#.
might just as well be maintained. To forestall injury# the wounding 
of the head could be clinically supervised# but to substitute red 
tincture# for instance# for human blood# would be more of a farce 
than a 'nusra*# bearing in mind that tatblr is actually more than a• e
mere representation.
The Dirges must be standardized, modified to advantage# and as early 
as possible put to print# lest before long they be lost. The ^lay 
itself, unless it would be cinematically represented - which is now 
being contemplated - stands in real need of careful, thorough­
going amendment. It is, we think# an interesting tragedy worth the 
effort spent on promoting it. The present text - in vol. ii of 
this thesis - yields itself to improvement in more than one Act.
Most of all# the glaring gaps of time and place would have to be 
adequately filled in. in presentation as well, the scope for 
improvement is wide: the actors should be sufficiently rehearsed# 
their costumes chosen with a little more scrutiny, and the stage 
equipment better chosen, in the main# there must be a proper stage 
roofed in# and supplied with a green room, adequate scenery and# 
of course# seats, /'alongside such modification# one good scene 
must inevitably be missed out, i.e. the live spectacle of horses
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and camels. That loss, however, could be set ofi, by specific, 
vivid, description within the dialogue; at the same time, if 
desirable, the final Act might still be presented in the streets, 
though preferably with shorter addresses and more dramatic dialogue.
By such means as the aforesaid, it should be possible, we 
suggest, to prop up the rapidly waning ’/shura1 Ceremonies. 
Otherwise, the prospects, are frankly not of the brightest. There 
is In the whole of ebanon, for example, no more than a small score 
of chain-flagellants and, popular though it might appear, the shablh 
Play can hardly outlive the present Hegira century; the ta’zia will 
certainly drag on a little longer, but with an ever Increasing 
deterioration. After the death of the patron of the Conservative 
Cchool, the knell of the shablh will sooner or later be tolled. His 
son and heir, being less Influential, and of far less learning, 
cannot be expected to maintain the ceremonies in face of the two­
fold incursion: from the Sunnis, and from the Shi’ite Reformists.
In conservative quarters, fresh generations are for sooth being 
schooled into the habit of violent 'Ashur?1 practices, but such a 
small leaven can hardly be expected to produce much effect in the 
all-pervading coolness created by Reform. Bo profound has the 
influence of Reform been that even Sheikh H., a son of the former 
patron and a brother of the present one, has himself expressed 
disapproval of tatblr, and, in his own area, has actually forbidden 
the practice.
In J ebanon, as perhaps in the whole of the Middle Hast, the 
stress on godliness is being gradually loosened, witness the little 
attention paid to religious subjects in the curricula of national 
education. The general tendency nowaday© is towards scientific 
methods; there is a constant, and increasing, withdrawal from 
Komanticism, from passion, which withdrawal must, in the long run, 
constitute a hindrance to whole-hearted mourning in the ’Mbur©’ 
Ceremonies. The more exuberant spirit of the West is rapidly 
over shadowing the traditional sulleness of the Orient. To Shi’ism, 
the true sign of whose followers is "eyes red with constant weeping,1 
such exuberance must necessarily be detrimental, and particularly 
so, since, with the elimination of the 'Ashura' Ceremonies and the 
perennial ta*sia with it, the likelihood of the Shia drifting into 
Sunni an would be considerable, however firm the Shi’ite Church may 
at present appear to be.
1* haqawls Iqalat, p. 46
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Index to: Tape-recording© 
forwarded with Thesis
Reel No. l/Pront
A typical Ta’zia speech from a male Assembly.
Speaker: Haj ’Abdul-Karim al-Humud of Nabatiyya.
/Back
Tunes of the ’Ashura’ dirges from men’s processions. 
(Please listen to two additional tunes after the end. 
Thank you.)
Reel No. 2/lront
A typical Ta’zia ’ma;jlis' of women’s circles.
The two women-reciters are: Sit Um-Husein Farran, and
*
Hadji Um-Ali Bitar, both of Tyre.
Remarks on the Mss. In Thesis
i. THE SIRHAE MS.
•
It 1b a 250-page volume of the size given in accompanying
photostat. There is no known author, hut the Ms. hears the name
of the copyist, Husein h. Ali h. Husein Sirhan. The date the
• » •
transcript was accomplished is the 20th Ramadan in the year (l)l38/ 
1725. The dating is supported hy a Turkish seal in relief printing,
on the lower left-hand corner of folio 21*1. The volume is in
comparatively good condition: the cover is of stiff cardboard clothed 
in thick brown leather. There are, however, several loose pages.
In the absence of original folio numbers, the only guide is the last 
word of each page being carried forward to the top of the next one. 
The paper is polished and the script is in a fine hand with clear, 
large letters. The ink is jet black except for the opening words 
of poems, and new paragraphs both of which are inserted in red ink.
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it. THE BAIDtJN MB.
11   " " ' 1
The Volume is incomplete, part of it having "been torn out; the 
extant pages number 23k* The size is the one of the photostat.
It contains neither date nor author’s name; the name Baidun simply
refers to the last owner. The paper Is thick and dog-eared, with 
traces of water having leeked through on the left-hand side. The 
cover is of tough, black leather, unevenly stitched through with
thick hemp strand. The script is clear enough, but there are no
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punctuation marks except in the poetry.
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(19) Zainab laments Husein, the martyr.
20 Zainab: to assuage the Babes1 grief.
4- aA* ^
J <- m j .  ASHURA1 DIRGKS -
(Substance)
(l) All’s legitimism and transcendence announced in heaven.
2 Would that All were present at Taffl
#
(3) Alit divisor between heaven and hell1.
4 Husein, the noble descendant, wrongfully slain.
5 In complaint of Karbala, Husein’s family appeal to Mohammed.
6 Qasim, the bridegroom slain: 0 that Taha had been there!
#
7 Husein: an Imam son of the Imam.
♦
8 With my tears I comfort the Apostle for Husein’s loss.
9 0 calamitous Karbala!
(10) Never shall the Karbalan memory be effaced.
11 ”0 that you would every year mourn over me!” says Husein.
12 "0 that we were there with thee, 0 Husein!” exclaim the Shia.
(13) Over Husein shall I weep pure blood.
15 Husein’s Shia: ever restless*
(14) A Nile of tears is insufficient!
16 Husein’s corpse: unburiedi
17 Husein: slain and mutilated; bathed in blood*
18 Husein’s ancestry deliberately overlooked.
(19) Zainab laments Husein, the martyr.«
20 Zainab: to assuage the Babes' grief.
-------------------------------
1# jUIj
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21 Zainab laments Husein in shouts,
•
(22) In apostrophe, Zainab asks the dead Husein for water,
•
23 The Sufianids are upon thee, 0 Husein!
•
(2U) There by the Euphrates ’Abbas lies still.
(25) 0 my master, 0 ’Abbas!
(26) 0 quencher of the thirsty, 0 Abu’l-Fadl.
•
27 What a loss, Uncle Abu’l-Fadl!
•
(28) Rise up, 0 Ibn Muzahir, to bear the standard.«
29 Ali al-Akbar, a replica of Mohammed.
(30) Muslim’s death baffles even Gabriel in Heaven.
(31) Husein’s babe: weaned with arrows! 
•
32 0 Bridegroom Qasim, where is it thy wedding party?
33 Alas for Qasim! a groom, who has never enjoyed his wedding
3h Husein’s Babe: slain - even in Muharram! 
•
(35) Qasim: in a new wedding-gown, dyed red!
(36) What a loss is Husein!
•
(37) In anguish I call out: Huseinah!
•
(38) Y/hen leading away the Captives, the sun was eclipsed.
(39) Gabriel in heaven announces Husein’s death.#
(U0) The sun is eclipsed for Husein.
•
(1+1) Husein eulogised as a noble descendant of Mohammed. 
•
(1+2) Husein lamenting his Ali al-Akbar: "the very pupil of mine 
•
eyes! ’*
(1+3) ’Abbas solitarily lamented.
vii
From Baidun Ms. • _
(51) Husein is martyred: dust "be on our heads!
(52) The prophet’s daughters: plundered!
(53) Husein takes his last leave.
5U Husein: stabbed dead.•r
(55) Husein invited but betrayed.
(56) Husein: son of Mohammed.
(57) ’’Our nuptials,’’ says Qasim, "we put off until Doomsday."
(58) Murdering Husein: tantamount to murdering iBlam.
59 Husein recommends his babes to Zainab’s care.
60 Ali, hero of Khaibar, invoked for succour.
61 Husein1s appearance on the field terrifies the foe.
(62) Husein invokes Ali to his succour.
63 Gabriel and the angels in mourning.
(61+) ’Abbas’ arms chopped off etc.
65 Muslim: executed.
66 Husein1s head despatched to Yazld.
(67) Eyen Shimr beats the captives!
(68) Having so hurt Mohammed’s family, how are you going to look
Mohammed in the face?
(69) Husein’s corpse: unburied.+
(70) Muslim’s fate recalled.
(71) Husein beheaded from the nape.
(72)
73
7k
75
(76)
77
78
79
80
(81)
82
(83)
8h
85
86
87
(88)
89
90
91
92
93
9k
viii
From Hassan Mb.• ____
Ali invoked to come to the succour of the thirsting hahes. 
’Abbas: giver of water to Husein’s babes.
The sick lad: in bonds.
Ali: invoked.
Zuhra’s intercession: invoked.
Sympathies to Zuhra.
Zuhra: in tears.
Thirst of babes contrasted with leisurly comfort of Sufianids.
0 for ’Abbas: martyred in attempt to assuage the babes’ thirst. 
”0 grandsire, we are returned alone to Karbala.” - Fortieth 
day after ’Ashura’.
Muslim and HanI: executed.
Burial rites denied Husein.
Husein: no more.
Muharram: ill omen, for Husein*s babes were crushed therein.+
0 for Hashim to support Husein.
Woe to Yazid, for the sad captives I 
Zainab beaten by Shimr.
The sad Zuhra is invoked to rise up from her grave.
Both Z<ain and Zuhra: in mourning.
Mourning and tears for ’Abbas.
With his stick Yazid pokes at Husein’s head.
Fie for Qasim; the prince: lost.
Women’s hair: unloosed, and all before men!
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95 Husein's Babes; parched with thirst.
(96) Zuhra, the Martyr's mother: invoked by a litany.
(97) Sympathies to Zainab, Husein1s sister.
(98) Zainab in lamentation, and all under the public gaze of
enemies.
(99) Our feast we celebrate on the graves!
100 0 treacherous Karbala!
101 Muharram omenouB: it scattered our group.
102 The shriek of the sinister bird announced the departure.
103 The Karbalan memory renders the sky grey in my sight.
10k The captives received with defiant drums of merriment.
105 "Weep for us," says Zuhra, ’’for we can save men from the
tortures of Hellfire.”
(106) Gabriel and Zuhra descend to earth, to Husein the dead one. 
107 Ali after Karbala, appears to protect his daughters.
(112) Ali dead and borne in coffin: but soon risen again!
(llh) Fortieth Day: Zainab back from captivity.
(115) A wedding song recalling the marriage of Ali and Fatima.
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Selection from Men’s dirges
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THE •aSHURA* DIRGES - The Tunes in tape-recording 
(men's processions)
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£xcerpts from Ziarat 'Ashura'
( O—•)
^ ">J>---
Jy~jot t <&ekrXJ\ aIS* jla U  LaJ^rXJ»
^ |jj J I { XmJ V jyZrjOkl I jJyi |j 4j t ^  |j ill' jb L • • • i j*• i (^ * V t
a11 v o  ly k w J  v jJ jb  v 1jJ lp o  i ^  cufci^p  ♦ •  ♦ * ib  i x  c ^Jl>- i
f £ J l  j l j  fSu l i t  ^ L » i j  A* I a IIV  0 - * 4 j I J j»  I | j  ^ i i e A L .  V C w w  I A*^
I A* t a11 I ^"f^5 ^  *0 *  ^  ^ 0 ^*4 ?  *  * *  aJJ I  ^ f5uJ V »^ £ jA
l i l l  U l |*J^ I ^  j l   ^ i l l  I J jL w  I® t i l*  ^  I a *  fcilJ j(»  C«<  ^ ^  I ;  L i l  C% AwJ >*n< »<1 | j
i l l  J ^  I <W^C V •  •  •  im  C ^ J lA  I Q * J J .K»Ju» f  U  I £ * Vi V -J ja  ^  V ( l l ,  j j
j^ iiilp  ijk iis  A* U w  A jI p v iii J ^ »  tw  j^jm w  V A» ^ * 1 1 ^ < ili 'H
^ A  lis> J A  £«• t l j  b  vAk £ )  ^ A.1*—> | j  AaI V ^ 1 1 c Jjm V
^i|jCVywJV^ ma> ^y* |>)L>  ^I y  S^w i^ I^aaV^  V* a*ma« * * * J>*11 ji?  b
• • • (>.' jUT^ M iiS^ ^ Vj <L*vAtC^ S/c ff, vJia *#
* * * JU i  ^ JL  ^ A i.ii»>l3 V c iju * ^k» wLj^« A^hM  ^ ^ Lfcw L V ^ * 1 V V
iiii j s^- a3 £* b J »u>v» <3-»- ^  c|j ^  ^f-t'^ fj* )
^ ^ L  iO  I ^ J J   ^ a Jc i ^ 1 p C «>. iv  O-w-^ w U  C -v V  L i t  CdC'1,1  ^^  ^  JLfc 1>  ^ A. I t 'V i^ l  V V ^.^»A  V
d j Vli |j ^  A  ^J l jj ^Vi (^aU I  jwilk Jje V cJ  ^ js»> V ( J i ) • Ia^i>
ly u t i j JL ^ iw ^  ja P j &J l > y  | j  J  L j  £d*.  ^ JL*i*A ^ > a ] | j  Lm i l>  J L ^ | ^ a !  V I a< | j
»A*.A  V < il) f - f A   ^  ^ f * )  * *  b a i t ^  I o  ^3 J* u i*S  ** VtJ J TJ  O  M - *  cJt  ^ i i l j
£ *p **-» A l AaU~£ {J ^ » jj'  f - f A   ^ ^ ip  i l l   ^ JU->0 I l(A» ^ 1 a  t i l l  l i J   ^ d * >
>ii y< X  ^  j J   ^ Cd£* 1* "A'~l  ^^  l>y<5 |e |^ m k > J   ^^1  JLtA J  J Uff p J l  ^ 1  C w j   ^ |^u
•  V Aj*1a *^**>*1V Q j j
( ^ A   ^JLfc^ Ai VIp * I"  <JL IilA  JLa< ^  J  V| I  J l^m a ! V JL ^ i Q +Zm fS j Jw ff )
J j l j  j u ^  a*a!a * V a j
L  ^v»^ C" L V j >11,nj Vui L ill V Vj, ajJ V b pjil V L
C<ww AtJr* I® |j^>w^  ^j-* ^ J^lCc Cdi;•** ^ ls» JU>«t ^ >w • • • V vi> l*>
(jAA jy p  iA i je  | j  >V» X I  j " ^  v.Vt.Vt# ^ 1 p  ^  V I ^ j m o J  |j  IM»<1 V
iiUi' Q *  ^yj^soC^  ^O *  < y j i ^ 3 t/S; J O* & ! &
4jm cJ t> ^ o *  3^*3 * * * * a*a l> ^ o *  ^ a •»*) ^  ^aL^ «w>i1 ^ (£*“•^^*3
Ajw l» jj Aw 1^ 4j^ 4 Jl5 ^yp 4 J^u» J 0^5 ^  1® 1) ^  ^1 ^11V • • •
^  A i * j\~ Z  ^  * !> L j <sy\>C 'ii ^ m l t y\A  A iu L i V ^ A i * o J L i ^  Vj c J L i «Ju5" j t a  a ^ J U ^
• • •  ^ .jfl AjaLjC i La jlmJ
4L*4 U« > • V 1 ^*1  ^ A  * 4l> <S^ > | jk l j j» i* P  ^ . a ! \  C * I j  L j l  I l>  o  bS” (^A  > JsL ( X  ) 
* 4*a1a * Uj
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Ziarat to Husein's Shrine
( *Iaj — 3jLj ^-;b)
<^VA aLk.~ a; JL ^  pA»J> jj a IjJ  AijAi ^  V aJa J»- J  |j * * '  4j^ Z
4w«m> m4. !yp  JL^ J I I m®*  ^ b5" j  Anil* Vj AJU A)  ^|y  'ii J tL i J a A
pjuA v till J ^ « >  ,j4  AjJla J a>-j 1j>  ^«*>j aJj^ a1>»£ 4 JLj A  L j j  4
aJJ V L y Is p idd jj J —^  b> «4Li' A»-^i' ju.»«» J  b Jk»^  • • • aCtj  ^
^ *1  Vg • • • • Vj-A ^»VA jjj# \jf^3 <JP"**3 t/^A A dS i q I a III L  A lii b
vis^^cs^ c.*yL« b  V j *,1 4JJI ^  tiLAfr ajJi jua L  ^ L^
* * * liS ju .j i-J  I J y  ^  l »^ « j L j jy   ^  ^ <JJi « L u > -^  j V ^ ! j
aU v I U iiiiM ii U5L * • • • y  i j  bSdd I 4l11 \ jl*s- b < b j v i b
j.^ ok]12>-v aA3v aLo- ^  ii)i bSgjyLw v • • • laijt\f 4 kXfc ^  y  
aL)  ^Jup b ^  b Cw |j J  C/i**  ^^ ij ^  y  l i  wiww b C4 '  ^ • b5wJ I ^
JwP A# l>- X i b->" » / b i i i )  I Jbl l>  Im b b  wP 1^  JU*» b CUwAa» V • * * if >L«mi b
Jjw • • • bSdjbj Q» 'llj bSdr |j jw«A bSdj L jJ ^dJU bi^JAli
Cult V \tj C y » j  b  AjA V J\i L) Ju i J a  V LSCj b j  y j  bl*J JLAj ^  V
• sr ^ 0 ^ j i  a;* \ & j bj
Z ( #^ vA? *jK) ^  ^ ')
r ^ J » 4 J J v  t  a J p r ^ L J »  A iiv  J U *  u  b  d J L A * p > L J t
i i  X k J  d J j  b i  | j  1J1JJ  b  y u i   ^ d id *   ^ £ j* . | j  | j  l i l  J UP ^)bW «rl^JilJ V J j®  I  ^  V b  »>* L Ip
d J L i 1 ^ f j ^ 3  ^  w V -fvdA . J  b*>CL~ b  ^S jJ>> J u o i p J j} J L jA o  <J bj^nJ* b  ^  V ^ * i ^  ^5 u .I a
?  V J^J® 1 b  ^J^*- J  V* ?  A j J l  b  J  t *  ?  4 u i  t  b  j V*# d )  w W Ju
J j i - j V *  ^  ^ J « * ib * s j^  *  L - J  4 J L —  A * i?  U  b  ^   ^ 4 U ~  b
? a!5» t>.! IgvfV l~ l -
( J> jls J 'i ^ 4b*3«Jw2 |4 <f LljbAvl•s-^t J« ilb»XP >• ^ 11 )
t l b j  L j<  d b w  >' tfji y y  V O la  ^  j l I  I J 4 i f t l   ^ J j i l   ^ » i>  ^1V j l k   ^ a I I  V
b  <J b JlA ^ X m»1  ^  ^ <* ■»« > • l i j  p i )  *  d )  d A l  ^
pgwA  |jw  V d j b  b  i * L 1 p  r ^ U  V A J lI^  J^P * | j  b  <*.L 1 p  ^ ^ lu J  V a J  1 iy K iP  ^  d j  | j
AA.1 V J.JJ ^ y w > y  d j  | j  b  ^ L iIp  p  X m J   ^ A d   ^ pAifc) d j  | j  b  t ii lA p  p X m J   ^ a I I  V > ■
a J J  V ^ 2  Q y M»*^aJ I J j *  I  d j  b^ b  d L i> A  P y L d   ^ aJA 1 *> .^ * .» - J fc *M  d U j b  b  j  d b J lA  p Mw»«A ^
( J-** r2) • • • • *•* o-*^  I Jb (*M? «-£;i pi)# • •
(n^i'Yr ^^Vjb^v^UvbS’o.)
Ziarat •Ashura* - Women*s Circles! 
A n  after-Ziarat supplication
|j Ju *<« d*jjj 1 >*  ^  ^ I AjJ t ^<uw
l i  H i.* C   ^ AjJLq AmJj j j  A y  | j  At | j  Aw | j  A J >  J
^ —. . j «<» 1  ^i .J tf L  L *  »fc' | j  AU vXi  ^ ^
J  !-*%>•»  ^ ^ H'l l  | j  *   ^  ^ JLS - ^  A *  ^  Iw Lw | j
w k L j U u  J ^ U J «  J j^ 3 »  o *  L ; lL ^ t  J  v L l, I ;  j X
1>J t b ic U >  ^Ji | j  j y t  L  L  d l> v ^  U o ^ j  1^ { j*  VjwJla
(J *il AuL>-1>  ^f  ^ Am J  cJj  I  ^ Aii ^
J ^ k >   ^  ^ Jki j j  AL«5 I f j  A* i <« 1 ^ .fJu  A JLlfr
 ^ i f  l * >. ^ i A ur^X  ^  ^-vOlI I jJ e  6  JUP ^  j ]  | j  AL wL y  ^ X « J  | j  A >»,d  ^
Abi"|j JLus* J~»w L»J U r 1 j J j  4 3 j j  ^ f-fdki I A J L U i  ^  (  \jJ  ^
i * - i t  Ali..K>-  ^ J > J  '  C » > U  tu,<» ^  UpJ  I
V
£ j+ J * >  l> d   ^C  V * | j  AJ |y i  ^ C ^v !? I y ^ j* }  V****** AM j^ viL»y  C L L  ^
£ >w ^
Vi>Sc ^w jJk llxi ^  AtJ J I **** ^ jA ^ J  J  ® J jJ  | j  * |^ i i  ^C> |oj» | j
’ aJJ I j u  11  L   ^^L**J l *  L j  U j t if  (v>r ^   ^ ^  U ^ w t
^   ^ J<u a J t i wi!-*■>• l ^ «.>1a (^> j L .^ yJ  i j L  jJi^
• iZ  iS j- j AlU I A a j >~j g  *  •  •  d L  JL JL^wULmoi  ^J  Ic J  ^ I
• *Ujl)1 ^  AyUlt AlUJI (* )
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ARBA’IN ’.ASHURA1
The fortieth day after ’Ashura’, coinciding with the twentieth
• •
of Safar, is variously known as ’maradd ar-Ra’s’ crlr' Jy in Iraq.
and as ’Rozi Arba’In’ in Persia. In Lebanon, it is merely called
Arba’In ’Ashura*. On the occasion, a few well-to-do Lebanese Shia
set out to visit Husein’s Shrine at Karbala; but many others,
driving in buses, pay a visit instead to the Shrine of Sit Zainab,
Husein’s sister, at Rawiya village, in the environs of Damascus.•
There, with the exception of shablh in both its parts, the same 
'Ashura’ Ceremonies are performed in full and are concluded by the 
special ’ziarats’ to the Sit Zainab.1
1. In Iraq, the Arba’In is a great day. A fresh ’Ashura’
celebration is embarked upon by multitudes of visitors. 
’’Neither poverty nor_sickness can deter devout believers 
from visiting Karbala; pilgrims pour down from Persia, India 
Bahrain, Masqat, and Lebanon, forming a crowd no less than 
half a million.”
Sharafeddln: Ziarat. p. 1+1
According to another estimate (al-Akhbar J. No. 15U6 year 
19U6) the visitors on that year reached three-quarters of 
a million; ’’pilgrims at ^ecca,” believes the estimater,
’’have never reached a third as much in any year. ”
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Ziarat Arba’in ’Ashura*
a*> bj aIj ^  ^!iL*i ^ aJu I ijpl^  ^^Lm) i
I^JlIsia] ^  ^  ^>LmJ ^ <LiA^> |j iJ ^ ijM1  ^XmJ ^
^  ^  ^dr  ^ dr Lj^i ^  ^  ^>LJ  ^ JL».|%>iJ ^
^y t  J  ^   ^ J  >J\ j  1^ L  aJ% >  ^  L *  Lw t i l  1 A r jf  ^  4 lA p  j j  J jf l  •  •  •
J lt«»J ^ Jjk ^ d) J L» ^ 4  ^Us |j * ■* *  ^^ (^*oi b 4l^ > ^
^  Up dL*0 |\J£> JLA L>»# j  111 1 £}'*+  ^ w * ' 1  ^ j  U * ^   ^ 4 lL l> «  J  t i l l  j j
I? ^ J J  ^ Aiu^> ^u«M> |j A* J  diLpll? ^ 9  dliw  ^ \ >  U u^w S i 
AUl)  ^ J j^ u j  ^ L  */ .1^ 1 P p v'Umj 1 i k j i   ^ L  1 w it wl f j  U a ]
A<w4 jj A>J ^ C/2-* ^  ^A w^w ^ * bx^  <! ^ JLwmi  ^U dUip ^ ^w«J ^
• • • 1 ., V - •-[_!-* Uoi.i_V* t -,t -IQ dL^*P i 1 ^ ,- » *W- »■* -|r l ■ 1 - *1 -- 1*'- *-e
dJ U T ^  aIwm* Ijf dr JLCj 1>J a1] ^ Jl^ jy Cwt^  dll I jL^ w |j
*i*L>.i lr> £y» AwlJ 1 tlLblfl ^vm* ALwi ^ ^ waIp ^ -».<L»J I
t j j  I f  U  ^  I A i * Jl^_w  ^  ♦ •  *  •  4 -  d w > ji d l l  JL  C w a ^ .
4*5 !l 1 ^ 1 ai— t !j i/ ^ ' C*-
4L>%>«1  ^ 'o vL^*3 I f  " \fr U  I 4*15" dJ o i j O*
<>**• 0*V*  ^ j Ip
fS3 «d»J ^ ^  jtj 4 J.M ^1 ^.m» ^
5^" j l**u> U S^->- i c^*3 ^ f ^ j ?  «ap £* 1^ fSL»*
•  ^»;«*J I j J   ^ w j  1 fS jJ -  L j  |5 ^ fe  I f e j  |5 u !l ^  sXA  U i j
(d i - l  b  lj*r ill ^ ^ 4  ^  d|^ O i ^ J  ^ j b  ^  4 A<? )
( 1 * *  ^   ^ 1 1  * \ jf  d r  \ j  L j l   ^£w* l> - L r  t 5  (^P  l^ L l )
*
X
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Arba’in •Ashura* - Ziarat Sayyidat Zainab
( £ ) 6 JU~J V 4j U^l  ^* Vp jj I
Cw L dLip f ^L*J I 1 * Lj ^ I ^  UtJl» c%l L *iLip f X««J v 
cL5^) 9L~J V Ctl U tiJUlp f ->W—' ^ 6 * l^ li  ^>«--*>■ W
wU*>J (jf Ji V Cwm L i* Lm\p f )ImJ V 4 ^y j  r^wMt^J l_r 1# f U* 1^ ^
1_^1l>J ^ V«>>- Up >"« M U tf.Llp f AmJ ^ 6 (J V J^4 J Uy^ l ^ wliu»j V
U %iUJl» f XmJ I • • • fjL»J 1 jfi jJtjCrU '» U !»,*.»] ^ cijJtj bj I
i'LJlp f M**j L * Li: ^  I f V* I dw U >*L1p f M~j l 4 9  ^^ jlj-*** cu»
f^ L«JV 6 #LsLp^^  J LpCw U *±L1p f ^ L*J t 6 * L)j 'i ^  C^J Crwlr U
* * • ^*1   ^  ^C *iw U dl ip  f  )Im J  ^ 4 < jj V V ryw .v  V."-<J>r U tlL ip
j j 4  C w  U  ♦ •  •   ^ J L w  AAj l   ^ d r  I | j  v" «<wr U  »i L .L  f  X m J  ^
J b  ^4  C U 4 Arlp  J*' J la I  ^ fy»^j<*n3 | j  AL> JL> 53 U L i V Cr L v
t VW Vty J j j r^w* V l^ V  Uo* ^  b^S j U ij |^ V> U|*r>5 U f  l«J
***-£ ' fs-*!/:' by- b*^  <j£j <J-A>j *
.aJlH ^Uw^^UyL'ilto^LJ* ^ a - i p rMJ» • • • acC ^ aU*
^  ^Tjiiy J  I i V~ n*-3  ^ ^j| n imi^ ii^   ^ **1^  rL\ j j ,  o .  • L - J i ^ j ^ I c . I j L .  j l k i ^ t  Jt-
Cr^ -’J |j J^ wJ ^ Alii V ^X> fAj J UyJr 1^ V Ak^—jj  V y# ^ ^
Uyir 1 • » • • Mjsi 1 J biP ^ 4^ f-y*>> Q* ji ^ J Uyli |j 4Jjii ^
tyLs  9 ^ I p fyr ^  f  U ^  ^CrJ?dL>> Ij. • • • Abki Lhi I AlL U*i  ^ AlL L i I
drii^ J 9 Ui l   ^^ y «!t ^  j~s* 4^ vJLr U^ i ^ ^rj 4 l>w ^ 1. y»»i^  c i JLj
U *dLip f  ^ 4 9 ^ jip ^  i q » j jS  Uyiy>^  aj^ Su i <dJSL» ^1p j^-LiS
^^>Vj 9 ^  wX y ltj  ^  JUiK* dr J ^   ^ f  J|4m ly *M >  CwxL  ^4
* * * # * b J p  ^1 I l y ^ >  j^4 iS j i *'*’•**"*** L^Ji4> <4 ^ 4 J  i y p b i  C<.»J  ^ 4  f jj  ^
IfJi o. L • • • fL^ Ji ‘Jji. j  (^ .1 .iUef5l— II
U c i Vi. 4  ^ J_jip j  V  ^U^-Jfci 1 fylixfcl I
£j Ulwl' wAi ^ U 4 j^ 4yj V ^^4 91 wXfti I a! (ywA# (^y»
A«» > i^p dl( ^  jjp f X«i V (f • U wXJ U ^kir AUr.*. L 4 «^AI
^ .b iH  (J | j j  j j  >X<PJ J *4p JS” ly ! L ri c U   ^ ^|S> ^ lu ll  ^ ly r>  ^  
J40& ^  Q *  U 4 3f*->»ii ^ j^ip fwfcJ$ |y>- Jtip J d-*w (Jj>j ^ M* J
d J  U ^  1 y^Jw j  V-rJ UaJ ' f  < U * • • 1 J  L k  ALii' J y ^ jd rL r \jyl\z
aJJ* J y i  C o m -  U' J U jj U *  *  *  L  j ^  C U yC  ^ UjS” j  y > v C  H  Ala! ^  * JLjJ
oyj/j %aip 9 L>- V b jj. ^ aII ^ Jmm> ,^ 9 Lx»s ji V «^w>j ^ 
(>«*>- Vp ^  ^U 4iL«L>-y ui^i ^ f-^ 5  L»«w>- yjtj  • • • 4 ] j JU >j V C rj Vi
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f 1 0 !
Upon insistent invitation from the chieftains of Kufa, 
Husein, the Hashimite claimant to the caliphate after 
Mufawiya If sends Muslim Ibn Aqll as a special emissary both 
to collect votes in his name and to make preparations for his 
arrival* Soon after9 accompanied by his own household and a 
small troop of his devoted men* ^ h e  sets out from Mecca 
across Arabia*
At Tha^abiyya* a post about half-way on his route* he 
receives word that Muslim has been executed at Kufa. and that
i
the Umayyads there are again in complete control of the situa­
tion* Upon this first and greatest check to his aspirations* 
Husein turns to sound out the Banu Aqll men in his troop, and 
they express a decided resolution to avenge the death of their 
man* Muslim* Accordingly* Husein resumes his march upon Kufa# 
An expeditionary force of a thousand horsemen under the command
of Hurr encounters his caravan at Mount Dhu Husum, and
accompanies them in semi-arrest to Karbala by the Euphrates* 
There Husein orders his camp to be pitched and awaits the 
turn of events* relying for success more on the religious in­
fluence of his person* as a grandson of Mohammed1s* than on
1 - Initially Husein set out with a thousand men; only seventy 
one of th&m remain with him*
- iv -
the prowess of his little troop.
Ibn Ziad, the newly-installed governor of Kufa, writes 
offering him amnesty against fealty to the established caliph, 
Yazld. Husein rejects the offer, whereupon Ibn Ziad draws up 
against him a detachment of four thousand strong under the 
command of Ibn Sa’d, and the assistance of Shimr. Just before 
the battle, Husein proposes to his men that they steal away 
to safety? they decline the proposal and aver their resolution 
to die with him.
Battle is joined. Husein and his men defend themselves 
valiantly but are, of course, greatly outnumbered, and are 
soon cut down. Husein himself ultimately falls. Shimr cuts 
off his head, sets fire to his camp, and leads the surviving 
members of his family into captivity to Damascus. Of these, 
the boy Zain Al-Abidln, a son of Husein1s delivers public 
addresses to the multitude, vindicating his father’s rank 
and grievance.
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A C T  I W V ;c
Soene i
Arabia , Tha1labiyya 
Husein*8 Cavalcade5 the two Asadite mens Al-Farazdaq
(Husein'8 Cavalcade enters the stage* They are met by the 
two Asadite men)*
ASADITES - Peace be upon thee, 0 grandson of God's Apostle*
HUSEIN - And upon both of thee Peace*
* /
FIRST ASADITE - Sire 8 we are bearers to thee of a weighty 
intelligence which we would disclose either 
overtly, or , if thou shouldst so desire, then 5
in secret*
HUSEIN (Pointing to his family and Companions) Nothing of mine 
is kept dark from these fellows*
FIRST ASADITE - Didst thou, sire, take note of the rider who
only yesterday passed by thee ? 10
HUSEIN - Ay, indeed; and I desired to make enquiries 
of him.
FIRST ASADITE - We have, by Allah , spared thee that enquiry, 
the man being one of our tribe - discrete,
.  ^ _ iW. ■ » „ , . V . ~.Z T** rm A ” ' "' "  .
truthful and wise* He informed us that , 15
just before he left Kufa, Muslim and Hlnl had
both been executed* He, in person,
did see their corpses dragged by the legs
along the streets#
«*o A & a d Q a v & L s i t & e  ite xiara
W m : * * *  ^  ^  ^  ; ,i I.
ACT I 2
HUSEIN - Lo t We axe Allah’s and Lo I unto Him do we 20
return* With Allah I reckon them both
to be, just as I deem mine own soul*
SECOND ASADITE - Let us implore thee by Allah, 0 son of 
God’s Apostle, as much for thine own
safety as for that of thine Household, 25
that thou return hence, since at Kufa thou 
canst have neither devotees nor partisans - 
indeed it is much to be feared that the
people there have already turned against thee. 30
HUSEIN - (Turning to the Banu Aqll) Sons of Aqll, what
are your views about this? Muslim is martyredtlet then the
eyes of believers shed tears for him*
CHIEFTAIN OF THE BANU AQll - What heart-rending news ! What
a great disaster! What a weighty loss that melts the very 35
souls into sighs of grief, and makes the very
eyes flow in tear-drops! (weeps) May we all be
made ransom for thee* Nay, by Allah , we
will never depart from thee until we have avenged
ourselves against that rabble, or else have 40
tasted of the same chalice Muslim has quaffed*
HUSEIN (Pauses, then turns to the Asadites) - After these
gallants here, life would mean no more to me.
ASADITES - May Allah be propitious to thee.
(\ I
HUSEIN - May He have mercy upon both of thee.__I 45
(Exit the two Asadites* Husein’s cavalcade resumes its march) 
AL—FARAZDAQ - Peace be upon thee, 0 grandson of God’s Apostle. 
HUSEIN And upon thee peace.
ACT I
AL-FARAZDAQ - Oh Sire I How eouldst thou trust the Kufana
any moret they who* only shortly before,
turned the tables upon both thine own father 50
and brother, and who have now slain thine cousin,
Muslim, together with all his partisans ?
HUSEIN - May Allah cause Muslim to rest in peace,already he inhales 
the Lord's sweet breeze, and smells His aromatic 
gardens# He enjoys the Lord's refreshments and 55
pleasures# Now that he hath paid what he 
owed, It is our own turn to make payment#
(Reciting poetry)
"While life is dear, verily the Lord's 
c requital is dearer and nobler*
"Knowing that wealth is merely amassed to be 60
left behind,one day, why are men, then, 
over-stingy in things destined to be abandoned?
MAnd these bodies, since they are created fcr
death, therefore the slaying of a man in
the Creatorfs cause would be much the 65
preferable#w
■ to $ttrve 'MfJt". A\ #
(Exit Al- Farazdaq# Husein's train marches on#)
----------------
c. ' u A ' 7.JK * y. 'fa „ 4 M
fhift i0 it you tornt* mdy your m'm**
Scene ii
Arabia , Mount Dhu - Husum*
Husein's cavalcade - Hurr's expeditionary force#
[■< 1
! * !• t ►I i . v .
ACT I
HUBR - (Meeting Husein) Peace be upon thee, 0 grandson of God's 
Apostle.
HUSEIN -*■ And upon thee, peace#
HURR - May we know, sir , the purpose of your coming
to this land and leaving your Grandfather*s abode ? 5
HUSEIN - Well, I have received both your letters and 
personal emissaries inviting me to come, in 
such words as "Gome to us, for we have no Imam
over us." And behold 1 here I am; so, to begin
with, I must require of you enough covenants and 10
assurances to rely upon —  otherwise, if you will 
not give them, and are averse to my coming(under these 
conditions), then would I readily return whence I have come.
HURR - I have, by Allah, never heard of such letters or
emissaries as you make mention of# My express 15
orders, however, are : if I should come upon your 
Company, never to release you until I have brought 
you up before the Amir Ibn Ziad.
HUSEIN (Sterhly) Than that Death itself is more imminent to you.
*
(Turning to his men) get up all of you and ride back. 20
(Husain*s cavalcade begins to move backwards, when Hurr 
and his men obstruct their way.)
What is it you want, may your mother sit in mourning 
over you ?
ACT I
HURR - (Thoughtfully) Oh I Any one else in the whole of Arabia,
be it whom he mayf especially in your present cir-
custance, had that one but uttered such words as 25
these I would have never exempted his mother's
name from the invocation of bereavement - or worse- |
but • "your" mother, we are to mention only with
the best that we can*
HUSEIN - What , then, do you seek ? 30
HURR - I mean to take you away to the Amir Ibn-Ziad •
HUSEIN - Then, by Allah, I will not come with you .
HURR - Then, by Allah, I will not release you*
•
HUSEIN - Then, by Allah , I will not come with you*
(Hurr relenting, moves to a lonely corner of the stage)
Scene iii 
The same place and characters 
HURR (Aside in soliloquy) Here, the grandson of God's
Apostle swears never to come along with me* Here, the 
Prophet's aromatic flower, the whelp of the lion Ali,the 
Lord of the youths of Paradise I May mourners mourn over thee,, ■ . 5
0 Hurr; is it against such a one as Husein that you would fight 
(Pause)* No never? though I should obtain a worldful of gold.
(Returns to Husein) Sir, I have no orders to fight with you,yet•
no instructions to release you either* If,therefore, you
refuse to accompany me, then take another route that leads
lutsid* the blA4Ng$ Ivdfu# f 10
neither to Kufa nor back to Medina* This arrangement would be a
ACT I
fair middle course for both of us# I must,however,remind you 
to glorigy Allah taking care of your personal safety and that 
of your own Household, because, I bear witness that, if you should 
fight, you are, for sure, a dead man#
HUSEIN • What I Is it with death that you would scare me, I 15 
who never regard death but as bliss and life among 
tyrants but as a dreary burden ? (reciting poetry) t 
"On will I march, for death can never disgrace a man,
If he aims at a ri^itful object, and, as becomes a
Moslem, he for it fights, 20
"If, therefore, I should live, I will never repent} 
if I die, I will never be blamed,
It is humiliation enough for one to live under 
coercion"•
(turning to Hurr’s men)Well, friends, if thou wouldst but 25
obey God, and recognise Right to its rightful owners,
that would surely bring down more of Godfs pleasure
upon thee# We, the Family of the Prophet, Mohammed
(Blessings), are more entitled to rule over thee than
those pretenders, and those leading you along the paths 30
of tyranny and aggression. If,however, thou bearest nothing but
abhorence for us, and would ignore our due rights,
if thine opinion hath now turned different from what
both thy letters and emissaries had conveyed, then we would
leave thee alone to thyself . 35 ^
(turning to his companions) who of you knows of a route
outside the blazed avenue ?
ACT II 8
(Looks up to heaven with arms uplifted) We are, 0
Lord, the progeny of thy Prophet, Mohammed (Blessings);
we have heen sorely disturbed and chased out of our
Grandfather1s home* Verily the Banu Umayya have much
encroached upon us. Restore to us, therefore, 0 Lord, 65
our own Rights, and make us victorious over the
aggressors*
A C T  II 
Scene i
Karbala - Hurr , Jahul , Soldiers 
and Messengers
HURR - Where is Jahul ?*
JAHtJL - At your service#
HURR - Write at once to the Amir ’Ubaidullah .
JAHtJL - (Sitting down to write) To hear is to fobey.
HURR - To the Amir *Ubaidullah Ibn Ziad, from Commander Hurr 5
• •
Ibn Yazld*
After greetings, here Husein , son of Patima ,hath settled at 
Karbala together with a group of his household and a party of 
his companions. He absolutely refuses to submit. His fathei^ s 
spirit is in him. Hence, what are thy orders, please.” 10
Where is the dispatch rider ?
MESSENGER - Here I am.
HURR - Take this intelligence soon to Ibn Ziad.
(Exit Messenger).
Scene ii
Court of Kufa - Ibn Ziad 9 Kafur, Qurra 
(Enter Messenger)
MESSENGER - Peace be upon thee, 0 Amir#
IBN ZIlD - And upon thee# What news ?
MESSENGER- A letter from Commander Hurr Ibn Yazld(Hands him the 
letter)•
IBN ZIlD - (Reads the letter through, then calls out) Kafur.
KAFUR - Here I  am. 5
IBN ZllD - Take down a letter to Husein. (Kafur begins)
wAfter greetings, 0 Husein* I have been apprised of thy
settling at Karbala,and I  have express orders from the Commander
of the Faithful, Yazid,that I should never take my fill of food,
10
nor lie in a cozy bed, before I  have joined thee to the Compa­
ssionate, the Omniscient One ^  or else thou submit both to my 
orders and his,"
Where is Qurra Ibn Qais ?
QURRA - Here I  am
IBN ZllD - Take this letter to Husein , and bring me 15
back his reply.
QURRA - To hear is to obey. (Exit Qurra).
1 - Note the Arabic rhymed prose ini
* • d k U l  ^  j l— >^J1 ^  “VI
ACT 11 - 10 -
Soene ill 
Karbala s Husein*s Camp 
Husein, Habib Ibn Muzahir , lawn.
* ■U.J.J. * 1LI..   -... I...  #
(Enter Qurra)
QURRA - Peace be upon thee, grandson of God’s Apostle.
HUSEIN - And upon thee, peace. Wherefore have you come ?»
QURRA - Here is a letter from the Amir'Ubaidullah*
(Jawn, the slave, takes the letter and passes it to Husein.#
HUSEIN - (Scans the letter silently, then throws it
to the ground in disdain). May they never be success­
ful those who would purchase the pleasure of a created 5 
one for the displeasure of the Creator.
QURRA - The reply, Abu ’Abdullah ?
HUSEIN - Your Amir can have no reply from me. He has.
duly deserved the commandment of torture. - Lit. the 
word of torture. (Qurra returning) 10
HABIB - (aside to Qurra) Where to are you returning, 0
Qurra ? lo the aggressive party ? Why, come back,support 
Husein; support the grandson of God’s Apostle, through 
whom and through whose parents God has backed you up with 
honour.
QURRA - Well, I would first take back this reply to my 
man; afterwards, I will look into my own mind.
ACT II 11
Scene iv
Kufa, _the court
Ibn Ziad, Kafur and Courtiers
(Enter Qurra)
QURRA - Husein says, fYour Amir can have no reply
with me; he has duly deserved the commandment of torture• " 
IBN ZllD - (excitedly) Kafur. (Exit Qurra)
KAPUR - Here I am; here I am#
IBN ZIAX) - Send someone to call Ibn Sa*d to me immediately* 5
KAPtJR - To hear is to obey* (Calls out) Qurra
QURRA - Here I am*
KAPUR Go at once to Ibn Safd, and call him hither to 
the Amir Ubaidullah.
QURRA - To hear is to obey. (Exit Qurra).
: i ■
' Apostle $  i
Scene v 
Kufa - Ibn Safd| Qurra
QURRA - Peace be upon thee 0 Ibn Safd.
IBN SAfB - And upon thee. Well ?
QURRA - The Amir ^ Ubaidullah summons thee to attend soon at his 
court. (Exit both)
ACT I I - 12 -
Scene vi
Kufa - the Court 
Ibn Sa'd , Ibn Ziad
(Enter Ibn Sa'd)
Peace be upon thee, 0 Amir.
IBN ZllD - And upon thee, peace. Know that Husein,son of 
Fatima, has come up to Karbala together with a group 
of his household and a party of his companions. Now, 
you are to go out to him and propose that he 5
submit to my rule and the rule of the Commander of the 
Faithful, Yazid; and should he refuse, 
you are to fight him this very day.
IBN SA'D - Could you, 0 Amir, please exempt me from 
fighting the grandson of Cod's Apostle ?
IBN ZllD - So ? Then give us back our warrant of acquisition 
of the Ray District.^
IBN SA'D - (Pause) Will you give me the respite of this 
night to think the matter over ?
IBN ZllD - That you may have (Exit Ibn Sa'd) 15
Scene vii
Kufa - Ibn Sa'd , A Bedouin 
IBN SA'D - (Reciting poetry in soliloquy)
1 -"Ray, the Creek Rhages, was the site of the present Teheran" 
Donaldson: The Shi'ite Religion, p.106.
"By Allah, I wonder, and am at a loss what to do.
Ruminating over my case between two courses of equal weight! 
"Should I lose Ray, which is the object of my desires,
Or, should I return guilty with slaying Husein ?
"Slaying him, I know very well, damns me to inevitable 5 
flames, 1" s \
Yet sweet is the acquisition of Ray - lit. as dear 
to me as the very pupils of mine eyes#
(Pause)
"Verily, life here can go only with rapid results,
And not one wise man has ever exchanged cash for a debt"# 10 
(Enter Bedwin)
BEDWOT - I have 0 Ibn Safd, overheard in passing what you have 
decided upon# But I adjure thee by Allah never to go 
out against Husein , lest you should commit a sin and 
violate the bonds of sanguinimity# Por, indeed, if 
you should have to renounce property, power, and life 15 
itself, all that would still be much better for you 
than meeting your God with the blood of Husein upon you#
IBN SAfD - Thank you for your advice# (Exit both)
Scene viii
Court of Kufa
Ibn Sa*d and Ibn Ziad
(Enter Ibn Safd)
ACT I I  -  1 4 -
IBN SA'D - Peace 0 Amir; I am come to you with, a special
proposal! you know that you have granted to me the Ray, 
and that the country already knows about this through hearsay* 
Why not, therefore, if you please, leave Ray with me and 
send against Husein someone else from amongst the nobility 5 
of Kufa , than whom I am not a whit more courageous?
IBN ZllD - I have never consulted you as to whom to send; hence,If 
you would march along with our men, well and good; if not, 
then give us back our warrant, here and now.
IBN SAfD - (deep in thought) Therefore, I will carry out 10
your orders both willingly and respectfully. You will 
find that I shall do even more than will delight you*
IBN ZllD - Agreed. Ride you forth at the head of four 
thousand horsemen as Commander-in-chief•
(Exit Ibn Sa’d. He rides to the eastern line of the 
stage, where his force is standing in battle array.)
A C T  III
Scene 1 a 
Karbala - Husein, Ibn Safd, 
Jahul , soldiers
IBN SAfD - (Calls out) Jahul s where is Jahul ? 
JAHtJL - Here I am.
ACT III - 15 -
IBN SA*D - Go, Jahul, meet Husein, and enquire of him why he 
has come, and what his purpose is*
JAHtJL - Willingly and respectfully* (Exit Jahul. He 5
walks over to Husein^ camp just on the opposite side)*
Peace be upon thee, grandson of Godfs Apostle.
HUSEIN - And upon thee peace* what is it that you want?
JAHTJL - *Umar Ibn Sa*d desires to know of you why you 
have oome and what your purpose is.
HUSEIN - Well, then * know that the people of this your 10
district have repeatedly written to invite me to come 
and behold, here I am. If, however, you are 
now averse to my presence, I shall readily return 
whence I have come, or shall march on to any one of the 
border-towns. 15
(Exit Jahul# He returns to Ibn Sa*d and informs him 
accordingly)*
IBN SAfD — How fervently do I wish that God might spare me from 
fighting against Husein. Jahul, write at once tow
Ibn Ziad. (Jahul sits down to write).
To the Amir *Ubaidullah Ibn Ziad from the Commander-in-chief 
•Umar Ibn Safd* 20
"After greetings, 0 Amir, God hath extinguished the flame of 
war, and fostered peace between the combatting men of the 
nation* Here Husein has expressed his readiness to return
whence he has oome, or to move away to any of the border
a o * -J * 25
towns, to live as an ordinary member of the Moslem community
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both as regards rights and duties* (turning to Jahul) Dispatch 
this letter to the Amir #Ubaidullah*
JAHflL - (to one of the soldiers) Take you this letter to
the Amir ♦TTbaidullah Ibn Ziad* (Exit soldier with the letter)*
Scene ii "• f s; v:s of hid • .
Kufa - The Court
Ibn Ziad', Shimr, Kafur
"After Dhgi t » , _ _, *___, _ • - _ ?.*. i
SOLDIER - Peace be upon thee, 0 Amir.
IBN ZIAD - And upon thee, peace. What news ?
SOLDIER - A letter from the Commander rtJmar Ibn Safd (Hands him 
the letter* Exit soldier*) -t
IBN ZllD - (Scans the letter, and expresses his reflections in poetry 
"Is it now, when our own claws have been transfixed in him,
That he hopes to escape ? How impossible 1"
Such is the writing of a sincere advisor, over-sympathetic 
with his own people. (He hands the letter to Shimr who 
reads it through)#
SHIMR - Oh i Would you, 0 Amir, would you ever grant
him so muchy be having settled on your land and come 
down to your own site ? By Allah, if ever he should 
depart from your district without placing his hand in 
yours, (i#e# as a sign of recognition) then he will
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moat likely wax the stronger, while you become the weaker# 
Never, therefore, allow him such a concession? rather 
first require him with all his following to submit to 
your rule# If they do, and you choose to inflict 
punishment upon them, you would be fully entitled to 
do so? if to forgive, that would be entirely up to 
you#
IBN ZlXD - What an excellent opinion yours is, son of Bhifl
Jawshan I (turning to Kafur) Kafur , write out an
intelligence to Ibn Safd 2 (Kafur begins to write)*
"After greetings, 0 Ibn Sa*d i we have sent thee over to
Husein neither to prooraetinate with him, nor to desist
from him, nor to apologize for him, nor at all to grant
him the choice of quarter and survival# Here and now,
therefore, propose to him to submit, immediately, to mine
own rule, and to the rule of the Commander of the Faithful,
Yazlde If, and as soon as, he refuses to do so, march
directly against him until thou hast slain and mutilated him
and all his men, which, indeed, would be no less than their
desserts* Once you have done away with Husein,
order that his body, chest and back, be crushed under
your horses* hoofs#
These are our orders,which, if thou wilt carry them out
perfectly, we shall recompense thee, as we do someone who is
obedient and heedful? - if not, then you are stripped of our
commission ag
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once, and must hand over the charge of the troops to Shimr 
whom we have fully supplied with our Instructions" • 
(turning to Shimr) Take this letter to Ibn Safd#
(Exit Shimr with the letter)*
Scene ill
Karabala - Ibn Sa'd's Headquarters
SHIMR • Here is an intelligence from your Amir fUbaidullah.
IBM SA*D - (opens the letter and reads it through) May God
make your safe return an unlikely event, 0 Shimr, and
confound this evil news that you have brought us* You have,
in fact t marred for us a means whereby we had cherished 5
some hope to placate matters for the nation* Husein will
never under any circumstances submit to Ibn Ziadt for, is
not his father*s spirit in Husein ?#
SHIMR - Now, do tell me at once, Ibn Safd, what you intend t
will you carry out the express orders of your Amir and 10 
fight his foe, or else, will you hand over the oommand of 
the whole army to me ?
IBN SA*D - Never, and no esteem to thee* I can take charge of all. 
You shall merely look after the infantry*
( Pause)
SHIMR - Well, but tell me, how are you going to go about 15
the battle ?
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IBN SAfD - Woe to thee* It should need no more than one 
single charge with our hare swords to eradicate them 
down to the last man*
SHIMR - Bereaved be your mother of thee, for being such an igno- 20 
ramus* Among their little troop they have got one warrior 
who, were he to fight us with his left rather than his right 
hand, could exterminate our entire force* Among their 
number is 'Abbas, whelp of (the lion)*Ali«
IBH SA'2) - What, then, do you think ? al l rt
SHIMR - I am of the opinion that we should go over in person, and
offer him quarter, together with his brothers, perchance they
will accept to desert Husein, and spare us their ferocious 
fighting*
IBN SA'I) - Well, try that* (EXIT SHIMR) 30
Scene iv
Karbala - Both Camps*
Husein ,1 Abbas and Companions 
Ibn Sa'd, Shimr and Soldiers
tShimr standing before Husein's camp)
SHIMR - Hail, nephews I Hall, 'Abbas and brothers*^
(No reply)
(Shimr twice repeats the above call, but without receiving a 
reply)
HUSEIN - Who is it that calls ?
*     r     _
I - ’Abbas and ills other brothers - "though “not Husein - were
related on their mother's side to the Family of Dhi'l Jawshan.
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COMPANIONS - A kafir#
HUSEIN - Well* answer him* though he be kafir• 5
'ABHlS- (Coes out to Shimr) What is it that you want* son of 
Dhi’l Jawshan ?
SHIMR * You, sons of our sister, are granted quarter#
Kill not* therefore* yourselves, together with your 
brother Husein, but adhere to allegiance to the eommander 10 
of the Faithful Yazld#
•ABBlS - Confound you and your quarter; what* would you grant 
us safety while the grandson of God*s Apostle has none ?
May your hands be destroyed* and the amnesty you bring us
1 41 t ■
of no avail* you enemy of Cod#
;
(Exit Shimr# He returns to his camp and informs Ibn Safd 
of the failure of his plan)*
IBN SA’D - (Gives the Command) You* horsemen of God, 15
forward ride#
(The Umayyad forces ride forwards drawing close to 
Husein*8 camp)#
•ABBlS - Brother, Sir* the foe is upon thee#
HUSEIN - Ride up to them* * Abbas* and ask what their present 
intention is# (Exit *Abbas)
*ABBlS - Well* men of Kufa* what is your desire now ? 20
FIRST SOLDIER - We would fight with you this very night,
unless you give in#
•ABBlS - Halt there* that I may represent to Abu * Abdullah 
(i.e.Hueein) what you ssy. (Exit 'Abbas. He returns to 
the camp)#
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Brother, the enemy intend to wage war with us this 25
very night, if we donft give in*
HUSEIN - Go back to them brother, and try to defer them until 
tomorrow, so that meanwhile we can say our prayers to 
God and recite His Book; He knows how greatly attached I am 
to praying to Him and to the reciting of His Book# 30
(Exit • Abbas* He returns to the Umayyads) ?
•ABBlS- fill you, partisans of the Sufianids, withdraw from
us Just till tomorrow morning, that we may say our prayers 
to God and recite His Book ?
FIRST SOLDIER - No, we must wage war with you this very
night# 35
SECOND SOLDIER - Why, by Allah, if they were Turks or Daylamites, 
and had asked such a request, we would have granted that; 
how then, with them, the family of Mohammed (Blessings) ?
IBN SAfD - Son of #Ali, your request is granted you#
(Exit fAbbas* Ibn Safd orders a withdrawal)
Scene v
4  ' '  ‘V  • <r
Kerbala - Husein1 a Camp 
Time s'Ashura*, dead of night*
Husein , Hilal 
(Husein, all alone walking about the field* He hears
• . ;• • t
footsteps)
HTJSEIH - Who Is it ? Hilal ?
ACT III
- 22 -
HllJtl - Yes, indeed, may Hilal and his father be a ransom for 
thee.
HUSEIN ♦ What is it that has brought you out, 0 Hilal, on such a 
dark part of the night ? 5
HILlli - Truly, Sire, I have been disquieted about thine own
coming out in the vicinity of the tyrant’s camp, and I am
most apprehensive# lest thou be taken by surprise.
HTJSEIIT - I have come out, 0 Hilal, to inspect these reefs and
hillocks, for I am afraid that they might serve as places of 10 
ambush for horsemen when tomorrow you will charge. (Pause)
Well, Hilal, why don’t you slink away between these two
hillocks and save your life ?
HILlL - I ? \ May the #ild beasts devour me alive rather than 
that X should desert thee I My sword is equal to a thousand}15 
my horse the same. I would never forsake thee until they had 
both become worn out - lit. blunted - through stabbing and 
galloping. Nay, were I to have no sword, I would fight 
them with mere stones.
HUSEIN - May God requite thee well on my behalf. 20
(Exit both. Hilal goes to Habib’s tent).
Scene vi 
The same place and night
Hilal, Habib, ’Abbas, Burair, Companions
"vnio© a tosses the iujre&St Qa XXb
HILiL - Peace be upon thee, Habib.
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HABlB - And upon thee, peace. What is the matter ?
HILlli - Oh HabibI I have just been out after Husein as he
inspected the site for fear of possible ambushcaders« Upon 
his return to Camp, he was met by his fair, black-eyed, 5 
sister (Zainab) whom I overheard enquire eagerly of him 
whispering, "Have you, 0 son of my father, sounded the inten­
tions of those men ?* He, in answer said, "I have, indeed, 
already bumped my head against them, ^ a n d  have sufficient­
ly put them to the test t among their number I have found 10 
only proud men, with breasts puffed out like pigeons , who 
are as desirous of destroying me as is a babe of its mother’s 
milk”,
HABlB - Ay, by Allah , but for my implicit obedience to his orders, 
I should have, right to-night , started to deal deadly blows 
upon the foe with this my sword, for so long as the hilt 15 
thereof remained in my hand*
HILlL - Would you, .0 Habib , gather together your men that we 
may go in body to soothe the mind of the black-eyed lady, 
and relieve the anxiety of the women and children ?
KABlB - With all love and regard, X do so* (calls out) Hail 20 
heroes, staunch as rocks, knights of raging war*
COMPAHIOHS - Here we are, 0 Ibn Muaahir* (They all come out)
*
HABlB - Come along, follow up, follow up. (to the Hashimites)
— - " -    ... —  —  ---------
(1) The allusion here - in verb ’lahaza is to the way in 
which a suckling animal tosses the breast of its mother as
though to test it for milk.
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But you* 0 Banu Hashim, please go back to your pavilions,
May your eyes never be sleepless# (They all reach Husein1s 25
private tents)*
Peace be upon thee, 0 kinsfolk of ours; peace be upon thee,
0 our pride, peace be upon thee, 0 our masters* Here are the 
sharp swords of your young men which they have sworn never to 
sheathe except in the necks of your enemy; and here their 
spearheads, which they have sworn never to transfix 30
save in the hearts of them who intend thee evil*
HUSEIH - May God recompense you all on behalf of your Prophet1s 
Household* I give to Allah the best of praise, and render 
Him equal thanks both in success and in vicissitude# I thank 
thee, 0 Lord, for having honoured us with Prophecy, and en- 35
lightened us with religion* With ears, eyes, and hearts 
Thou hast created us; so render us ever grateful to Thee*
(To his Companions) After greetings, I have known no friends 
more loyal nor a Household more devoted than my own friends 
and Household# May God requite you all well on my behalf, 40
know that you all have my full permission to quit; I no 
longer have any claim over you# Here darkness has set in 
upon you, so ride it as you would ride your camel; the enemy seek 
me alone, and if they hunt me down, they will certainly be 
diverted from seeking any one else* 45
fABBlS~ We forsake thee, brother ? And why do that ? To sur­
vive thee ? May we never see such a survival#
ACT III - 25
HUSEIH - And thou, 0 Banu Aqll, let Muslim'b death suffice you 
*
go in peace, for I do willingly release you*
CHIEF. OF BANU AQTL - We leave thee, 0 grandson of God*s Apostle?50 
What excuse shall we advance Before Allah, if we should 
fail to observe the duties we owe you ? Nay, by God, we 
would rather be slain to the last man than desert thee,may 
our own souls be a ransom for thee.
BURAIR - By Allah I swear that were I to be killed and resur- 55 
rected, then suffer death and resurrection a thousand times 
over, I would never desert theel How then, when it 
is but one sole death, followed by eternal honour ?1 
(Exit all).
Scene vii 
Karbala, the same night 
Habib , Ali Al-Akbar
t
(Enter Ali)
ALI - Peace be upon thee, 0 uncle Habib.*
HABlB - And upon thee, peace, mercy, and abundant blessings from 
God, 0 son of our master*
ALI - Uncle Habib, I have just been with my fair, black-eyed
aunt Zainab who conveyed to me that father has gathered 5 
together his companions and has publicly given them general 
permission to leave. Now, considering how bitter and unpleasant 
to the taste death is, she feared they would take advantage
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of the permission and leave our little band of men alone
against these aliens • She, therefore, would have 10
. .. m  ,r . , 
me investigate for her the truth about the matter from
thee, Uncle Habib.
HABlB - For thy fatherfs sake, we have, by God, divorced
our lawful wives, and turned aside from the very flower
of life* How eager am I personally to be the first 15
martyr and die before him I
fALI - Would you, 0 Uncle Habib, counsel my father to return
with us to Kedind ?
HABlB - Oh how impossible( 0 son of our master 1 God
indeed hast foreknown what thou now fearest} yet, 20
"Had the grouse been left alone, they would have surely
dosed and gone to sleep I
(Exit both)
ACT IV 
Scene i
K a r b a l a  
Ibn Safd, Hurr , Qurra, soldiers
HBKR - Are you finally decided upon fighting this man, 0 Ibn Safd?
(1) This half verse in Arabic alludes to the fact that escape 
was impossible ^ » <sJ}?^
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IBN SA'D - Why, yes; and such a fight as would, even at its easiest 
chop down heads and scatter arms about*
HURR - Haven't you found any merit in the proposal I put to you?
IBN SA'D - Ah 1 Were matters up to me personally, I would have 5 
accepted your proposal, but your Amir 'Ubaidullah has flatly 
rejected every scheme*
HURR - (aside) Qurra*
QUKRA - Here I am*
HURR - Have you watered your horse this morning ? 10
QURRA - Why, no, not yet*
HURR - Won't you water it now, then ?
QURRA-( aside) I guess that he intends to withdraw from battle, 
but dislikes my seeing him do so* ( To Ibn Sa'd) Here I am
just going to water my horse* (Exit Qurra) 15
(Hurr moves to a solitary place)
SOLDIER - What do you intend to do, 0 Ibn-Tasld ?
HURR - ---
SOLDIER - Mean you to charge ?
HURR - - ------
SOLDIER - By Allah, your attitude is exceedingly surprising*
If I be asked who the bravest are among all Arab Knights,
I would never leave thee outj wherefore, then, 20
such hesitation as I behold on thy part ?
HURR - -— — » (Hurr gives no reply, but rides swiftly over to
Husein and stands submissively before him*)
I
(praying) To Thee, 0 Allah, I resort in penitence; so pray 
accept my repentence# I have, I confess, terrified the 
hearts of Thy friends and the grandsons of Thy Prophet#
(to Husein) Peace he upon thee, 0 grandson of God^ 25
Apostle# I am he, thy man, who detained thee from 
returning and made escape difficult for thee# I 
never thought the other people - the Umayyads - would 
refuse my proposals, or else I would never have oommitted 
the error I did# Here, I am come in repentence; 30
thinkest thou my repentence can be accepted ?
HTJSEII - If thou repentest, God will forgive thee*
Dismount#
HURR - I am of more service to thee as a mounted soldier 
#
than on foot#
HUSEIH - Well, do whatever thou likest, may God have mercy 35 
upon thee#
(Hurr rides off to the front)
HURR - Ah, you men of Kufal Bereaved and disgraced be your 
mothers through you# You have invited this virtuous 
bondman (i#e# bondman of God#s) promising to support him# 4*0 
You had pretended that you would sacrifice your own 
lives in his support# Yet, when he did trust you and came 
to you, behold I you delivered him over, and barred him, 
together with all his followers and children, from the flowing 
Euphrates wherein even the worst swine and dogs of the 4*5
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Sawad^disport in full freedom I How ill, indeed, have 
you dealt with Mohammed1 s progeny!
(reciting poetry, he challenges the foe) s 
"Know well that I am he Hurr the hospitable one,
Who, upon your very heads - lit.(top of heads) deals 
deadly blows with his sword, 50
"Defending the best of men beseiged among the prejudiced 
party,
You all do I stab without any remorse".
Emerge and do battle, unworthy infidels.
(The battle rages. Hurr fights fiercely and is killed)
HUSEIH - (standing by the dead Hurr) Never was thy mother 55
mistaken in naming thee Hurr.(i.e. free one)j because, 
just as thou hast been free here, thou shalt be free 
in the hereafter.
Scene ii
Karbala t Battle-field
Husein, Chieftain of the Aqll , Burair, Habib Ibn Muzahir*. • • » r. .
CHIEFTAIN OF BAKU AQIL - Grant me permission to fight, 0 grandson
of GodApostle.
HUSEIN - "Lo ! we are Allah’s, and lo ! unto Him do we • w
return". Come out, friend. "Some of them have paid for
their vow with death (in battle), and some of them still 5
2are waiting, and they have not altered in the leas&"#
T - Sawad is the name of the arable district of Basra & Kufa!
2 - Qoran :XXXiii,23.
ACT IV 30 *»
(The Aqllite chieftain advances, fightst and falls).
BURAIR - Peace be upon thee, 0 Abu ’Abdullah.
HUSEIN - And upon thee peace, what is thy wish ?
BURAIR - Wilt thou give me permission to fight these infidels ? 
HUSEIN - Yes, friend| you may have that. 10
BURAIR-( Reciting poetry) 1
"I am Burair, my father Khudair,
There is no use in one who has got no good (heart)”.
(Burair fights and falls).
(The rest of Husein1 s companions, unnamed in the play, 
follow, and die, the last among them being Habib Ibn Muzahir). 
HABlB - Wilt thou grant pe permission to fight, Sir ?
HUSEIN - Yes, Habib} go forth, friend.
HABlB - (Recites his challenge in poetry) t
"I am Habib, my father Muzhir, 15
A Knight of battle, and of blazing war am Ij 
"You are, in truth, more numerous in count,
But we are the more loyal and of greater fortitude"•
(Habib fights and falls).
1 , * ‘‘ *
Scene lii
Karbala t the battle-field 
?Ali Al-Alcbar, Husein, Al-Qasia and ’Abbas
ALI - Peace be upon thee, Ofhther. ! )
HUSEIN - And upon thee, peace, dear son. What is it with thee?
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'ALI - I am disgusted with life.
HUSEIN -------
•ALI - May I advance to battle, father?
HUSEIN - (Pause) Yes, do, son. (looking to heaven)Bear witness, 5 
0 Lord, that here goes out to them a lad, of all the people the 
nearest likeness - in manners, countenance, and 
eloquence - to Thine own Apostle. Whensoever we felt 
eager for the sight of Thine Apostle, we used merely to gaze 
into the face of this young lad. 10
•ALI - (reciting his challenge) i
”1 am *Ali, son of Husein, son of fAli
One of a party - family - the grandfather of whose
father is the Prophet I
"With this sword, in defence of my father, do I stab
you allf \ 15
The stabs of a Hashimite, Alid youth.
ff0h I never shall the son of a spurious father ^
rule over us**.
(•Ali fights courageously for a short while. He, however, 
retreats to his father, being overcome by thirBt)
The thirst, the thirst kills me I And the tiring 
mail presses heavily upon my body I Is there never a 20
chance of one drop of water whereby to moisten this 
tongue of mine and revive myself against the foe ?
1 - This refers to Ziad, a natural son of Abu Sufian*s. Caliph 
Mu*awiya I. had claimed Ziad a brother by adoption..
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HUSEIN - Put out thy tongue, 0 my son and place it over mine ; 
for my tongue is drier and drier than yours I 
(Ali touches his father^ tongue with his).
Go, go, my boy; I pray that thou he offered by thy 25
grandfather a drink, after which thou shalt thirst 
no more* (Ali returns to battle)*
ALI - (reciting poetry again)t
MVerily has the war revealed (solid) facts 
And uncovered particular truths*
3°
"By Allah, Lord of the Throne, I swear that we shall never leavi 
your troops, until the gleaming swords have been sheathed 
(in thee)
(All fights on and falls; Husein hastens to his side)*
HUSEIN - (weeping copiously) Out be your blood-ties, Ibn Sa#d,
as you have cut off mine I How audacious you (all) are 35
against the Apostle, and the desecration of the very honour 
of the ApostleI Slain be all those who slew thee, 
darling son t May the whole world be wiped out after thee I 
(Husein chanting a dirgeful elegy) *
"Thou hast been the very pupil of mine eyes,
same eyes now shed tears abundantly over theo* 40
"After thee, let whoever would die, die,
Since, over thee (alone) have I taken great care"*
(Husein, clearly broken-hearted, returns to Camp)*
ACT IV - 33 -
I N  ? E R I U D B NO*I
The acting is suspended, A group of ^shura1 devotees, 
swords in hand, are now seen circling the stage, causing actual 
wounds to their heads, as they utter their melancholic ejacula­
tions* They begin by uttering the names i "Haidar", "Zainab", 
"Husain"• The gashes being made, the devotees resume their 
perambulations as they pass their hands across their heads*
As they do so, they sing out in unison t -
"Such is the calamity of Karbala " (Exit swordsmen)
Scene iii (Cont*)
Acting is resumed
AL-QASIM - Peace be upon thee, 0 Uncle*
HUSEIN - And upon thee peace; what is thy desire, nephew ?
AL-QlSIM - I am disgusted with life, 0 Uncle* 45
HUSEIN - Oh I No, dear nephew; you are my brother Hasan1 e
trust in my protection*
AL—QIsiM - I am out of patience (with the foe), Uncle*
HUSEIN - Go forth then, my son*
AIi-qIsiK - (reciting M e  challenge) i
"If ever you should ignore me, (know that) I am 50
The son of Hasan, Ho I
Grandson of the chosen, and entrusted Prophet;
"Here, Husein iB a captivated hostage
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Among men, who* - I wish- may never drink 
from the rain-clouds”^ 55
(Al-Qasim fights and falls# Husein hastened up to defend
•ABBA’S - Peace be upon thee* brother#
HUSEIN - And upon thee* peace* 0 dear Abu’l Fadl. What is thy want? 
•ABBlS - To fight* 0 Abu 'Abdullahi
HUSEIN - But you are the leader of my soldiers* and the bearer
♦ABBXs- Yet I am already overcome with disgust at life.
HUSEIN - ( pause) Could you* before that* try to fetch a 
drink of water for these* our parched little ones ?
♦ABBlS- I will try# (Exit 1 Abbas reciting poetry)
"It is I* •Abbas, who can go forth with the water-skins, 65 
fearing not death on the day of battle” *
(The army of the Umayyads bar Abbas from reaching the 
Euphrates# He fight3 with them until his right arm is cut 
off# He resumes the fight with his left* reciting*)
MEven though you cut off my right arm, 
still I defend my religion as beet I can*(By Allah I swear) 
HI defend Husein, the firm one in faith*
Son of the pure, entrusted Prophet”# 70
(•Abbas’ left arm is hacked off# He recites ) 1
1 - The allusion here is to rain-clouds of grace# •Drinking
from rain-clouds1 is a metaphoric expression of well-wishing 
in classical Arabic imagery#
him — - but too late).
of my standard* 0 brother Abu’l Fadl I 60
" Have no fear, 0 my soul, of infidels,
Rather rejoice evermore in the mercy of the moet 
Powerful One*
"My left arm have they in their iniquity cut off;
So burn them, 0 Lord, in the hottest of Hell#s fires"* 75
(•Abbas picks up the sword in his teeth; he continues to
fight desperately until he is knocked down to the ground*
Husein hastens up to him crying ) s -
HUSEIN - Now is my back broken; now are my forces dispersed;
now has my enemy rejoiced at my own disaster I
(Husein wipes the dust off his brother*a head* •Abbas,
however, raises his head from Husein1 s lap and lets it drop
again in the dust)*
HUSEIN - But, why do so, 0 brother Abufl Padl?
•ABBlS- ( in agonies) One short hour later you, too, 0 80
brother, shall be hurled down upon the dust, and who would
then wipe your head ? (Dies)
HUSEIN - "0 Abufl Padl, thou it is who hast established
• * 9
both •fadl* (virtue) and •iba’a* (disdain) ;
Never did ♦fadl* (virtue) accept anyone else but thee 85
for a father" * ^
( A solitary elegiac tune is heard being chanted in colloquial 
Iraqi dialect i)
1 - Por the pun made on the words *fadl* and ,iba,af, see General
Critique in Appendix one. #
ACT IV • 36 •
M0 *Abbas, our master,
Whose heart is ever compassionate for us;
"Water, did he bring us :
He, my uncle, is killed t Come ye all to comfort m e " * ^  90
I N T E R L U D E  HO* II
(The acting is suspended. A second group of swordsmen, all 
covered in blood, make the tour of the stage, chanting in chorus)* 
"There is no other sword (sharper) than Dhu*l-Fiqar,
No other champion but Ali"*
(Exit swordsmen)
Scene iv
Karbala * The battle-field
Husein ; Jawn, the slave * *
HUSEIN - Is there no one here to support us for the sake of uod?
Is there here no helper to help us for the sake of God? 
Scatter them about, 0 Lord, and never let their rulers be
pleased with them* For, instead of supporting us - as they 
had in their invitations promised to - behold 1 they have 5 
all behaved wrongfully and slain us I 
JAWN - Peace be upon thee, 0 grandson of God*s Apostle*
HUSEIN - And upon thee, what is it that you want, Jawn?
JAWN - Wouldst thou, Sire, grant me permission to fight ?
1 - It is assumed here that the chanter is Sikna, Husein*s
younger daughter; the second part of Dirge No.*45 confirms 
the assumption.
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HUSEIN - Oh, no, Jawn I Bather go you in peace; be emancipated 10
for the sake of Cod*
JAWN - 0 Sire, does it behoove me who, in times of ease, take food
from thine pots, to desert thee in the hour of vicissitude ?
Nay , by Allah, never will I withdraw until the blood of this
black one has been mixed with thine own* 13
HUSEIN - Lo I we are Allah1 s, and lo ) unto Him do we return.
• *
Do whatever thou wilt, may Allah have mercy upon thee*
JAWN - (Coes to the front, reciting )
"How do (you) infidels see the sword-blows of this
black one ?
In defence of Mohammed’s progeny ? 20
"Both with hand and tongue do I defend them,
Thereby hoping for Paradise on the Bay of Judgement - 
- lit* day of the watering-trough.- 
(Jawn fights and dies. Husein eulogieses him)
HUSEIN - Whiten, 0 Lord, his face, make fragrant his smell, and 
on Boomsday assemble him together with the virtuous.
Scene v 
Karbala t the battlefield 
Husein , Ibn Sa’d, Shimr,Soldiers
HUSEIN - (takes the field)
Hear me, people of Kufa i since you would not observe 
my blood-link with God’s Apostle, at least, go you back to
ACT IT 38
your Pre-Islamic era, and have due regard to Pre-Islamic 
gallantry s accordingly, come forth against me by ones, 
twos, or threes*
(A warrior comes out against Husein and is slain* Another 
one follows| several others emerge; all meet their death 
at the hands of the undaunted Imam)*
IBH SA*D — (Shouting out a command) Woe to thee, Kufans )
Know you whom you fight against ? Yerily this is the 
son of the hare-templed, the corpulent one; son of 
the slayer of Arabs I By Allah I swear, were the whole 
of our force to come out against him singly, he would be 10 
able to vanquish you all to a man* Dash upon him, 
therefore, altogether, as though it were the charge of 
a single man t a troop with spears, another with swords, 
a third with arrows, and a fourth with rocks and stones*
(The Umayyad force divides in accordance with the Commander^ 
stratagem. They hem Husein In with their different weapons 
until they bring him down seriously wounded* Here Shimr 
boldly steps forward and decapitates the wounded Imam.
Shortly afterwards, the troops storm the Camp* The children 
Siegin to fly for refuge from one tent to another, but 
Shimr and the soldiers hunt them down, and set the whole 
(looted) camp on fire*
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A C T  V
THE FINAL PROCESSIONS I THE CAPTIVES
The present Act is performed in the streets* The 
Processions in which the two main actors are Zain Al-Abidln, 
and his special guard Shimr, embody the four groups of 
♦Ashura’ mourners ^and the whole of the audience* In their 
tour they make a brief halt at each of the four stops, 
Indicated on the accompanying sketch by the capital letters 
A , B , C $ D. At each of these four stops, and at the 
final one, Zain delivers an address to the public*
Scene i 
Stop "A" i Damascus 
Zain Al- Abidin,Shimr,Soldiers
ZAJH - ♦•Those who do wrong will come to know by what a 
great reverse they will be overturned.^ Lo I The 
sequel is for those who ward off There is
neither might nor power but in Allah* Lo I We are Allah’s 
and lot unto Him, do we return. Here is what Allah 5
promised His Apostle; and Allah is truthful, and so is His 
Apostle. Oh, how dire f how horrible this calamity I To 
Allah alone do we appeal in complaint of all that has befallen us
Lo 1 Allah is mighty and revengeful*
Y - The four groups of mourners are t sword-beaters, chain-flagellants 
breast—beaters, and the women mourners*
2 - Qoran * XXVi, 44.
3 - Qoran t Xi, 49.
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Hear me, 0 People i We have been endowed with six 10
(gifts), and favoured by seven (personages) i We have been 
endowed with learning, forbearance, magnanimity, courage, 
eloquence, and love in the hearts of all believers* And 
favoured we have been since out of us (of our family) has 
come the elected Prophet Mohammed (Blessings), the Siddlq, 15 
the Tayyar, the lion of Cod, the lion of His Apostle, the 
two grandsons of this nation, and the Mistress of the women 
of the world* He who knows me has known me well; but he 
who knows me not, to him shall I make known my noble genealogyi
' I am Ali, son of Husein, son of Ali Ibn Abi-Talib* 20# *
I am the son of him whose honour has been violated, whose 
high rank extorted, whose property looted, and whose family 
led into captivity* I am the son of him who was killed 
while besieged and that is honour enough ; the son of him 
who was slain from the nape of the neck on the bank of the 25
Euphrates, without either vindictiveness or retaliation; 
the son of him who prayed in front of the very angels of 
heaven; the son of •** (Shimr interrupts him)*
SHIMR - Thanks be to Allahi My heart has been over-filled
i
with joy, and my mind set at ease* Thus have I glutted
my thirst for revenge from Husein,son of Ali* 30
It is to-day that we will drink the "wines”; to-day
that we will vent our long concealed rancour* Good tidings
to you, 0 people, of the Tribute* Soon we will receive
the largest prize from the Commander of the Faithful, Yazld,
ACT V - 41 -
son of Muawiya# By Allah I swear, had’Umar Ibn Sa*d 35
but permitted I would have done away with this lad too 
(pointing to Zain) whom they call Zain Al-Abidln#
Let us have some water#
(here Shimr takes up a little clay jar, looks sideways at 
Zain, then starts to drink in a specially tantalizing 
manner# To add to his torment he, having drunk his fill, 
empties some water on the ground, saying to Zain) *
See how very like a bar of silver water looks I 
ZAIN • May I , please, be allowed a drink ? 40
SHIMR - That you may, (Handing him the jar)#
ZAIN - In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful#
(He raises the jar to his lips, but, before he tastes a 
drop, Shimr, with a well-aimed stroke of his sword, breaks 
it to pieces, laughing spitefully),
SHIMR - By Allah, never will you taste water !
(Here the women in the procession instantly react to the 
incident with expressions of sympathy, immediately followed 
by loud cries of disgust at the enemies of Banu Hashim)#
ZAIN - To Allah alone is my appeal# To Mohammed,
the elected one is my complaint* Oh that Fatima, 45
and Fatimafs father had but cast eyes upon the
grandsons of Cod#B Apostle who are either fugitives 
or slain; parched of thirst or suffering from woundsI 
Verily, to-day has died my grandfather, God*s Apostle 1 
To-day#*##(Shimr interrupts)# 50
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SHIMR - Ride on with the captives#
(The processions move forwards to Stop "B"#)
Soene ii
Damascus t Stop "B" 
The same persons
ZAIN - (Begins with poetry) t
"In abject humiliation about Damascus am I led,
As though I were a negro slave without support 
"Would that I had never seen Damascus, nor had Yazld 
Seen me in this land as one of his captives"#
Hear me, 0 people : I am son of Mecca tod M i n a  5
a son of Zamzam and Safa; a son of the best man among all 
those who have circumambulated and run (around the Ka#ba); 
a son of the best one who has performed the pilgrimage and 
answered to pilgrimage call,(•talbiya•);
a son of him who was "carried by night from the inviolable 10
place of worship to the far distant place of worship" son
of Mohammed, the elected one, a son of *Ali , the approved one; 
a son of him, who to please the Apostle - struck with two 
swords, stabbed with two spears, undertook the two migrations,
1 - Qoran * XVii, 1.
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swore the two allegiances, (bi’a) fought at the two battles 
of Badr and Hunain, and never for a single instant disowned 15 
his faith in God.^. I am a son of the Mistress of women; 
a son of him whom God hath inspired most radiantly; 
a son of Fatima, the bright-faced lady; a son of KhadTja 
the greatest* Therefore, X adjure you all by Allah, do you 
know who I am ?
SHIMR AND SOLDIERS - Yes, we do. 20
ZAIN - Do you know who my grandfather was ?
SHIMR - (laughing) Oh, yea, indeed !
ZAIN - Did you know who my grandmother, Khadija daughter of 
Khuwailid, the first lady-Moslem was ?
SHIMR - Oh, yes, indeed I
ZAIN - Do you know that this turban which I am wearing Is ray 25
grandfather, Mohammed’s, and this is his very ’aba(garment) 
in which I am garbed ?
SHIMR - Yes, indeed I
ZAIN - Wherefore, then, do you quarrel with me ? Is it about a
compact I have infringed, a Shari’a I have altered, or 30■ i « . . 4 • # « v . ■ ’
s Sunna I have tampered with ?
SHIMR - By Allah, we fight you only out of hatred for your father, 
Husein, and your grandfather, ’Ali Ibn Abi-Talib. (to the 
people ) s
Hasten, friends, convey the good tidings to the
Commander of the Faithful; say that I have slain Husein 35
son of fAli*(Reciting poetry in apostrophe to Yazld) s
I T ' —  - "■ " - 1 1    — -------------------  1
Nate the rhymed prosqjsaj*) in Arabic*
jS~ Jrti, &***> V/* O* Cr^ W
________________________________•Qryp <JJL Si J. (• A
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"Load up my saddle-bag with silver and gold,
For it is I who have slain the venerable lord;
" If who have slain the best-fathered and best-mothered 
one 9
Truly the best of all men when geneaology is 
considered"*
(The processions march on to Stop "C").
Scene iii
Damascus t Stop "C"* Time*the next day 
The same persons and Minhal 
MINHAL - How farest thou this morning, 0 grandson of God*s 
Apostle ?
ZAIN - And how should fare one who has become a captive of 
Yazld*s ? Oh t Minhal, we members of the Prophet*s 
Household have been either tricked and slain, or else 5
sent away as vagabonds* Lo t we are Allah*s and lol unto 
Him do we return*
(At this juncture the processions split into two parties, the 
one party makes its way back home across point "E" on the 
sketch* The other party halts at stop "D", where Zain repeats 
his first speech, the one beginning*"Those who do wrong***")
ACT V - 45
(Soon after the speech, the processions head for the Huseiniyya, 
here representing Medina, whence the Hashimites who survived 
Karbala returned.)
Scene iv
Medina ; Time * Forty days after
Karbala
The same persons, and Bashir Ibn Jadhlam
(Bashir , in advance of the procession, reaches Medina. He 
recites an obituary in poetry ) :
BASHlR : "0 men of Yathrib, how can you stay any longer
herein ?
Know that Husein is slain s my tears are abundant;
His body at Karbala is all blood-bespattered,
While his head is paraded round fixed upon a spear.
THE END
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APPENDIX I
A GENERAL CRITIQUE ON "THE TRAGEDY 0? KAKBAlI"
Analysis by Act and Scene
ACT I
Soene i * Right at the beginning of scene (i) the key-note 
of the drama is sounded* Husein, haying received the news of 
the death of both Muslim and HanI, and warned off Kufa by the 
two couriers of the Banu Asad, turns to the Banu AqTl, asking*
"Sons of Aqll, what are your views about this ?
Upon the answer of the Banu Aqll depends the rest of the
drama. For, had they answered that they would return to Medina,
Husein, could have refrained from further bloodshed* With
*
their determination on revenge, he is placed, morally, in a 
delicate position which impels him to avenge their nan* It 
would be more accurate, therefore, to regard the battle as 
having been lost at Tha’laba rather than Karbala,for here at 
Tha*laba - i.e. Thaflabiyya - the fates of those at Karbala 
have almost been sealed by the decided answer of the Banu 
Aqil,s chieftain * "By Allah, we will never depart from thee 
until we have avenged ourselves against that rabble, or else 
have tasted of the same chalice Muslim has quaffed"*
If the present writer were to produce this drama in the 
form of a cinema film, he would at this juncture, allow for 
a good long pause, and would after Husein*s question, introduce 
a loud uprush of music to indicate the due significance of the 
situation*
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Furthermore, at Thaflabiyya the main purpose of Husein*s 
rising has been defeated. It is obviously revenge for a 
murdered emissary, Muslim, that seems to drive him forwards# 
The lines of poetry recited before Al-Parazdaq., if at all 
authentic, seem to be irrelevant to the context of retaliation 
unless, of course, Husein takes that same retaliation to be a 
religious duty, for he says* "The slaying of a man in the 
Creator1s cause would be much the preferable".
*•** e iV j i  w  fJ{3 $9XXI" i  v i
Scenes li & iii
In this scene (ii) however, Husein betrays his true aim
from the rising, apart from retaliation. To Hurr, the general
of the Umayyad expeditionary force, he states that he has been
invited in writing to tal® over the Caliphate,or more precisely,
the Imamate* He proposes to return in case the men inviting
him change their minds. Hurr, a strict military man, will
accept nothing but to accompany Husein under arrest to Kufa,
by a deviation from the main route, though, Hurr knows the
danger, and warns Husein against this. How much better it
would have been if at this juncture, rather than later in the
Play -(Act 17 - i)- he had deserted the Umayyad army and gone
over to Husein, or had at least allowed Husein to return home 
* ♦
in peace I
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ACT II
Scenes i - vi (inclusive) are devoted to designating Ifcn
Sa#d to the generalship of the Umayyad force drawn up against
Husein, In Scene ii, Ibn Ziad sends a written ultimatum, de- 
•
nandlng fealty * Husein vrltholds his fealty. In Scene iii - 
the brief colloquy between Habib and Qurra to win his alliance 
hardly advances the development, and it is already too late to 
recruit helpers# Scene v- is unnecessary except of course, 
for stage requirements, since the messenger Qurra could not 
have easily disappeared on the bare stage# In Scene vi - the 
award of the Ray District seems to have been previously agreed 
upon, for till then, we had heard nothing about it#
Scene vii - includes a genuine dramatic conflict in the four 
lines of poetry
"By Allah , I wonder ••# not one wise man has ever exchanged 
cash for a debt"# Thus Ibn Safd decides to fight Husein in 
exchange of receiving the fertile Ray District, although he knows 
full well that the crime of slaying Husein will certainly be 
punished by Hellflre# The next brief colloquy between Ibn Sa*d 
and the Bedouin is dramatically irrelevant, unless the latter 
represents the Huseinite proclivities of the common man#
Scene, viii - Here Ibn Ziad forces Ibn Sa*d to a decision and makes 
him take up hostilities against Husein, by his being put in 
command of the Ummayad force drawn up to fight Husein and his men#
Scene i - Ibn 5a*d*s final attempt to save Husein^ life is 
rejected by Ibn Ziad, and in Scene ii - Shimr has a part to 
play* In a specific intelligence amounting to a threat to 
hand over the generalship of the army to Shimr, Ibn Sa’d’s 
mediation is thus frustrated, particularly when Shimr in 
person carries the letter to Ibn Sa*d •
Scenes iii and iv - partly because of blood-relationship, 
partly in an attempt to isolate Husein, Shimr offers quarter 
to •Abbas and his brothers# However, the offer is rejected, 
and Ibn Sa*d gives the command to attack# Husein asks for 
the respite of a night for prayers, and is granted his request# 
The scene of prayers is only understood, not represented*
Scene v - vii (inclusive) - bridge the interval of time for 
the overnight truce* It is dramatically remarkable that 
Husein gives his men permission to slink away in the dark night, 
which permission they all decline * Y e t ,the slight dramatic conflict 
thus created is by far outwfeghed by the lack of verisimilitude! 
for here, one must doubt the possibility of escape through the 
impenetrable Umayyad siege* The fact is confirmed in Scene
vii in Habib*s line t " Had the grouse been left alone, they
A.rqm Hueeim the deeplv felt laments. tion t Uuw is my pack 
would have surely dosed and gone to sleep”•
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ACT 17
Scene i - Hurr is in a quandry which affords some dramatic
effect# Any way, he at last makes up his m±nd# and goes over
to Husein where he dies in action#
#
Scene ii - in this scene Husein* s devotees individually come 
forward, ask for permission to fight and are given it t they 
dash into battle where they fight and die# At first, we have 
the Aqllite chieftain# Next comes Burair, and finally the 
elderly sheikh, Habib Ibn Musahlr. The rest of the unnamed 
devotees fight and die silently#
Scene iii - represents the fighting of the Hashimites themselves# 
All Al-Akbar, Husein*s eldest son, affords quite a dramatic touch 
in his return from the heat of the fray to ask for a drop of 
water, but finds none# Husein places his own tongue on his 
son*s, but in vain, for Husein*s tongue "is drier and drier" 
than his# Thus parched does All go back to a desperate battle 
and is soon martyred# The short poetic elegy sung by his 
father, Husein, is genuinely touching# Next falls Al-Qasim, 
Husein* s young nephew, and intended son-in-law# Finally comes 
* Abbas . Both of his arms are chopped off in battle# He clubhes 
his sword in his teeth and charges his last# His death elicits 
from Husein the deeply felt lamentation i "Now is my back 
broken etc**# " The brief gesture of wiping the dust off * Abbas’ 
head, though simple in itself, is, nevertheless, dramatic#
Scene iv - Upon hearing his master’s cry for help, Jawn, the 
negro slave, comes forward and wins the coveted honour of 
martyrdom, mixing his blood with that of the Hashimites#
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Scene v - Husein is in the fray. Single-handed he slays any 
of the enemy who comes out to fight him* Ibn Sa’d has therefore, 
to resort to a group attack i he surrounds him with four whole 
troops, until, overwhelmed, Husein falls* Shimr cuts Husein1 s 
head off, bums his Camp, and leads his women and children into 
captivity,
ACT V
This act is divided into four scenes, all of which are 
devoted to public addresses delivered from camel-back by Ali,
Zain Al-Abidln, Husein^ captured son# There are hardly any 
dramatic situations worth noting, except, of course, for 
the brief action in Scene i, where Shimr breaks the Jar in 
Zain's hand, and in Scene ii, where, in answer to Zain's 
rhetorical questions, he repeats his sarcastic t "Oh, yes, 
indeed I "
CHARACTERS
Characterisation is by no means the best characteristic of 
this Play# For, shadcled as he is with the literal wording 
of the slra, and with an eye on the censures of the outer world, 
the writer could hardly draw a character of any originality, if 
in fact he had intended# Lacking life therefore, his characters 
look more like automatons, and puppets - indeed, it is the play­
wright who is a puppet to the slra.
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Hueeln•
The Husein of the drama is certainly less discreet, less 
brave, and less religious than the Imam Husein of the slra * 
When, at Th&'labiyya, he receives the news of the death of 
Muslim and Hani, his reaction is, dramatically, a poor one*
The fall of Muslim, virtually tantamount to the fall of Husein*s 
own cause, ought to have aroused more enquiry and astonishment 
on his part than the cool, brief, verse, "We are Allah's, and 
unto Allah do we return** Act I. i.20*
At Tha*labiyya, he becomes morally bound to avenge Muslim; 
at Dhu Husum, in the next scene, he becomes a prisoner in the 
hands of Hurr* At the former post the lion had already entered 
the cage, but the door was still open* It merely took a Hurr 
to lock the door upon it*
At Karbala Husein rejects with contumely an offer of sub­
missive amnesty s "Your Amir, can have no reply with me etc**" 
(Act II* iii* 8-10)* It is quite in character for Husein to 
say this, but it is contradictory to his request to be released, 
(Act III*1*12) - and, as a prisoner, he would no longer be able 
to choose*
His parley with the lenient Ibn Sa*d - (Act III*i*) via 
Jahul, could, for a while, prolong our suspense, but it cannot 
defer the inevitable* When next we see Husein , it is on the 
eve of *Ashuraf (Act III.v*) at which time he is prowling round
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the hillocks of Karbala for strategic purposes. His offer, on 
the occasion, to Hilal and his other followers to slink away 
"riding darkness as you would ride your camel",(Act III,vi,43) 
though intended by the dramatist to suggest Husein1e sympathy 
for his men, obviously reflects unfavourably against the Imam's 
judgement, The offer of escape, if at all feasible, must , 
in a sense, bear with it the accusation of cowardice directed 
to his devoted adherents. His speech to the Banu Aqil, "And 
thou, 0 Banu Aqll, let Muslim*s death suffice you,"(Act III, 
vi, 48-49) is incompatible with his attitude in (I.i,) where 
he endorses their decided intention to avenge Muslim*s murder.
One by one Husein*a men ask permission to fight and are 
sent to the fray. The turn of his own family comes soon, and 
here, deep in affection, we find the man, the real Husein,
Ali Al-Akbar*s loss is equal to the loss of "the very pupils 
of his eyes", and *Abbas* death did completely "break Husein*s 
back", ( Act IV, iii). The inevitable end is near at hand, 
Husein takes the field t he fights so fiercely that it takes 
four whole troops to get the better of this single-handed Imam,
Ali Al-Akbar
A brave, young lad who at once excites both our sympathy 
and admiration. He betrays an initial fear of death t he says, 
"Would you, 0 Uncle Habib, counsel my father to return with us 
to Medina ? (Act Ill.vii,17-18), This is only natural from
i- u from a lad of nineteen, but it is incompatible with his
courageous attitude later in the play. In battle Ali is
slt firot victorious, but he is so overcome by thirst that he
runs back for a drop of water* His father, Alas I is more
parched than he# To prove it, he places his own tongue over his
son's; but it is of no use, for Husein's tongue is "drier and
drier" (Act IV* iii* 22)* The son returns, therefore, thirsty
to do battle and die. There is as much genuine acting in Ali's
fighting as in his sad death. Husein must have felt to the
, #
quick the loss of such a favourite son* His last elegy sung 
over Ali's death is not merely hyperbolic t
"After thee, let whoever would die, die".
'Abbas
A brave, sympathetic soldier* He rejects a grant of 
quarter for himself and his brothers only because Husein is 
not included therein* "Would you grant us safety, while the 
grandson of God's Apostle has none ? " (Act Ill.iv. 11-14) 
says 'Abbas to Shimr. In the same scene, upon instructions 
from Husein he petitions and receives an overnight truce for 
prayers. When next we meet 'Abbas it is in the midst of the 
fray, with both his anas chopped off. He grasps his sword in 
his teeth and charges his last* Until the very end his sympa­
thies for Husein are sustained. When Husein tries to wipe the • •
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dust off his head, *Abbas, in agonies, declines the kind gesture, 
simply because Husein will have no one by his side to do him 
the same kindness when his turn to die comes# Hence comes 
the current title given to *Abbas t "The sympathetic brother"#
That is apart from his magnanimity and military talent# Husein1 s 
brief, but genuine, elegy over 1 Abbas is evoked as much by 
brotherly love as by true desserts s "Now is my back broken; 
now are my forces dispersed etc." (Act IV#iii#77)#
Jawn the Slave •’
Of all the minor characters of the ?lay due credit must be 
given to Husein*s negro slave, Jawn, whom Husein "emancipates 
for the sake of God" - (Act IV#iv#10-ll)• The good slave could 
have been free from blame had he preferred to survive Karbala#
Yet, imbued with a sense of deep gratitude, he proves himself 
no less honourable than his Hashimite masters themselves# Husein must 
have duly appreciated the genuine emotion of his good slave to 
have uttered upon his death the prayers of mercy t "Whiten ,
0 Lord, his face, make fragrant his smell, and on Doomsday
assemble him together with the virtuous^'(ACT IV#iv#23-24)•
I H u sa in *& cavalcade to  K arb a la  whence ne ii soenXhlI t ' ■ '■ - ***** w w  m V .• *
Hurr
Whereas the character of Hurr , on the one hand, affords a
• r r
streak of dramatic conflict 'between stern military discipline 
and religious proclivities, it is found#on the other, to be
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lacking in the clear presentation of either# The character-sketch 
is so poorly drawn that dramatic inconsistency must surely 
result#
When he meets Husein, the destiny of the latter is finally 
sealed# In spite of the tender note heard from Hurr, Husein 
is virtually a prisoner in his hands# He would never veer 
from his military ordersj his proposal to Husein to take a 
bisecting line between the routes to Medina and Kufa is less 
dishonest to military duty than it is destructive to Husein*s 
cause#
It should have been at Mount Dhu-Husum, if at all, that 
Hurr deserted to support Husein# His army of a thousand 
strong, fully equipped, could have constituted a tangible 
menace, besides providing moral support# He denies having 
known of the invitation Sent to Husein, yet he belies himself 
soon after his desertion, when he says,** 0 you men of Kufa ••• 
you have invited this virtuous bondman etc#" (Act IV#i#33-40)#
Yet Hurr would take no more than half-measures# He accompanies 
Husein*s cavalcade to Karbala whence he despatches a special 
intelligence to Ibn Ziad reporting the arrest# And, of what 
avail, we wonder, is Hurr*s warning to Husein against fighting ? 
(Act I.iii#ll-14)# Does he not know that Husein was rising as 
a claimant to the Caliphate ? Had not both Muslim and KanI been 
executed for the sake of Husein*s cahie? Or are we to take
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Hurr's plausible pretext that he thought he would be able to 
•
placate matters and so insure Husein1s safety ? And how could, 
he think that when he had seen the whole of Kufa terrified with 
violence ? Or, else, could such a big military figure as he , 
have been wholly ignorant of the state of affairs ? The entire 
situation is hopelessly inconsistent#
In Act IV. Scene i,Hurr deserts to Husein# But his desertion• •
has come too late to benefit the Imam# Husein forgives him, 
the Shia bless his repentance^ but , to our thinking, after 
the Banu Aqll, Hurr is the one most answerable for the KarbalSn 
calamity* He is not a whit better than Ibn Safd or Ibn Ziad - 
indeed, we would venture to rate him on a level with Shimr, nay 
lower, since the latter could never have practised his atrocities 
had the former not hunted down the "prey*# We wonder whether 
the blessing of the Shia offered Hurr is, in a sense, a word of 
thanks for Hurr’s instrumentality in the alleged vicarious 
redemption through Huseinfs death# Upon that analogy, they 
should have to bless also Shimr and Yazld as well, and the 
Christians, in like manner, should have to bleBs Iscariot, who, 
too, helped in bringing about the salvatory crucifixion of ChristI
Ibn Ziad
A man of decisive nature, fit for governmrship# Had he not 
acted as quickly as he did, the fates of the battle might well 
have turned# He assigns Ibn Sa*d to lead a force of four
1 - It is noteworthy that among all the ,Ashura* dirges there is 
not one for the memory of Hurr#
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thousand against Husein. When this commander begins to waver, 
Ibn Ziad is firm. " Is it now, when our own claws have been 
transfixed in him, that he hopes to escape ? How impossibleI" 
says he. He follows that with the threat to replace Ibn Safd 
whereupon the latter yields and gives command to charge.
Ibn Sa*d
\
This character deserves admiration feather than damnation
from the Shia. It is natural in him, as in any one else, to
yield to the temptation of rank and gold, yet, to do him justice,
we have to admit that, until the end, he had good intentions
towards Husein, and tried to smooth over matters without, if *
possible, dipping his hand in Hashimite blood. Above all, it 
is thanks to him that Zain Al-Abidln survived Karbala, preserving 
through his progeny the line of the Shifite Imams, since Shimr 
would not have spared even the young, sick Zain. (Act V.i.35-38). 
There is no inconsistency about his personality. The conflict 
working in his mind endows him with more •life1, and, in con­
sequence, contributes to the Drama as a whole. "Should I lose 
Hay ... or...return guilty with slaying Husein? (Act II.vii.3-4)# 
he asks in soliloquy. On Karbala too, he is willing to consider 
Husein1s proposal of •either returning to Medina or moving away 
to any of the border towns", (Act III.i.13-14) and to this effect 
he writes to Ibn Ziad. But, faced with resolute decisions, 
particularly with Shimr threatening to take over the command,
Ibn Sa*d has no alternative but to command an attacks "You, 
horsemen of God, forward ride". (Act III.iv.15).
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Had Ibn Sa*d abdicated the generalship of the Umayyad force, 
he would have lost not only the coveted award of Hay, hut with 
it, his whole military prestige with the Umayyad* rulersf above 
all, he wouldnft have saved Husein, Shimr being available to 
command in his stead.
Shimr •' r^ ;e nl u in Y
Shimr is perhaps the most vividly sketched character in the 
Play. Right at his first appearance he betrays his true talentsi 
"Oh ! would you, 0 Amir ? Would you ever grant him so much ? ..." 
(Act III.ii.8-19). Thus at the crucial moment he counsels Ibn 
Ziad against Husein*s possible escape* Having secured for him­
self the tentative position of generalship, he sets out for 
Karbala where, with characteristic firmness, he compels Ibn 
Sa*d to a final decision* "How, do tell me at once, Ibn Sa*d, 
what you intend t will you carry out the express orders..# or 
... hand over charge of the whole army to me ?" In face of that,
. i —
Ibn Sa’d gives way. (Act III.iii.9-12)• He interferes with the 
tactics of Karbala , and, in Act III. scene iv, we see him go in 
person to isolate Husein. Having thus ignited the spark, he 
recedes into the background, and is seen only in the final moment 
where his cruelty finds full scope, since out of all the affrighted 
soldiers, it is he who advances towards the dying Husein and cuts 
off his head in cold blood. He then orders the camp to be stormed 
and looted and then set on fire. It is again he who leads the
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the young Zain and the other survivors into captivity# On the 
routef his cruelty is once more expressed when he tantalises the 
sick Zain by pouring fresh water on the ground before him without 
giving him a drink# And when the poor, thirsty lad asks for a 
drink, and takes up the jar, Shimr smashes it to pieces (Act V#i#)* 
He makes no secret of his hearty gloating over the misfortunes 
of the Hashimites: he meets the questions of Zain with a sarcastic 
"Yes, indeedl", that is, "Yes, you are indeed the sons of the 
family of Mohammed; so what ?" and, in the end, he puts it to 
him flatly, "We fight you only out of hatred for your father 
Huaein , and your grandfather, Ali Ibn Abi-Talib." Like Ibn 
Safd, Shimr seems to expect a particularly generous reward 
for slaying Husein; for in hiB last apostrophe to Yazld, he says: 
"Load up my saddle-bag with silver and gold,
For it is I who have slain the venerable lord".*' /. , o •. *;4 w *
(Act Y.ii.37-38)#
It is thanks to such characters as Shimr, Ibn Sa'd, and Hurr, 
that the present Tragedy of Karbala deserves the name "drama"#
Y .. Y ViY ‘ , 1 •*' - s " : . i
Construction and General Characteristics 
Tragic Theme
The tragio theme of the Play is the death of Husein in battle 
against great odds# But there is hardly any special structural 
device in the drama to denote that theme# The general features 
of grimness and apparent inevitability,commonly associated with
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classical tragedy are more a matter of historical coincidence 
than the result of deliberate design. Husein finds himself in 
a fatal situation against which he struggles in vain, until he 
eventually falls - a martyr. The devout audience expect this 
destiny for Husein, which fact contributes largely to confirm 
for the Tragedy the title of "MirAcle" play.
Dramatic Divisions
The Play does not lend itself to clear-cut dramatic divisions.
Both the Exposition and the Complication are assumed in advance.
The initial silent tour of the stage, which both the antagonistic
parties make, could possibly serve as a semi-exposition but no
exposition in the dramatic sense of the word. As it is, the
Tragedy opens with the Climax, i.e. the death of Muslim, a
virtual death to Husein*s Cause itself. The Resolution is not far
to come: for, in the same scene, Husein decides to resume his.
march upon Kufa. He is met by Hurr who leads him and his men to«
Karbala. The preliminary negotiations and parleys merely prolong 
the Resolution. The Catastrophe is embodied in the actual battle, 
whereas the whole of the Captivity scene - Act V.- forms a sort 
of Denouement.
Unities of Time and Place
The unities of time and place are almost lost sight of. For 
example, a messenger takes but a few seconds to go from Karbala 
to Kufa and vice-versa, an actual distance of no less than 
seventy miles. There are no speeches to fill up, or point out, 
the space of time that should have elapsed.
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Several scenes are included to no obvious dramatic purpose*
One such scene is in Act XXI*41« where Habib Ibn Muzahir en-
• •
deavours to win over Qurra to Husein*s side* In the same Act, the 
whole of scene v* has been devoted to despatching one verbal 
message to summon Ibn Sa*d to the presence of the Governor*
On the other hand, some particularly dramatic situations - in 
the slra - have been unaccountably excluded t for example, the 
slaughter of 'AbdullSh, Husein*s suckling babe; and the wedding 
ceremony of Al-Qasim and Sikna.
Focus
In this Drama the question of Focus deserves due consideration* 
Before the Battle starts, we have several scenes devoted to pre­
liminary negotiations at the Umayyad head-quarters. But, apart 
from these, the Drama, as a whole, is deliberately biassed in 
favour of Husein* Consequently, what we are shown for the most 
part is only one side of the picture* From the beginning of 
Act III*Scene iv* down to the last scene of the Catastrophe, 
we are all the time in Husein*s camp. And, when Act V* opens, 
we hear scarcely nothing except the speeches of Husein*s younger 
son, Zain A1-*Abidin.
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Dramatic Significance
I—v ■-h « •' • s «. K ’*
It is possible to consider the present Drama only in part
I quarter
dramatic* The conflict between good and evil, the very essence
B'f’ *» ■
and pith of drama, is here met with only at rare points:
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(a) Husein*s hearing of the death of Muslim and Hanl, in 
the opening scene of the Playf seems to arouse such conflict 
within hie soul as makes him turn to the Banu Aqll with his 
question : "Sons of Aqll, What are your views about this ?*•
(b) Less genuine is the conflict arising in Hurr*s mind
in his long soliloquy at Dhu-Husum. Less genuine it is because 
less honest than, for instance, his quandry immediately before 
his desertion to Husein in Act IV*scene i*
Just before his acceptance of the commission of Commander-in- 
chief* His poetic soliloquy (Act II*vii.) ends in his being 
swept along with the temptation of gold to the neglect of 
heavenly reward. Yet his hesitation till the last moment
deep within his soul*
There are undeniably short flashes of original dramatic 
suspense, as in t
* L t L r i ft " ... al f ^ rht, *r AC if&'-lil L * V «•* "& \ * i T lie tir Lv * ' •-> r. • * ?* ef
the short while of his reading the letter; for, soon after, we
rn for deserting Husein, at once 
mnesty in which the grandson of the 
uded*
(c) A true dramatic conflict is the dilemma of Ibn Sa*d
see him reject the offer with contumely*
I ultimatum. But here our suspense is sustained no longer than
(a) Act II* scene iii, where Husein receives Ibn Zlad*si •
before the Battle indicates that the conflict has been working
isolating Husein (Act III*iii-iv)* 
short-lived, since *Abbas, to whom
(b) Shimr*s attempt at
I
Here again the suspense is
j
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(c) Shimr*s feigned show of kindness in offering water to 
the thirsty captive, Zain, (V.i.) affords a good short suspense 
which ends with the abrupt breaking of the water-jar in Zain*s 
hands. An almost equally dramatic situation is in Shimr*s 
sarcastic answers to Zain*s earnest address, ending with his 
rhetorical question, "Do you know who I am ?
The pathetic deaths of Ali Al-Akbar, then of •Abbas, are 
dramatic, rather because they excite compassion than provide 
suspense.
Verisimilitude
With regard to verisimilitude, we feel we are standing on 
the more solid ground of the historical slra. Still, we can 
find a few situations that are totally lacking in this respects
(a) The pretended loyalty of Hurr upon meeting and arresting 
Husein at Dhu Husum.
(b) Husein* s offer to his men to steal away in the dark on 
Ashura1 night (Act III.v-vi). The only possible meanB of escape, 
if escape ought to be contemplated at all, is to break through 
the strong Umayyad siege, an act only second to impossible.
(c) In Act III scene iv. it is hardly believable that a 
mere private soldier should speak for his Commander-in-chief, 
especially with regard to such a weighty affair as granting a 
respite to the enemy.
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(d) The final attack upon Husein entails four whole troops 
to be engaged* This is obviously extravagant, but it is safely 
covered with a historical background in the slra*
The Age
Apart from copious topical allusions to nascent Islam, 
very little information about the age of Husein can be gathered 
from this Play* We do hear of Divine rights, of desert-encamp- 
ments, of camels and horses, but that is almost all* The 
Arabian concept of retaliation underlying the development of 
the Drama, belongs as much to Husein*s days as to the 
Pre-Islamic era* One classical allusion, particularly pre-Is- 
l&mic, is referred to in Husein*s challengesB • since you 
would not observe my blood-link with God’s Apostle, at least 
go you back to your Pre-Islamie gallantry ete**B(Act IV*v*l-4)* 
Atmosphere
An all-pervading atmosphere of tragedy envelops the Play*
This is better studied under four different headings, namely2
Setting, Plethora of Violence, Tone, and Lack of Comic Relief*
(Setting) - It is Arabia, dry and waterless* Hurr meets
Husein*s train and escorts them along an intermediary deviation
known only to At-Tirimmah* The Hida* sung by the latter does,• • •
in fact, alleviate the dryness - of the souls - yet, the group 
is still on desert land with neither an oasis nor hope of success 
in sight* The Euphrates is ahead; but when Karbala is reached,
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Hubein and men are cut off from its water. They suffer from •
a long , burning thirst - until they die* Ho sooner has the
maesgere be committed f and the camp sacked and burnt 9 than the
surviving women and children are led into captivity to Damascus
via Kufa, a route all arid desert as well,
(Violence) - Almost from beginning to end, the word "Blood1*,
pronounced or understood, runs through the Play like a scarlet
thread* Pirst, it is the blood of Muslim and HanI, which draws
Husein, morally, to his fate. Then at Karbala Husein orders
his men thust"Dismount all*** here is the slaughtering-place of
our men, the shedding-place of our blood etc*•(Act I.iii*56-58)*
In his written instructions to Ibn Safd, the Governor,Ibn Ziad,
says, "...if he refuses to do so, march directly against him
until thou hast slain and mutilated him and all his men etc***"
(Act III*ii*29-31)*0n the eve of^shura*, Husein grants his men
permission to slink away in the dark; but one and all, they are
determined to shed their blood to the last drop*The next morning
is •Ashura* properiblood flows in abundance* Pirst it is the
blood of Hurr; next comes the Banu Aqll chieftain,then Burair,
then others, and lastly Habib Ibn Muzahir* The rest, of the
• * *
Ha8himite men follow suit, not forgetting the gracious blood of 
the negro slave, Jawn. ^  Eventually, Husein*s valuable blood 
is shed at Karbala, and his head severed by Shimr* Of the muti­
lations in the massacre the slra books supply more details than
1 - The two short interludes coming withing Act IV.Scene iii., 
during which head-wounds are inflioted, must afford, to the 
audience, a living representation of the Karhalln heroes; a 
scene more eloquent than the mere words of the Drama.
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the Drama which makes mention only of the chopping off of 
•Abbas* arms, before he is completely vanquished*(Act IV.iii).
~  f < i •
There is in Act V, in factf no scene of slaughter or blood; 
yet we are all the time reminded of the massacre in the public
4 4 m  7 a i n ^ M I B m  lap Jll Ij g w j H i
addresses of Zain Al-Abidln, until in the very last lines,
Bashir conveys to the Medinites that;
"...Husein is slain***his body at Karbala is all blood
In th • y • bespattered;
While his head is paraded round fixed upon a spear**
(Act V.v.3-5).
(Tone) - Both in and outside the scenes of death, the tone 
of the Play is one of elegy, vengeance, or courageous resigna­
tion to fate. There is as much courage as resignation in
Husein*s lines s .
*Since bodies are created for death.••*(Act I.i.63-65).
The followers of Husein are all of them disgusted with life,
and they die courageously in the hope of life hereafter*
Vengeance is denoted by the line recited by Ibn Ziad i
"Is it now, when our own claws have been transfixed in him,
That he hopes to escape ? How impossible I"(Act III.ii.4-5).
And in (Act V.i.3£ -32) Shimr rejoices at the chance of "venting
our long-concealed rancour". Equally revengeful is Husein*s» .
Invocations "Scatter them about,0 Lord, and never let their 
rulers be pleased with them,(Act IV.iv.3-4). The tone is also 
elegiac « almost everywhere in the Drama, particularly in Husein's 
eulogies over the martyrs from his own family, such as 'Abbas
I
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and Ali Al-Akbar# To say nothing of the assumed lamentation 
of the Hashimite women and children in Husein*s oamp.
(Lack of Comic Relief) - Apart from Shinu^s irony in breaking 
the jar in Zain*s hands, there is his brief sarcastic retort 
of "Yes,indeed" (Act V*i.)| but nothing else by way of relief# 
The final act is perhaps, ironical from beginning to end#
This is observed in the unfavourable contrast tacitly made 
between the two Huseinite trains, the would-have-been triumph- 
ant majesty as opposed to the present ignoble Captivity# 
Generally speaking, grimness broods over this tragedy; the 
entire atmosphere is oppressive with something malignant and 
revengeful in the forces of the world# In a Bense, the Play 
of Karbala is a tragic irony on the ultimate scheme of things.
A General Literary Appreciation
On the literary side the Drama is possessed of but few 
merits# It is a prose Drama - in Arabic - with several inter­
polations of poetic passages# The language is of course, 
classical* Indeed, the diction in places is so classical as 
to verge on the archaic* The modern reader comes across a 
considerable number of words which are unfamiliar to him# For 
example we have t '*'•»%' t .m  : ;. •» ■ ■ - *
dJ JJ1 ,U * rU_U1 (Act I#i.40,44)
o'  ^ ^ ( A c t  III.vi. 11)
t put* (Act IV. i.26,43)
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Unlike the current Arabic tendency9 the style, rather than 
being decorative, is almost plain and straightforward# Figures 
of speech are sparse : we have only a few of such original
metaphors as t
"The Prophet's aromatic flower, the whelp of the lion,Ali"
(Act X#iii«3)f and, "Ride (darkness) as you would ride 
your camel"(Act III.vi#42); or such exquisite similes as 
in Shimr's words : "See, how very like a bar of silver 
water looksi"(Act V#i#39-40)#
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The poetic passages in the Play are mostly derived from
other sources# They are used roughly in four different situations:
i - To express moral or religious aphorisms; as in :
"It is humiliation enough for one to live under
coercion"# (Act I#iii#23-24);
"There is no use in one who has got no good(heart)
(Act IV*ii#12)#
ii * To confirm a decision, as in :
"Verily, life here can go only with rapid results,etc#
(Act II#vii#9-*10) which in the context amounts to a
decision on the part of Ibn Sa'd who prefers "rapid
results", and decides against Husein# This also applies 
to Husein's aphorismic decisions as in (i) above# 
iii- To challenge the enemy; wherein a warrior recites poetry 
to declare his genealogy, courage, or readiness to die 
for Husein# , ,
1
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iv - For singing; either hida*, as in the singing of
At-Tirimmah, (Act I.iii.40-51)} or elegy, as in the
* •
couplet sung by Husein over his dead son (Act IV.iii*39-43) 
and the elegiac tune sung in eulogy of ’Abbas in the 
same Act and Scenef lines (83-86).
Both in the prose as in the poetry there is a dearth of
pictorial charm; the only flashes of poetic imagery worth 
noting are t "Is it now, when our own claws have been transfixed
in him etc..." (Act III.ii.4-5)| 
and i Husein’a elegy over his son, All *"Thou hast been the very
pupil of mine eyes etc.." (as in No. iv above).
The Arabic tendency to rhythmical prose "saj'" is
noticed in the letter of ultimatum to Husein, where the letter 
( r j ) alliterates at the end of the words (Act II.ii.7-12)j 
and, in Zain’s speeches, particularly the one alliterating in 
the letter ( n 0 )Uct V.ii.12-15).
There is a poetic pun made on the words s "fadl" and "Iba*".
;in Husein’s line s .
"0 Abu’l Padl, thou it is who hast established both "fadl"• .
(virtue) and f,Iba!" (disdain) etc. (Act IY.iii.83«) ^  
iAnd in prose too, there is such playing upon words, as in Husein’s 
ill augury of the word Karbala, which, if split, could mean 
rtorment and tribulation" ( see foot-note Act I.iii.55).
(j.,,i, ^  t J— U - l
The metre of the poems differs with different situations 
in the Play; it is generally the "tawll" which is more suited 
to elegiac recitation. At-Tirimmah, the desert-soout, recites 
his hida1 in the "rajas" metre, while the challenges are 
uttered in the "Kamil" either full or incomplete, though in 
these, i.e. the challenges, such other metrical varieties as 
"rajaz" or "sari1" may, as well, be met with. The metre is
of course, correct, but there are a few enjambments, where the
meaning is run on, as in'die example below s~
"By Allah, Lord of the Throne I swear, that we shall never
leave your troops, until the gleaming swords have been 
sheathed" - in thee. (Act IY.iii.31)*
\ !,
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APPENDIX II
ACTORS AND THEIR PARTS
r *
As a result of personal interview with a number of the 
main actors in the Drama, the present writer has produced the 
following brief report on their respective attitudes towards 
the parts they play* The general features of this report are*
(a) - The actors are all from Nabatiyya, though they have not
necessarily always lived there* The main parts are
'« •'«* J <i * ’ (l .1 Jlr •: I  *  ¥  '  1 j  *t
by tradition played by certain families.
(b) - No fees are received for acting* The actors regard
their performance more as a service to religion, hence 
their keeness to keep their parts to themselves, and 
and the desire of other youngmen to participate in the 
shablh.
(c) — The actors are mainly tradesmen} their general education
is elementary and their dramatic education almost nil. 
Still, they do feel the necessity for a better stage and 
a more improved production.
Here below are the names of the actors whose views have in 
particular added to the Report:
Part Actor
Age
years
How long 
acting 
the part 
years Profession
Husein• i’u'ad Kuhail • 35 6 Secretary Publication office
1 Abbas Hassan Kuhail • • 32 6 Sports master
Alt Al- 
Asghar
Habib Jabir • 60 20 Barber
Shimr 
No. 1
Hasan Oallum • 25 6 Tile-caster
Shimr 
NO. 2
Yusuf Nahli • 65 25 Butcher
Habib B.
Muzahir•
Mohammed Qasim
Kuhail•
28 2 Postman
Hilal Qasim Qudaih • 28 9 Stuffer of matrasses
Qurra
-....
Habib Farran * 2k 6 Tile-layer
Husein - Pu’ad Kuhail
15It has devolved on me of late," he began, "not only to act 
the part of Husein, but to undertake in addition the production 
of the Drama as a whole, To three brothers of mine I have assigned
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main parts, in accordance with the will of our late father* 
While he lived, father was always zealous about keeping alive 
Husein*s memory and used to play Husein himself# We, his sons, 
have inherited both the Part and the Wish to keep up fshablhf 
which we carry on with, under the auspices of our town sheikh, 
the Reverend Mohammed Taqi Sadiq"#
"Are there in production any special features in which you 
are particularly interested ? " I asked#
"I am interested in the improvement of the production as a 
whole, but I have been able to add little beyond putting down 
I the tunes for the few chants in the Drama, i#e# the hida* of 
At-Tirimmah, and the short elegies for both Ali Al-Akbar and 
| *Abbas#"
"What is your personal attitude towards your own part, and
t ,  --.v.'r " i r :  • • i ' - v > » r.
your opinion about the other actors?1 I asked again#
"I do not deny that the business is a religious service 
or which I reserve due respect, as well for my own benefit,
||p>8 for the sake of my co—religionists# I wish the actors 
%ould perform their parts better so that the presentation could 
be more polished than it is at present# It is clear that,
^ith a little more attention and practice, they will be able
H. M TlAMt&ikAi, !TV-; ,7 ; * . .
I to do so, since they all take the performance very much to 
ifj|peart •
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•Abbas - Hassan Kuhail • •
Haying known of my meeting with Fu'ad, his brother, he said 
that he had very little to add to what Pufad had said. "In 
general", he continued, "I believe the •Ashura1 drama must be 
accorded much more attention, since we see that, for no material 
benefit, the Nabatiyya lads^vie with one another in order to 
take a part, any part, in the Play* During acting, many of 
the actors, go about their parts as though absorbed in some 
high sacrament or rite, and not in a mere dramatic entertainment"• 
"Please,tell me how you personally feel about your part*
How about the cutting off of both of your arms in the Play ? "
I asked*
" I have as much respect for my part as does my brother 
for his; and, as for the performance, I have acted the same 
part enough times to be able to manage the movements all right*
In the simulated battle, I hide first my right, then my left
arm under my #abaj after that, I take my sword in my teeth
for a while, and that is it*"
All Al-Asghar - Habib Jabir^*
It was difficult for me to get an appointment from this busy
barber who is also a "Mukhtar" of the town, until one day he found
1 - Despite his old age, this actor, being of small stature, can 
more truly represent Ali Al-Asghar, who, according to the sira 
had been a young boy of ten or less*
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me in his 'barber1 s chair asking questions about hie part in 
the Drama*
"What is your part like, please ?" said I*
He immediately began to reoite from memory the whole of 
his speeches* I therefore had to interrupt t" I meant to ask 
about your attitude towards the performance of the said part*"
So he answered 3 "My part, as Zain Al-Abidln, comprises little 
(mor^ beyond the delivery of speeches to the public* The scene 
of the "breaking of the jar" is however an indispensable 
addition| for the illiterate sections of the audience look 
forward each year to see the jar in my hands broken"*^ "As 
for my feeling, " he continued, it is my wish to be able to 
continue to act this part for the rest of my days* To me, a 
God fearer, acting in the shablh is actual work rather than mere 
acting; in riding on camel-back, I feel I assume the personality 
of the very reverred Imam Zain Al-Abidln himself# In this 
belief of mine I have been confirmed by a special incident of 
a supernatural kind"*
"So there is something interesting about it ? I asked*
" I can hardly recollect the incident without having my 
hair stand on end,"said he. "I have always known that the scenes 
of the processional captivity could never be enacted without 
me* It was one of those days around Muharram, ten years ago,
1 - Indeed, several jars; since to cater for the taste of the 
more impassioned sections of the audience, the same scene, 
although irrelevant, is repeated four times over*
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when a slight misunderstanding with the late Sheikh, drove me 
to take an oath never more to act in the "shablh n under his 
auspices* He knew and absolved me of my oath, yet I would 
not withdraw* In a dream, my wife, (who never before had heard 
of the tiff with the Sheikh,) saw a green-turbaned old man, who 
shook his scimitafr in her face saying, "You, tell him, tell him 
never to fail in his dutyt? I augured ill of the dream, yet 
did not change my mind* When •Ashura* day came round, a group 
of infuriated devotees, who learned of my pertinacity, chased 
me so hotly about the town that I escaped only narrowly* The 
danger was real, since many of them had their swords with them.
In hiding I felt deep remorse, and, having made up my mind, ran 
back to the Qit'a where I arrived in time for my part* I hope 
no such slackness in ’duty* will ever enter my head again"*
Shimr No. i - Hasan Sail urn ^
♦
"I appreciate," he began, "that my part, though not very 
long, constitutes a turning point in the Drama* I have been 
acting Shimr for the last six years; before me, both my brothers 
Ali and Ahmad did respectively take the same part* Now it is 
my legacy which I hope to be able to preserve* When first I 
appeared on the stage of shablh, I remember how possessed with 
awe and reverence I was* Up till now I still have the same, or 
almost the same, attitude towards my part"*
1 — In the Nabatiyya shablh there are two Shimrs, i.e* two actors 
taking the part of Shimr, one of whom , namely Nahli, appears 
only in act V*
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"What is your personal attitude about the severing of 
Husein1 s head ?" I put in.
"Since there is no actual decapitation represented," he 
answered, "this section of my part is often scamped. More 
usually the scene is drowned by the final rush of the audience 
onto the stage-cirele".
" I have heard it said that the audience never like Shimr 
Have you yourself ever encountered any such feelings on 
their part ? " said I.
"Oh I Of course, nobody loves Shimr - nor do I either," 
he answered. "I remember how several devout oldmen, with tears 
in their eyes, had fervently wished I were the real Shimr, that 
they might wreak their vengeance on me# Other young men and 
young women do sometimes threaten, but all in fun."
"Have you anything to say in connection with the Production?" 
I finally asked#
"The stage, I believe," said he, "should be much modified, 
though there is no necessity to change the locale, since the 
present Qit’a in the neighbourhood of the Huseiniyya house is 
endowed with a special blessing from Husein. Apart from that, 
we can, when acting there, more easily receive instruction from 
the Sheikh".
Shimr No# 2 - Yusuf Nahli
1"»1"
’Ten years ago," he answered, " I used to undertake the 
performance of the part of Shimr in full, when it was less
1 - According to Stevens p#170, Shimr*s part has resulted more 
than once in the death of the actor at the hands of the 
infuriated audience#
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classical, and I younger* At present I am able to prepare 
the captives for the processions and to recite from memory 
(N.B. the man is illiterate) the short speeches connected 
therewith.”
"I would quit the whole business, if I were your age,” 
said I.
" Ohl Not I, so long as I am able to. I would never 
give up a service so light and yet so greatly rewarded in the 
hereafter; indeed, here in this world too, through the bounty 
of Husein, we derive much good fortune. Besides which we 
take special pride in shablh acting. Do take a look at these 
snaps (presenting photographs) of myself during the performance; 
look at this costume and observe the grandeur of the ceremony; 
don’t you find it altogether admirable ?"
Taking me to his butcher’s shop, he pointed to several 
other photographs on the wall, which represented previous 
♦Ashura’ processions of the shablh in which he took part.
Habib Ibn Muzahir — Mohammed Qasim Kuhail 
•  • 2 *
’Before these two ’Ashura’s, n he began, n I used to 
volunteer for minor parts in the Play, Qg. a soldier or 
messenger. You see, we receive no pay for our acting, except 
with God. Hence in acting the present part of mine, I go 
about it with all due reverence and zeal. This is my personal 
attitude; as for my wish, it is that the shablh in this town 
be improved and for ever commemorated.w
80 -
Hllal - $asim Qodaih
"In my late teens," said Qasim , " I used to take the 
minor part of an Umayyad soldier escorting Shimr* I had little 
notion of what acting was, and when first I appeared on the stage, 
I was under the impression that I was to he killed de factoI As 
it happened, I only fell into a fainting fit, In the acting 
of my present role, I so concentrate upon the performance that 
I become almost unmindful of the whole audience about me* With 
me, reverence for Husein1s memory is too al-embracing for me to 
be distracted by anything else*"
"What is your personal opinion of the Drama as at present 
produced ?" I asked*^
n I suggest," said he, that the prevailing disorder about 
the actors and their parts - i*e. their entrance, exit, and 
delivery - should be reduced to a minimum* as for the stage,
I wish there was a wire fence round the ’halaqa*, seats for all 
the visitors, and several more microphones for the actors."
Qurra - Habib Farran ^ W3e£0re my present part," he said, "I
used to take part as a soldier. I became more interested in 
the Drama and began to look for better parts* Whatever my part,
I strive to pay due attention to it, and cooperate with my 
fellow actors in trying to keep alive the •Ashura1 cause* My 
personal feeling towards my part is therefore one of deep 
veneration."
1 — The present writer takes Hilal to be one of the best three 
actors in the Play, the others being Shimr No*l, and Husein.
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APPENDIX III
THE
A90pJ* FESTIVAL AT JIBSHlT, LEBANON 
( A PANORAMIC VIEW)
Figures 1 - 6
Chanting and beating their breasts^. Unlike the 
Nabatiyya demonstrations, the^lattama" parade with 
all their clothes on.
Husein on the way to Karbala. ♦Abbas,the standard- 
bearer, is riding on Husein1 s right, and Ali Al- 
Akbar on Husein*s left. The rest of the devotees 
follow behind on foot.
To Karbala. The Umayyad force heading for the field 
under the leadership of Ibn Sa*d (front). Shimr, 
with his plumed helmet, draws his sword in advance. 
In the rear rides Ibn 2iad,the governof of Kufa.
The Stage. The few palm-tree branches mark the 
banks of the Euphrates* The little white tent rep­
resenting Husein*s Camp, constitutes a sharp anachro­
nism $ we femember that Husein*s pavilions had been 
set up a good distance ffom the Euphrates and were 
cut off from the river.
Another view of the Stage# The spectators begin to 
gather.
The audience encircle the stage. In the midst, 
(lower left) stands the Commentator.
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APPENDIX III
THE _
•ASHCrI* FESTIVAL AT JIBSHIT,LEBANON
(A Panoramic View)
Figures 7 - 12
7 - The "Umayyad" leaders stand parleying with the 
"Banu Hashim"* Shimr1s sword is never sheathed#
8 - The fray at its hottest* 1Abbas, raising the 
Haahimite banner, challenges the foe.
9 - The end is at hand* Shimr proceeds against 
Husein* His companions seem to be much less 
Earnest, though*
10- The aftermath of Karbala. All wrapped up in a 
black woman*s dress, is a male actor representing 
Zainab, a captive sister of Husein1s.
11- Zainab delivers a speech* Although a good dramatic 
addition, the part seriously lacks verisimilitude s 
a captured woman drawing a sword*
12- Zain Al-Abidln delivers an address before Caliph
Yazid. Like Zainab he, a captive, cannot be supposed 
to have retained his own sword either*
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APPENDIX IV 
A GENERAL CRITICISM OP
SIR LOUIS PELLY«S 
"THE MIRACLE PLAY OF HASSAK & HUSEIN"
Among the several European works that deal with the 
•Ashura* shablh, there is, perhaps, no one more often referred 
to than the one under the title above* For criticisms of the 
said work, the present writer has come across Grunebaum I 
"Mohammedan Festivals" | and an article in Hastings: "Encyclo­
paedia of Religion and Ethics"* The first writer, while 
devoting sufficient space to the doctrine of soteriology as 
expounded in Pelly, is almost neutral both with regard to 
that same theory and to the intrinsic value of the whole work 
as a Miracle play. The second authority, namely Hastings, 
although deeply impressed by Pelly, holds the work to be 
"doubtless, a product of the people#"^
Since we can hardly agree with either of these authori­
ties, we believe it is valid to introduce the present personal 
criticism of the work. In this, we have tried to prove that 
the alleged doctrine of soteriology, if not altogether base­
less is too inconsistent to stand up as an established theory# 
On the other hand, we venture to believe that, in view of its 
doctrinal material, at once copious and intricate, Pelly must 
be editing learned doctors of the Shifite creed rather than 
merely the " common people"•
1 - Hastings * Encycl* of Religion and Ethics, p#897#
then again, judging from the poor dramatic construction 
of the Play, as compared for instance, with the improved form 
of our "Lebanese1 tragedy as in the present text, one can 
readily see how very unsafe it is to consider Pelly1s "Miracle 
Play" as one of the most remarkable dramaturgic creations” • ^
A* Substance
In actual fact, the substance of Pelly*e "Miracle Play" 
is much more apologetic than might at first sight appear*
Most of the scenes, if not all, have within them an underlying 
element of defence either of the creed itself or of the ritual 
observances based thereon. Didacticism, supposedly the rule 
in the work, allows ample ground for apologetic material 
expressly set to meet current non-Shi*ite Moslem stigmatizations. 
Almost equal space is devoted to expounding the hazy, unestab­
lished doctrine of Soteriology.
To begin with, the loss of Joseph, Jacob1s son, - in 
Scene I - apparently introduced for the sake of comparison 
with the more grievous loss at Karbala of Ali Al-Akbar, does 
embody a special tacit apology for mourning Husein. Since,
through his excessive weeping, Jacob is said to have been
(2 )8truck blind, the excessive weeping of the Shia over
1 - Hastings, p. 897,
2 - HullI 1 Naqd, p. 107.
Husein should, in analogy, be considered neither strange,nor 
•
in any form, illegal. Indeed, it becomes commendable in the 
face of the ”Sunnite” tradition after Caliph 'Umar, to the 
effect that1* a dead one will be tortured by the weeping over 
him of his own family or others”. ^  In like manner must be 
explained the purport of Scene II., in which Mohammed himself
sheds bitter tears over the death of his own son Ibrahim.
*
A further classical example of mourning for Husein is 
set for the Shia* - the women in particular - in Scene XXII., 
where the Hashimite women ”dye their garments black, smite 
their heads, or rend their collars in twain; while the bride 
of Qasim bewails in a loud voice.” In the next Scene XXIII., 
Zainab tacitly enjoins upon the Shia* to beat their breasts as 
hard as they would do a drum.
Equally apologetic is the remote allusion made to All's 
bravery in fighting for nascent Islam, in the expeditions of 
Uhud, Khaibar, and Badr, (Scene III). All's favourite wife 
Fatima, is, la Scene IV., called the Virgin.(2^Ihe death of 
Mohammed, Scene V., is introduced merely to confirm the patri­
mony of the Caliphate to Ali - alone. So too, is Scene VI.
"The Khilaphat to Abu Bakr”, which is included obviously to 
be tacitly disproved as unjust. In it Ali is only compelled
1 - Sadiq : Sima} p. 25
2 - ”?atima, having been created through heavenly mediation,had 
never had any menstrual blood”. A m m  t Majalis, vol.v.p.49.
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to recognize the status quo# To coerce Ali into recognition, 
•Umar, the second Caliph to be, had gone to the lengths of 
forcing his way into Alifs house where he even caused injuries 
to the most venerable Fatima# So, by way of showing how un­
suitable they were to become Caliphs i.e. both Abu-Bakr and 
fUmar -, the grave, unforgettable, mischief is here again 
divulged : " My mother was hurt by a poor wretch, " says the 
indignant Zainab.
The death of Hasan, Scene IX., is made mention of in 
order to fan up the brands of hatred for ffyisha. For, it was 
she who unaccountably had opposed the burial of Hasan1 s corpse 
by Mohammedfs side.
Lastly, though not leastly, we find the dootrine of 
Soteriology as pushed in within the body of the Drama under 
discussion. We use the phrase "Pushed in" because there is 
too much contradiction involved to allow for a clear, balanced 
argument. At one time we find Husein taking the role of a 
voluntary redeemer and forgiving in full the trespasses of his 
enemies | at another we find the same Husein invoicing damnation 
upon the enemy and valiantly dashing forward to destroy them. 
The result is,<#course inconsistent.
To begin with, we find that, in Scene XX., Gabriel 
brings word to Mohammed that "the salvation of Husein1 s fellow— 
creatures will be effected through his martyrdom." On the 
^ay of judgement Husein1 s intercession is superior even to
Mohammed1sf since, "Of all prophets and mediators, Husein 
can raise the feet of sinners from the mud of destruction", 
(Scene XXXVII)# In Scene XXIII Husein, quite voluntarily,
offers his life "as a sacrifice for the sins of my people
that they may he saved from the wrath to come"# The same 
note is heard in Scene XII#, where Husein declares, "I am 
going to offer myself most readily for my people," and,"I 
promise to offer my neck to Shimr", Scene V# Um-Laila, one 
of Husein1 s wives, is presented in Scene XVIII, as exalted
high ahove maternal tenderness, for she assents to the sacri­
fice of Ali Al-Akhar, her own son, "in order to perplex and 
distraot the wise of the world", ^  In support of the above, 
Husein expresses such compassionate emotions of clemency and 
indulgence as in the following short speeches i—
(i) - I Scene XIII#, he prays that "clouds of mercy may pour 
down rain on sinners"#
(ii) - He instructs Zainab, his sister, that, "when I am dead, 
curse not any infidel"# Scene XVIII#
(iii)- In Scene XXIII#, he prays : "###for the merit of me, I 
pray thee, on the day of Judgement, forgive, 0 merciful Lord, 
the sins of my grandfatherfa people*"
Now, it is almost impossible to reconcile all the afore­
said voluntary, sacrifice and forgiveness by Husein, with his 
revengeful attitude and tone in the same play and on the same 
occasion#
1 - One wonders whether in fact there was any voluntary sacri­
fice involved when this ladyfs son would by all accounts 
have been killed by the bedeging enemy#
In Scene XIX#, for instance, Husein vehemently instructs 
his men thus i "Arise, and fetch me my horse, I shall fight 
the battle of faith against the malicious unbelievers"• In 
the same Scene he also says, the God of the two worlds
shall avenge me on them"# Most contradictory of all is 
the actual historical origin of Karbala, where Husein fights 
so fiercely in order to send to their death the same people 
of his grandfather whom he both forgives and for whom, it is 
alleged, he is tasting death*
B. Dramatic Value
Dramatically speaking, felly’s work scarcely deserves 
serious critical attention# It is much too long for dramatic 
performance, and suffers too gravely from broad realism, ana­
chronisms, and lack of verisimilitude, to deserve to be called 
"drama". To begin with, we believe the work to be misnamed, 
and that for three different reasons t
(i) - It comprises many more plays than one to be 
called merely "a play"*
(ii) ** Although Husoin figures conspicuously enough in 
the drama, his brother Hassan occupies too little space to 
justify the inclusion of his name in the title. In fact, 
most of the other figures are treated at equal, or greater, 
length than Hassan*
(iii) We wonder, what should become of those numerous
other characters who, on the whole, are remotely connected
with either Hassan or Husein the theme being mainly apologetic
We therefore, think that Pelly*s work should have been more
aptly entitled* "The Shi’ite Creed in Miracle Plays"* The
editor could never have missed such a fact about the theme
unless, of course, he takes the usurpation of the Caliphate
first from Hassan, then next from Husein, to be itself the * •
Shi’ite Creed in epitome#
So much for the Title, let us come now to the produc­
tion# In its basic construction the Play of "Hassan and 
Husein " is so highly undramatic that one wonders whether it 
has ever been actually performed, or was even msoit to be#
The playwright is at no pains whatever to create any dramatic 
situations worth the note. Only one 3uch situation could be 
considered acceptable, since it might arouse a sort of 
suspense though brief and somewhat absurd , To wit, it is 
Scene XXIV., the loss of Rukayya. The suspense resides in 
the thorough search made for her everywhere at Karbala - in
ivain# The clue is given when the spirit of Ali comes back
I haye f: v t ?; * a U  ilml;-.
from the dead and guides the family who find the damsel sound
asleep among the corpses I
In the play there are as many as thirty seven scenes. 
Hearly every one of these scenes is long enough, and inde­
pendent enough, to stand as a drama in its own right# To
perform them all in full on 'Ashura' day would be impossible - 
in fact the entire ten days of the 'Ashura' season would 
hardly suffice. Apart from that, there are a number of 
female characters whose parts could not have been "lawfully" 
enacted : no Shi*ite women are allowed to act,and the putting 
on of a woman's dress by a man is frowned upon by the doctors 
of the Creed. There are particular scenes which suffer from 
weak basic construction. For example, in Scene XI., Muslim 
speaks with his two sons,who are far away in their distant 
hiding-place. And they, without any separation or division 
whatever, both hear and respond to his conversation in the 
very next line*
The Supernatural element in the Play verges too closely 
on the incredible to be relished by a non-Shi'ite. The broad 
realism is also too repulsive for modern taste. For example, 
on his way to Karbala, Husein could have been 'spirited away' 
for a brief while,during which he pays a fleeting visit to his 
fathers grave at distant Najaf, and as soon returns to his 
caravan (Scene XIV). By virtue of the same superhuman power, 
he could have flown to India where his timely arrival saves 
the Shi'ite Sultan Ghiyath from a ferocious lion, then, in a 
few winks, have returned to Karbala. (Scene XXII).^
Bu. — Such tales as the above are virtually contradictory to 
Shi'ite traditions, from which we learn that Husein did
I twice ask for a license to depart, and was deftied same.
Cf. II.ii.13 and III.i.13 in the text of the present 
Tragedy above•
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Ja’far At-Tayyar, a figure half-man, half-horse, though long 
ago dead, may, in this Play, have appeared at Karbala in 
person leading the troops of Jinn (Scene XXIII)# But it is 
by no means possible for human credulity to accept that 
Husein, decapitated as he was - his head was sent away to 
Damascus - and trampled under the horses* hoofs, couldton the 
same day, have risen up whole and made possible the escape of 
a Persian wife of his (Scene XXVI)i Equally incredible is 
the account that the aforesaid headless corpse, Husein, not 
only was able to move both its hands, but in a clear articu­
late voice, to have rebuked his saucy camel-driver upon 
attempting to filch a studded belt from around his dead master’s 
waist I (Scene XXVII)#
I . lrarnjan ?<bun>y yXt<(^ ... 1
Hot only is the Supernatural so full of incredibilities;
Ithe Play as a whole, suffers as gravely from a total lack of
%  V n   i I■<')
verisimilitude# Por illustration, a few conspicuous instances
H  T  —
should suffice i
(a) - In his death agonies, Ibrahim, Mohammedfs son, 
although but sixteen months old, holds a long, eloquent,
^ _  ,| |  ^y.n, ^ t-»j. n, i, i. . ___ Xlt
farewell colloquy with his sorrowful father (Scene II)t
I(K.B. — We wonder what prodigious babe could have been found 
to act this part*)
(b) - Ali, so renowned for personal discretion, lays down 
his life for the cheap purpose of enabling a young lad to 
obtain a wife (Scene IV)#
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(c) - In Scene XII. both Husein and Zainab complain in 
advance of the woes of Karbala. Yet, as soon as Husein visits 
Mohammed’s grave, he is overjoyed at the good tidings of 
setting out for Karbala !
(d) - Even Muslim is endowed with a prophetic talent I 
Going out in the dead of night,(Scene XI), he readily finds 
his two sons in a hiding-place *of which they had never told 
him .
(e) - Unhistorical Scenes:
i - The ruthless slaughter of these two sons of Muslim - as 
in (d) above - although a possible dramatic moment, has, 
however, no historical origin in reliable sTra books.^
ii- In Scene XXVIII, the timely intervention made by the 
Persian forces (who release young Fatima from captivity) 
also lacks any historical basis. Fatima had never been 
released before Damascus, and the Persian forces had never, 
during this period, mutinied against the Umayyad rule.^;
iii-In Scene XXIX, Ibn Ziad orders the women to be conducted 
to Damascus "in entire nakedness"; and, Zainab, in apos­
trophe to the dead Husein, complains thus, "0 Husein, they• «. •
1 - ’Abdullah, son of_Muslim, was a grown-up lad who fell in
action at Karbala. (See AmIn:Lawa’ij, p.173)* Furthermore, 
Muslim as an emisary, on urgent political affairs, could 
not be expected to carry his young children with him at all.
2 - Both in this, and in Husein’s rising from the dead to
rescue a 'Persian* wife of his, - see under supernatural 
above - the creedal screen is much too transparent to 
hide racial proclivities.
■
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are carrying Zainab* thy sister* ’naked1 on a she—camel" •
In a circumstance such as Karbala* it is not impossible 
that ’entire* nakedness could have taken place* Yet, it 
is not precisely so in the slra. The present Scene 
simply sacrifices historical fact for a possible dramatic 
hyperbole* It is of the removal of the women’s head­
dresses, or back-mantles, that history relates; and that 
even is bad enough - to a Moslem. We have however already 
mentioned that no presentation of women, though properly 
veiled and dressed* can be lawfully tolerated.
C. A Literary Appreciation
Pally’s work cannot be considered as of any great 
literary distinction* Its sole characteristic is that it 
abounds in extravagant hyperbole. A reader comes across but 
a few faint glimpses of original figures of speech, as in 
the following :- Agrees ar# the state : ©i
(a) Ali* in asking a favour from an infidel, likens
himself to 1 a mirror that may, at times, be in want of ashes*"
(Scene VIII).
(b) Upon her seeing Husein’a head raised on a spear, 
Zainab, his sister, asking her companions to beat their breasts,
s a y s ,  "Uncover your breasts a minute* for it is time to beat
the drum, seeing the King is going to ride." (Scene XXIII),
I w  ^  "WW*-" J **«».. f y Bf A  •**- ^  \/r wiSWt
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With regard to Hyperbole, we would, here belowf make 
mention of but a few significant illustrations i
(i) Simply because Muslim goes to lodge for the night at 
the house of a certain Kufan, the owner declares that,"Now, 
my house may vie with Paradise in splendour#” (Scene X#)
(ii) Husein1s mother. Fatima, threatens to "destroy the . •
whole world and heaven"# (Scene XI)# This is emphasized in 
(Scene VII) where she is addressed as, "Thou queen of the throne 
and palace of heaven".
(iii) »Abbas addresses Husein as, "the high priest of 
men and jinn"# (Scene VIII). And, in Scene XXIII, the parched 
Husein at Karbala is made to vaunt that, "I can make the moon 
or any celestial orb fall down on earth; how much more can I 
get water for my children?"v /
(iv) Ali, not only is "the highly exalted king of religion", 
but also, "the sovereign lord of the empire of existence t"
(Scene XXIII). "Ali*s decrees are the same as those of the 
glorious Lord Himself | he who gives up the ghost and is a 
worshipper of Ali, shall find his head in the lap of a nymph 
of paradise". (Scene XXXVII).
It is probably this sort of shablh, as in Pellyfs work 
above, which the Reformist School have, in the last half 
century, interdicted both as illegal and scandalous.
1 - By a declaration such as this, the writer is unconsciously 
accusing Husein of having ruthlessly brought about the death 
of his owft children and companions by thirst I s
